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Hancock County Savings Bank,
10 STATE STREET,

IN

Commenced Bu«lnem May

Home

Fund.

ELLSWORTH.

1, 1873.

savings

more’s father,
Sunday here.

WKW

John B. Frazier died at his home in Ellsworth Sunday, after a long illness, aged
seventy years. He was a veteran of the
Civil war.

ADVt.BTSVPM*NTN THIS WKKK.

Mary

[3st Dividend No. 68 at rate of 3 1-2 per cent
Reserve
Lgrge
f

LOCAL AFFAIRS.
County Commissioners' notice.
Lorenzo Linscott— Hay for sale.
C Fretz Austin—'Tresoass notice.
Dr l F Sinionton—Horse and carriage for
sale.
Probate notice—Est Harriet Brophy et als.
Probate notice—Est Caroline H Stanley.
8 L Lord—Property for sale.
Swampscott Sparkling Gelatine.
J A Haynes—Cash market.
East 8vrry:
Capt Alden H Mann—Cottage for rent.
Jerome Young—Cowk for sale.
Bangor, Mb:
Sawyer Dental Co—Dentistry.
Livermore Falls, Me:
A C Hutchinson—Farms for sale.
Somerville. Mass:
E A Daniels—Diamond Edge Razor paste.

ELLSWORTH, ME.

BANK

rrtE ONLY SAVINOS

MAINE, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON,,JULY 17,

banks furnished

when desired.

8CHBDULB OP MAILS
ELLSWORTH POET OPFICB.
In effect June 10% 1907.
HAILS RECEIVED.

Prom West—*6 in, •ll.ftj.a m, 4S0snd*6.12pm.
Prom East—12.24. 5 87 and 11.07 p m.
MAIL CLOSES AT POSToVriOR.
Going Last—n and 6 45 a on. 4 and 5.80 p m.
Going West—11.50 e d>, *2, *5 and *9 p m.
•Dally, Sundays lnc’uded.
No rnali* dispatched to or received from the

Sundays.

for
i

|A

Sale,

j,4jn I m
lit a*** « l

i. ptaesnl RaysMe
Bto« river bey.
,t.

with

dwelling and stable;

contains

3) acres

Harbor,

running to

pr««perty. Water street. Ellsworth. Me. Apply to

Hu<

C. W. & F. L. Mason.

FIRE INSURANCE.
long
destroy,

A-

fire will burn and flames

as

long will there lie need
>f honest, trustworthy insurance—the
kind you will get. always with the
eighteen first-class companies of
so

i

son

born to

was

the

city

vicinity.

and

,»’rea’inent.
| will

B. F. Thomas, of the Ellsworth

Co., left Monday night

a

c

corners

fairly

KINDS OF

Eleanor

Shampoo Soap,

Soap,

Toilet Soap.

G.

A.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF ELLSWORTH, nE.
=

Nursery Soap,
Medicated Soap,

MAINE &

RARCHER.

ethical :r.c- City Lunch Rooms
HXTVKB*.
*** ***»“■* CtowWl;
ANDREW M. MOOS.
******

,s'

****«»>-

EUtwortti.

Tuberous Begonias.

*Uuier

O. a. ciaoac. Proprietor,
CllawortH.
rranUhn »t..

u>.m

j

«

»

il

•

•

>

<

>

«

»

Flowering Plant*.

,w°rth GreenhouseTelephone 43.

a

I

'i

*

*
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BRUNSWICK

ELECTRICAL POWER CO. Ltd.

|

5 per cent.

|

8100,

jj
jj

BONDS.
Denominations

8500,

81,000.

CITY OF ELLSWORTH

4

percent.
BONOS.
Maturing 1012.
=

j

4

4
13

NEW

I

|j
j

HnIi at all hour*.

r
*

driving

a

team

morning,
was thrown through the breaking of the
rocker-bolt, receiving a bad gash in the
side of his head.
Mrs. Arthur A. Braymer, of Seattle,
Wash., is visiting her parents, Charles P.
Pine street. Her many
She exfriends are glad to greet her.
pects to remain until October.

Do*r and wife,

on

Philip Clark,

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF ELLSWORTH, ME.

a

tew

yacht

Cambridge, Mass.,

of

a

Boston,
days among
of

are

enjoying

the

h

cruise of

islands

on

the

Loreli.

homes and other real estate

in Ellsworth

vicinity.
C. A. llolraquist

and

and wife, of New York,
guests of Mrs. Holmquest’s aunt, |
Mra. W. A. Alexander, for a short visit j
Iasi week. Mrs. Holmquest is with her ;
mother, Mrs. George H. Grant, at Hancock Point, and Mr. Holmquest has been ;
were

the

spending

a

short vacation here.

H. Freeman, of Pretty Marsh, was
in Ellsworth
yesterday on business.
While driving home he lost a wallet containing a certificate of deposit for more
than $1,000, checks, and from $30 to $40 in
cash. It was found by a girl in Trenton,
and Mr. Freeman received his property
W.

laal

night.

special meeting or tne Unitarian parish was held last Friday evening. At a
meeting some time ago a committee was
appointed to wait upon Rev. S. W. Sutton,
and ask him to withdraw his resignation
as pastor tendered a few’ weeks previous.
Tha committee last Friday evening presented a letter from Mr. Sutton, withA

drawing his resignation.
The annual picnic of the Congregational
Snnday school will take place at Contention Cove to-morrow. The children of

Sunday

shocks from the telephone, and the
telephone system was more or less
affected. A pole on lower Water street, far
removed from the point where the chain
was, became so charged that it could not
be touched. The source of the difficulty
was located by Mr. Scribner, of the telephone company, Sunday forenoon. That
fires or serious injury did not result from
the short circuit witii so powerful a wire is
fortunate. There is a lesson for boys in
this of the danger ofthrowlng things into
the wires. Even .a string, when wet,

CITY METING.

severe

will often act

as a

Alden V. Carter was arraigned in the
Ellsworth municipal court last Thursday
charged with breaking into the small
store of Harold P. Carter at West Ellsworth on the Fourth, and stealing |18 in
money and several small articles. He was
found guilty and sentenced
to three
months in the county jail. He appealed,
and was bound over for the October grand
jury. He has given bonds, and has been
released.
E. E. Brady is selling out bis grain «nd
grocery stock, preparatory to vacating the
store on State street recently purchased by

Judge John

A.

Peters.

This business

was

by Miehael Brady and

established in 1874

William Small under the firm

name

of

Brady & Small. In 1879 E. E. Brady, who
had already been connected with the firm,
bought the interest of Mr. Small, and the
firm became E. E. Brady & Co. It has occupied its present quarters since 1882,
when it purchased the building.
A modern steel filing case containing
thirty-six boxes has been placed in the
aldermen’s
case

was

room

at Hancock hall.

much needed.

The

Heretofore,

no

systematically the papers in
the office w'ere kept, there was much confusion, and often long search was necessary to find papers wanted, and frequently
matter how

papers were lost. With the new case papers are not only better preserved, but
each box will be properly indexed and any
paper or contract wanted can be found at
once.
The new case is from the Art Metal
Construction Co., and the boxes are of the
same style as those at the county clerk’s
office.

finishing touches are now being put
the engine house, fitting it for the inauguration of the horse system. The
horses have been kept in the building for
some time.
The stalls are in the northwest oorner. For daily use the horses are
taken out at the rear, but in case of fire,
large doors at the front of the stalls will
be thrown open, and the horses will be at
once on the floor of the engine house.
At
the city meeting Monday the rosters of the
The

on

two fire

companies

were

will go in hayracks,
leave the vestry at 9 o’clock.

A

approved,

and the

meeting of the board

recess

of

aider-

held Monday evening. Mayor
Greely was in the chair; aldermen present,
Stuart, Curtis and Alexander.
men was

It was voted to accept as a public way
the short street between Union street and

Main street known
the street

McKenzie avenue,
was
in-

as

commissioner

structed to lay it out three rods wide.
The following were Voted in as regular
members of the fire department:
Senator Hale hose company
Albert
Joy, Orrin Clement, L. W. Jordan, Harry
Austin, G. F. Newman, jr., Charles W.
Joy, Arthur Frazier, James B. Holmes, K.
J. Goodwin, John Harrigan, Henry Higgins, Albion Wood, Fred Wood, James
Savage, Arthur Moore.
City Hose company- Leo J. Wardwell,
George Campbell, David Linnehan, E. A.
McDonald, Arthur Falls, James Dorgan,
Henry Billingion, Stanley Johnson, Fred
Doleman, George Pearson, John Hawkes,
Arthur Studer, Hermon Sea mm on s.
These companies are to be assigned or
detailed to duty at the discretion of the
?bief engineer, but it is the sense of the
ildermen as expressed at the meeting that
Senator Hale hose company shall be the
aose company,
and City hose company
shall have charge of the hook and ladder
truck.
The mayor w*as empowered to make a
suitable contract for a telephone with
gong announcer for the engine-house.
—

A

recess

taken to

was

next

Monday

evening.
WEST ELLSWORTH.
There

was a dance at Grange hall Thursiay evening.
Miss Ray Alta Dollard, of Beverly,
Mass., spent a few days this week with
Miss Mary Smith.
Mrs. Emma Bodge, of Bangor, came
rnesday and took her mother, Mrs. Harriet Barron, home with her.
Mrs. Asa S. Barron left Saturday for a
week’s visit with her sister, Mrs. Martha
J. Harriman, at Prospect Ferry.
Misses Mamie and Myrtle Meade, of
Beverly, Mass., are spending their vacation
with their aunt, Mrs. Mary Bonsey.
AsaS. Barron and wife spent Friday,
their golden wedding, very quietly in
their own home. Congratulations were
received by mail and telephone.

elected members of the department.
The drivers have not yet been elected, the
aldermen allowing the firemen to have a
men

say in the selection. A telephone with
announcer will be placed in the en-

gong

gine

house.

R. H. S. Alumni Association.
The annual meeting of the Ellsworth

high

school alumni association

was

COMING EVENTS.
ELLSWORTH.

Wednesday, July 17, 6 p. m. at Baptist
vestry—Supper; 15 cents.
Wednesday and Thursday, Aug. 28 and
29
Reunion of 6th Maine regiment at
—

Ellsworth.
COUNTY.

held

Fellows hall last Monday evening.
The affair differed in many respects from
its predecessors, and the change met

Tuesday

at Odd

with

general approval.

a formal banquet, followed
by toasts and responses, an informal reception followed the brief business meeting, and then dancing was indulged in
until about midnight. During the evening Miss Bertha JL. Giles, who is at home
from a season’s studying in New York,
sang delightfully.
The music was furnished by two violins
and a harp played by a trio of strolling
Italian musicians, and it gave good satisfaction. Miss Margaret Dresser played
several waltzes on the piano most acceptably.

neiresnmems, provio.eu oy

caterer jomi

H. Leland, were served about 11, the gentlemen acting as waiters.
A business meeting preceded the reception. President John A. Peters Dresided.
The records of the last meeting were read
by Miss Alice Scott, secretary, and

and

Wednesday, Aug.

13 and 14

Sixteenth annual
West Gouldsboro
conference Hancock county conference of
Unitarian and other Christian churches.
at

—

Aug. 20, 21,

22

—

Bar Harbor horse

show.

FAMILY REUNIONS.

Monday, Aug. 12—Morrison family at
Morrison homestead, Bayside road.
Wednesday, Aug. 21—Moore family at
Maddocks landing, Green Lake.
Wednesday, Aug. 21—Gray family reunion at James B. Gray’s grove, West
Sedgwick.
Thursday, Aug. 22—McGown family at
Agricultural hall, North Ellsworth.
Saturday, Aug. 31—Maddocks family at
Agricultural hall, North Ellsw'orth.
Wednesday, Sept. 4 Salisbury family
at Young’s grove, Otis.
old

—

FAIR

DATES.

Sept. 10.11,12—Fair of Hancock County
Agricultural society at Bluehill.
Sept. 18, 19—Fair of Eden Agricultural
at Edon.
accepted; also the report of the treasurer, society,
Sept. 25, 26—Fair of North Ellsworth
Miss Caroline Harrington.
Officers were elected as follows: Presi- Farmers’ club, at North Llsworth.
Fair of Northern Hancock
Oct. 1, 2
dent, John A. Scott, ’90; vice presidents,
H. L. Crabtree,’96, Alice L. Murch, ’97;
Agricultural society at Amherst.
executive committee, Mrs. Bertha Joy
Dr. Sawyer, the Bangor dentist, suggests
Thompson, ’78, MissC. E. Baker, ’81, J. M.
Shute, ’93, G. A. Parcher, jr.,’02; secre- that the people of this vicinity take advantary, Annie R. Stock bridge,’87; treasurer, tage of the excursion rates frequently offered,
and come to his Bangor office for dental exHenry M. Hall, ’75.
amination or treatment. He guarantees comThe reception committee was as follows:
satisfaction
time.— Adit.
—

J. A. Peters, B. B. Whitcomb, Mrs. C. E.
Alexander, Misses M. A. Gaynor, Alice
Scott, Leonice H. Foster, Caroline Harrington, Bernice Giles.

school

which will
Parents and friends of the school and parish will go by private teams, buck boards
With pleasant weather
and launches.

New Companies of Fire Department
—A New Street.

and

conductor.

Instead of

The James Treworthy house on Hancock street has been purchased by Rev.
Charles Burleigh and wife, of Eden,
through the agency of S. L. Lord. Mr.
Lord reports an increasing demand for

the

Having llomls Maturing
In June and July We
Own and Offer for Sale

K~—— ---—

*NU

INVESTORS

FOR

IBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN. |if
**™S!i*S*u«»

at

Bridge hill.

on

SOAP.

Soap,
Antiseptic Soap, Bath Soap,
jvinj
••Plexion Soap, Doj Soap,
etc.

g^Sal»~by

are

tHrfjcrtiBrmmta.

TV advance of »oa|>-making Ua* been remarkable in
Uh | amt few yean. There a a* a time alien xtupa
•ere made (Imply for cleansing, but now there are
‘“*{a for a variety of purpassa, though they ar# all
rle.naera. Each variety i» represented Tty hundred* of
different kind* made by marina* manufacturers, both
lL this
country and abroad.
;/“Wf select all our ■vara carufully ami carry
°hiy the best. You can And hers at all timea—

We Soap,

wife and
the Richards
Mrs. Whitte-

Whittemore,

F.

Herbert
homestead

W

in

ton.

daughter

i

visiting

are

Ellsworth with his son, Dr. F. F. Simon-

and courteously. and to give full value for

Joiix II. Brimmer.

ANY

trip

business

Bangor.
Good Will Sunrise Corporation will hold
a meeting Saturday evening at Mechanics
hall. A large attendance is desired.
Rev. Fr. Rounault, of Van Buren, is in
Ellsworth for the summer, assisting the
pastors of St. Joseph’s Catholic church.
Rev. J. P. Simonton, of Stonington, has
been spending a few days this week in

I» retiring from business I wish her* to express my appreciation to
to people of l ilawurth and Hancock
County for the fair stiare of
tohniai’i they have accorded me. and to assure them that my retirehat from the firm srUI In no wise affect the policy of this store to
Nr money

a

Boston and New York.

Wiswell,

W. II. Brimmer.

■st

for

Shoe

Mrs. George P. Dutton and Miss Louise,
who have been the guests of Mrs. A. P.

quality will permit.

while

sand to the dam this

Welch,

to

Nh price* aa tow as

Alex. Blondett,

H. \V. Haynes and
A H. Norris
family have gone to their Shady Nook
cottage for the summer.
Miss Nora Hammond and Miss Margaret
Ford, of East Boston, are in town visiting relatives and friends.

in

and Dr.

Boots and Shoes

June 1.

Prank S. Lord and wife, of Ellsworth,
John Billings and wife, Louis Nicolls and
wife, of Woonsocket, R. I., and Mrs. C. I.

to merit a

keep

in

Etna since

Rev. V. F. Sendee this week moved into
the Redman house on Bridge hill just vacated by T. F. Mahoney.

Sunday

continuance of the patronage heretoa full line of

living

are

have been at

at the Congregational
been suspended until the first
September.

services

All

ha>ed the interest of my brother, .lohn II. lirimnier, in
;
.ndueted under tl.e •inn name of J. II. lirimnier .V Co.,
ami hope by lair anil
!!.e business *• ':.e
.me stand

Mr.

week.

graduate of the Harvard law school, ’07, is
the guest for a week or ten days of
Charles C. Know ton, a student at the
Johns Hopkins medical school.

church have

CHANGE IN FIRM.

mtnain the rest of the
Burnham and bis wife, who

to

hnaJing

Mrs. Leman Royal and children, of
Cincinnati, Ohio, are visiting relatives in

N* enjoyeA

Committees have been appointed to arrange for the union picnic of the Methodist and Baptist Sunday schools, but the
date has not yet been fixed.

Misses Emery, of
Winchester,
the guests of their aunt, Mrs.
C. A. Hanscom.

The ladies’ aid society of the Baptist
church will serve supper at the vestry this
evening at 6 o’clock.

_

I*

Mrs. Hoyt A. Moore, of Brooklyn, N.
is visiting her parents, James E. Parsons and wife.
Mr. Moore is expected for
three weeks in August.

Y.,

are

The Helpeomehow society of the Baptist church will meet with Milton Beckwith this evening.

ELLSWORTH and BAR HARBOR, MAINE.

(oartr..

Robert Hinckley, of Bluehill, is the
guest of his cousin, Clarence B. Day, a
clerk in the postofflce, who is on a twoweeks’ vacation.

Brockton, Mass.,

Mass.,

THE GEO. H. GRANT CO.,

II*'

B. F. Joy has moved his family here
from Westbrook, and is occupying the
Rowe house on the corner of Church and
School streets.

weeks here.

The

I

Oapt. John Kief left to-day for South
Dakota on business connected with the
estate of his niece, Mrs. Flora B. Hollis,
of Brewer.

Mr. and Mrs. E. G.

Fred W. Joy returned Monday to New
Ycrk, after spending a vacation of five

I’^rffitUSSRESyEST

whole

George I. Grant, a graduate of The
American office, now* with the H. C.
Moore Saturday.
Mrs. Parsons, of Boston, is the guest of Hansen type foundry, Boston, is in the
city for a two-weeks’ vacation.
Mrs. A. F. Greely.
Rev. F. R. Bel yea and wife, of KendusCharles S. Grows is at home from Bath
keag, and Rev. A. W. Lorimer, wife and
for a short vacation.
child, of Franklin, were guests of Rev. P.
Mrs. Dora Hopkins, of Bangor, is visitA. A. Killam and wife yesterday.
ing relatives in Ellsworth.
G. A. Lawrence, of Lubec, is in the city,
Thomas Allen, 3d, of New York, is the
spending his time at the First national
of
W.
Cushman.
guest
Henry
bank, getting an insight into the banking
Mrs. H. E. Rove, of Aurora, is visiting business, in which be intends to engage.
her daughter, Mrs. J. T. Giles.
F. B. Aiken and wife and Miss Eva
Mrs. E. J. Barbour is visiting her son, Aiken are in Bucksport, called there by
Rt
Foxcroft.
Wellington Barbour,
the illness and death of Mrs. Aiken’s
Mrs.C. 1. Welch, of Somerville, Mass., is sister-in-law, Mrs. Amanda H. Farnham.
visiting her brother, Frank S. Call.
Mrs. C. 3. Bragdon, with her two chilMrs. D. M. Stuart and family are at dren, and Miss Mary F. Robinson, of
Broekton, Mass., are here for the summer
their Bayside home for the summer.
Dr. Greene, of New York, was the guest with their parents, E. F. Robinson and
last week of his sister, Mrs. A. P. Wis- wite.
A. F. Burnham arrived in town to-day
well.
A

vf lan* situate on south side and at footot Sea street Northeast
«|«.t of Und Is on the shore and title given to iow*water mark.

8. Pearl, of Bangor, spent

Miss Bertha L. Giles, who has been
studying vocal music and doing concert
work in New' York the past winter, is
home for the summer.

AT

east

|

C.

1907

Family
The

plete

every

Slmnusctncniv

Reunions.

McGown family reunion will

be

held at Agricultural hall, North Ellsworth
Thursday, Aug. 22.
The sixth annual reunion of the Morrithere is likely to be a large gathering.
sod family will be held at the old MorriF. A. Eddy, of Bangor, was in Ells- son homestead on the
Bayside road, Monworth Monday on business connected
day, Aug. 12. All descendants of the
with the burned buildings on Main street.
family are invited.
Mr. Eddy is reported to have expressed
The fifth annual reunion of the Madhis Intention to sell or build at once. He docks
family will be held at Agricultural
w*aa in negotiation to sell to a number of
hall, North Ellsworth, Saturday, Aug. 31.
Ellsworth men, but a difference of $1,000
The Sals bury family will hold its rebetween the price offered and the price
union
Wednesday, September 4, at
demanded prevented a sale. The Harden
Young’s grove, Otis. Lynch’s band will
store is to.be rebuilt to the height of two furnish music.
stories at once, and will be occupied by E.
The Moore reunion will be held at MadF. Robinson.
docks landing, Green Lake, August 21.
The danger which may result from the
Lynch’s band will furnish music. The
thoughtless mischief of a boy was illus- public is cordially invited.
trated this week, but fortunately w ithout
serious result. A boy in play Saturday
Grangers’ Field Day.
threw up into the telephone w ires a short
The programme for the field day meetbrass chain. One end of it wound around ing of Hancock Pomona grange at Bluea high pressure power wire of the Bar Harhill mineral spring, Aug. 21, includes adbor & Union River Power Co., and the other dresses by State Master Derthick, of Ohio,
end about a telephone wire. The chain and State Master Gardner, of Maine.
The address of welcome will be by H. P.
happened to wind at a joint in the power
wire, and formed a complete and power- Burrill, of Dedham, and the response by
ful short circuit. Several people ‘received
Rev. H. Gavin, of Penobscot.

I

I
Strain on1

Women’sEyes1
If your eyes

TROUBLE YOU
call

_

on us.

mmmi mi

E. F. Robinson.

j

CHRISTIAN

grayer Meeting Topic For the
Beginning July 28.

Week

By REV. S. H. DOYLE.
Topic.—Home missions; the progress

EDITED BV MAU*T

Its Motto:

and

Uopeful.”

ol

Work among the Morheona.—Matt. vii. 15
83; xxiv, U.
The history of the Church of Latter

Saints, who are commonly called
Mormons, is more or less familiar t«,
all the Christian p<«>ple of oar lau l
Mormonism was organized by Joseph
(Smith in No* York. The Mormong
‘settled in Ohio, but were practically
driven out of that state and r.umigrai
There they grew an
ed to Missouri
flourished f*»r a number of years, but
aroused the enmity of the gentiles
and Joseph Smith, the president, wa#
murdered, a very unfortunate affair
for because of internal strife the Mormon church might have become dis
But Smith’s death made
rupted.
martyr of him. and the church rapidly
increased in numbers. Under the leadership of Brigham Young the Mormons agaiu went westward as far as
Utah and entered the narrow pas*
which opens Into the beautiful valley
surrounding Great Salt lake, one of the
most beautiful places in the Unite..
States. Here Salt Lake City has beer,
builded. and the entire state of Utah
la controlled politically by the Mormons, and they are factors in many of
It has been
the surrounding states.
claimed that the aim of the Mormons
Is to control enough states in the west
to hold the balance of power in the
United States senate, but this is doubtful.
The greatest menace of Monnomsm
has been polygamy. The present president. also named Smith, has a number
of wives and a large number of children. For years this sin against God
and humanity, and especially against
womanhood, openly flourished and was
preached and practiced. Oue point of
progress made in the missionary salva
tion of Utah has been tbe enactment
of a national law against polygamy
and its decrease by Christian instruction of the youth.
Very few young
men in Utah are polygamists, but the
(testimony of our missionaries declares
that all polygamy has not ceased, and
their knowledge on this subject ean1
not be disputed.
Great missionary progress has been
-made along educational lines in Vtnh.
The missionaries constantly emphasize
jthe fact that Ft ah can be saved only
through the reaching of the children
and the youth. The salvation of any
people falsely trained is in the youth.
Older people cannot so easily change
their ways and, at least in Utah, do
mot seem to have much desire to do so.
But it is a more easy task to reach the
young and to instruct them in the proper ways. The three great tasks before
the church through tbe schools is to
show tbe superiority of tbe Scriptures
over the Book of Mormon, their Bible.
This is not a difficult matter when the
opportunity is afforded. The Book of
Mormon cannot compare with the Bible. It was largely taken from a romance written by a Presbyterian minister in western Pennsylvania concerning the ten lost tribes of Israel and
makes a poor substitution for the word
of God. A second work Is to give the
young a true conception of God. The
Mormons speak of God. but to them
God is a man, and ail men may beThis idea is such an abcome gods.
surdity that great progress is made
(among the young in this respect. The
third great work is to point out the
shame and sinfulness of polygamy.
Nor is this a difficult matter. Most of
the young people are familiar with the
evils of plural marriages.
They desire to keep tbe law. and they are fast
coming to believe that the ideal marriage is between one man and one woman.
Thus the missionary and the
'teacher are doing much to bring about
a change among this sinful and benighted people and should receive our
heartiest support.

(Day

BIBLE

"Helpful

MADGE”.

READINGS.

Ex. xiv, 20; Ps. 11, 1-12; xxxiii, 12;
lxxli, 17-19; cxix, 105-121; cxxxv, 15-21;
Isa. Ill, 7; Matt, xxviii, 19, 20; Acts i.
1-11.
In Duty.
I am a Christian Endeavorer because
1 want to do something. A reverend
and much loved brother walked into
my study one day and asked me the
meaning of “Endeavor.” I immediately turned up my big lexicon aud found
that It comes from two French words—
What a splen
en (in); devote (duty).
did motto for a society! In duty, in
duty. Duty is that which I am bound
•to do.
Young men and women around
me, boys and girls, old and lonely,
sick and poor, are crying to me for
help. The Christian Endeavor shows
I never alme how I can help them.
low my Christian Endeavor meetings
to be frittered away over useless twad
die or matters of business. Time is too
precious. Uves are at stake. Soul
Men
lives are being thrown away.
and women are perishing, and I am
“In duty.”
I must find "work" in
God's world.
No one can find it for
me.
If there is not an open door, 1
must knock a hole in the wall.
There
is a word of praise to be given, a butof
In
the
tonhole
flowers to be placed
pulpit, a token of love for some one
who wants It, and because I love to be
always "In duty” therefore I am a
Christian Endeavorer.—Dr. Torr in Australian Golden Link.
Notes From Afar.
There are now sixteen Christian Endeavor newspapers in Europe. These
are found in twelve countries.
A friend in Lodz, Russian Poland,
writes that even with all the stirring
times they are having there Christian
Endeavor keeps right on and new societies, especially Junior societies, are
being formed.
During a recent period of eight
months the Endeavorers of the Chittoor union, India, preached the gosiel
to 2,330 people in seventy-three places.

J
|

The purposes of thl* column are succinctly
stated In tho title and motto—It la for the mutual
benefit, and alum to be helpful and hopeful.
Being f.»r the common good, it Is f«r the com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the Interchangeof Idea*. In this capacity It solicits

I communications, and

Itssuccer

s

.Yes, write,

!

[
;
1

all communications

A

WORD.

little stream had lost its way
Amid the grass and fern.
A passing stranger scooped a well.
Where weary men might turn.
He walled it in and hung with care
A ladle at the brink:
He thought not of the deed he did.
But judged that all might drink;
He passed again, and. lo. the well.
By summer never dried.
Had coolef! ten thousand parching tongues
And saved a life beside.
A

nameless man. amid a crowd
That thronged the daily mart.
Let fall a word of hope and love.
Unstudied, from the heart:
A whisper on the tumult thrown,
A transitory breath.
It raised a brother from the dust.
It saved a soul from death.
O germ. O fount. O word of love,
O tbonght at random cast.
Ye were but little at the first.
But mighty at the last!
—Charles
Selected by Sadie.
A

you

West.

Mackay.

lieu iut»e iMiiiQs.

Dear AJT. B.

Friends:

the poem, we have
all seen demonstrated to a greater or less
degree. Each one of us can recall in a
a short time more than one illustration of
the good effects of a single deed or word;
while evil results may as sorely come from
The

seed-thought

the deed

or

in

the word

which

is not true

and pure. It is as certain that we influence in one way or another those who are

about

|

us

and whom

we

meet,

as

it

—

The following letter

Meb will
bring you a surprise, and while we read it
with interest, we regret she is going so far
away from us, and fear we shall not have
her welcome presence with us if that reunion

occurs

:

is that

we are influenced in a greater or less degree by all with whom we come in contact. How many times we near it aaid,
“Oh, I have no influence,*' and an equal
number of times we are sorely tried with
the statement, or, more correctly, tried
with the person who makes the statement.

from

this year.

Minneapolis. Minx., June SO, ’07.
Dear 4un( Madge and M. B. Sifters:
Think some of you will be s little surprised
when you see where I am. but such is life.
1 am on my way to Idaho, and stopped off for
a little rest.
Can't tell you w’.ien I will be in
Maine again: it depends on bow I like. Since
I last wrote, my daughter has married a western man. and as she was all I had, they have
taken me along. Here in this city I have a
cousin. J. W*. Bragdon. whom I took dinner
with last night. I find they haven't forgotten
Maine ways, for we had beans and brown
bread.
I was in his store: enjoyed my time with
them very much. Since leaving Skowhegan.
I have visited Portland. Boston. Hingham
took train in Boston for Chicago, coming
through the Hoosac tunnel. When we came
out of the tunnel I could hardly see across
the car for smoke, and I was glad to get a
fresh breath once more. It was a pretty hot
day, but when we got in New York state we
had a big thunder shower and that cooled the
air off finely. Changed cars at Chicago: one
night and one-half day and we were here.
We had a Pullman sleeper, so slept nights, or
tried to.

County Itono 000 *Mar pages

BAR HARBOR.
TEMPLE

OF

Ml'SIC DEDICATED.

The picnic season opened
when • large party rfrove toWcdnesut.
farm and enjoyed tbe day there.the ( w'l

Joly

j

It was calm and smooth in the bay, and very
hot. The backs of my hands are black from
the sun. I am very glad I went.
The views
about this bay are fine. The steamers are
quite plentiful for this place, so that the sky
was streaked by smoke iu
several places.
Only think of the deuse smoke over New
harbor,
where
there
York
are hundreds of
boats all the time, when the few that are
found around our bay leave such long trails
of smoke in the air.
One Bluehill craft passed us—a little yacht
called the Genie, with a motor of acme kind,
besides sails. If you think anyone will be interested. you can print this. I took another
trip on the water yesterday. I am almost
M. A. B.
living out-of-doors.
P. 8. Oh, yes; I did pity the poor fishes lying there in the boat, but 1 thought of Him
who said “Cast your net* on the other *ide”.

I have been

interested in your
I think your courage is better than mine. We are glad to
much

fishing experience, but
hear from you

again.

pleasure of meeting several of
our nieces the
past week, and among
others. Erne Stine, with whom I had a
ArifT Madge.
good chat.
I had the

served.

First
New Century grange July 13. Recitaa
; tion were given by M. W\ Ginn and enpublication just printed by the depart- joyed by the audience. Third and fourth
The National Forests.
“The Use of the National Forests,”

ment of

agriculture,

is

a

brief,

clear

|

in

degrees

will be conferred at next

Don’t

Citizen’s

Never neglect your kidueys.
If you have pain in tbe
back, u,iMdtsordera, dizziness and nervousness m,
time to act and no time to
exyerimm
Theae are aU symptoms of kidnev
and you should seek a remedy
which it
known to cure tbe kidneys.
Doan’a Kidney Pilla It the
remedy to aw
No need to experiment. It has
cured
many stubborn cases in Ellsworth.
Fob
low tbe advice of an Ellsworth
citizen sod
be cared yooieelf.
C. W. Beal, painter, of Beet
\ve„ Kile,
worth. Maine, says: “I used Doan’s KidPlUe
before
ney
long
they were so usivereally known. Like most jainten I
have bad more or ieaa trouble with
n,
kidney* on account of the turpentine tnd
other materials need in painting
beingin.
Jurious to those organs. I never was yy
from
the
up
pain in my back, but very
often felt like giving up. There wts
,
constant, dull, heavy aching across tbe
kidneys which seemed to weigh me down
I would get tired after working a
while
and wanted to lean against
something for
support. I was also oppressed with a
worn-out fseling. When in this condition I have used Doan’s Kidney Pill, „y
they have naver failed to help me. j dl>
not have to take more than a third
ofs
box. We have uaed Doan's Ointraent.snd
it is a wonderfully good preparation for
the purpose for which its use is advertised."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cent*.
Foster-Milbarn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., wit
agents forth* United States.
Remember the name—Doan's-and take
no otfaar.

trouble'

BiAmti ml XUimbstu

Commencing June 10, 1907.
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR

Hands?
AMlAttlAMPM
....

The village improvement society held its
meeting Tuesday of last week.
Arrangements have been made in cooperation with the Northeast Harbor eo-

1

clety to put on another watering cart and
materially extend the area of sprinkling,
the Jordan Pond
meeting, including practically

_

j
! gramme

was

carried out.

first place, it is explained how* the
At the next meeting the ladies are to
forests are created and how their boundfill the chairs and furnish entertainment.
aries are drawn. Next, their direct use
and value are shown from the point of
CASTINE.
view of the home-seeker, the prospector
Castine grange held its regular meeting
and miner, the user of timber, the user of
July 6, with twenty members present.
the range, the user of water, and other
The following programme was carried
users
of
forest
resources.
it
is
Third,
we intended to stop at inicago two days,
out:
Reading, Alberta Hanson; reading,
shown
how
the
forests
are
intended
for
four
hours.
bnt only stopped
This is a very
Addie Bowden; phonograph selections,
for
the
of
streets
wide
and
usable
clean;
don’t
see
use,
production
pretty city;
products Chester Webster;
recitation, Morris
such rough-looking people here as we do in and for the establishment and mainteHeath.
I have been wanting for some nance of homes; how on all of them the
some cities.
Castine grange will bold its annual fair
time to visit the West; probably shall want timber is
protected from fire, the water
September 19.
to visit Maine.
I hated to leave my folks and
flow: is kept steady, the forage on the
friends; except for that I was glad to go, as I
ALAMOOSOOK, EAST ORLAXD.
range is increased and guarded from
want to see a little of the world.
Ala moos ook grange held its regular
I suppose we will leave here either Monday abuse; and how, in addition, they serve as
with a small attendance.
night or Tuesday morning. My daughter and great public playgrounds and as breeding meeting July 13,
her husband have gone to visit his sister, places and refuges for game. Finally, the Quite a lot of business was transacted in
thirty miles from here, so I am alone this management of the national forests is regard to entertaining Pomona grange.
afternoon. Well. I don’t mind, for I got a described.
The programme was postponed until next
cold yesterday, and feel like keeping quiet.
Here it is that the great usefulness of meeting.
I don’t want to live in a city. I don’t like
the forests is brought out moat clearly
quite so much noise. This hotel is on the and
strikingly, for the forests are man- New England Picnic In California.
corner of the street, where cars go both ways.
P. G. Wooater, of Pasadena, Cal., sends
There are bars all around, but as yet haven’t aged by the people in their own interests,
and every means is used to meet the de- a clipping from the Examiner, of that
seen any one drunk. I haven’t been near
enough to smell their breaths, so can say I sires and wants of all forest-users half town, telling of a monster basket picnic
haven't seen any signs of it, but I don’t see way by dealing with them in the main on the Fourth, in which all the New
Engmuch difference what day of the week it is.
directly on the ground and in all cases land societies combined. It is estimated
Every night the Salvation Army has a meet- with the utmost
that
were
In
a
and
1,500
letter
people
present.
practicable dispatch
ing just a step from this hotel on the same freedom from red
accompanying the clipping Mr. Wooster
tape.
side of the street, so 1 can sit here by the winThe
interest
of this manual lies says:
special
dow and hear it all. They were playing just
in its showing that the forest policy of
You will note from the clipping that Maine
below here this morning, before I got up, the
old-fashioned tune, “Nellie Gray.” They the government, both in principal and in did something here on the Fourth, in complayed finely. I like those old tunes, they practice, is for the benefit of every citizen pany with other New England states. We
have such a soft tone to them.
equally. There is still a tendency to had, I assure you, a real New England lovefeast, which was made the sweeter by the
It’s pretty hot to-day; we had a thunder think of the national forests as
“pre- presence of Vermont
last
one
shower
this morning. It serves” closed to
maple sugar, the
night and
use, and to leave the
seems funny to me—when its 6 o'clock in
genuine.
public lands exposed to unregulated inBeautiful swans sailed upon the water of
Maine it is 5 o'clock here. Counting Maine
dividual exploitation. Where these mis- the lake
and Idaho, we will be in nineteen states
very gracefully. There was Just
apprehensions still prevail, “The Use of breeze enough to fan the bosom of the lake
inside of three weeks.
We have sold out everything it SkowUegan, the National Forests” will go far to cor- into gentle, sparkling wavelets. We enjoyed
ourselves the more here, in thinking of you
rect them.
so wen’t ever go there to live again. The
The book is written by Frederick E. there. We cannot, nor do we wish to. forget
party who bought it is going to sell again,
our New
home and our friends there.
but wanted the place to live on this summer. Olmsted, whose intimate
knowledge of We live inEngland
the past as in the present. There
Well, if I don’t close Aunt Madge will have conditions in the
West aud the policy
is ]oy in both.
to make this letter in two papers. If I reunder which the national forests are manmember aright, she filled the last column
fits him to deal with the
herself. Wish I had the last week's one. aged, especially
A theological student supposed to be
Wish I could see you all at the reunion, but it subject.
deficient in judgment was asked by a prolooks now as if I shouldn’t be with you this
“So you and your wife visited the Mam- fessor in the course of a class examinayear.
moth cave on your honeymoon?” said the tion: “Pray, Mr. E., how would you disi had a letter from Aunt Maria just before I
close friend. “Yes,” replied Mr. Btubb, cover a fool?”
“By the questions he
I will mail you free, to prove merit, samples reminiscently, kiand, by gum, we had to would ask,” was the rather stunning reply.
of my Dr. Shoop’s Restorative and my Book
pull Maria out of the cave forcibly.”
In the Chicago Union station all trains
on either Dyspepsia. The Heart o; The Kidneys. Troubles of the Stomach. Heart or Kid- “Gracious! I suppose she was fascinated are announced by telephone through megare
of
a
ailmerely symptoms
neys
deeper
with the beautiful stalactites?” “No, it aphones. Six megaphones have been inment. Don’t make the common error of treating symptoms only. Symptom treatment is wasn’t the stalactites. You see there is a stalled in the main waiting room and the
the
remit
of
not
ailment,
and
treating
your
wonderful echo in the cave, and Maria announcer, who is seated in the informthe cause. Weak Stomach nerves—the inside
Stomach
nerves—mean
weakness, always. couldn't bear to think of the echo having ation bureau, talks in a telephone, and
And the Heart, and Kidneys as well, have the last word.”
his speech is repeated six times simultatheir controlling or inside nerves. Weaken
these nerves, and you inevitably have weak
neously in the waiting room.
vital organs. Here is where Dr. Shoop’s
Constipation causes headache, nausea, dizRestorative has made its fame. No other
remedy even claims to treat the “inside ziness, languor, heart palpitation. Drastic
Never can tell when you’ll smash a finger or
nerves”. Also for bloating, biliousness, bad physics gripe, sicken, weaken the bowels and suffer a
cut, bruise, burn or scald. Be prebreath, or complexion, use Dr. Shoop’s don’t cure. Doan's Regulets -*ct
gently and pared. Dr. Thomas Eclectric Oil instantly
Restorative. Write me to-day for sample and
free Book. Dr. Shoop, Racine. Wis. The cure constipation. 25 cents. Ask your drug- relieves the pain—quickly cures the wound.—
Restorative is sold by G. A. Parc her.
gist.— Ad vt.
Advt.
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Brown, president; Frank Damroech,
l)r. E. K. Dunham, Prof. E. 8. Dana, E. C.
Bodman, vice-presidents; George L. Btebbine, secretary and treasurer; Joseph
Allen, E. C. Bodman, Rev. W. A. Brown,
Amoe Clement, R. E. Campbell, Frank
Damroech, E. 8. Dana, E. K. Dunham,
John Van Stanvoord, K. M. Hoe, Mrs. |R.
M. Hoe, Mrs. C. J. Ludington, F. H. Macomber, Daniel R. Noyes, Rev. J. 8. Penman, F. P. Pritchard, G. L. Stebbins, J.
Fred Webster, Ad’l A. S. Crowinahield,
Rt. Rev. A. Mackay Smith, board of direc-
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Trains leaving Ellsworth 7.20 a m and 4J0p
m. and arriving Ellsworth 12.24 noon, ll-®7 \
m, connect witn Washington Co. Ry.
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The standing committees are a* follows:
Finance-E. C. Bodman, R. E. Campbell,
E. K. Dunham, F. H. Pritchard, Samuel F.
Barr.
Entertainment—Mr*. E. K. Dunham,
Mr*. C. F. Batchelder, Mrs. William Adams Brown, Mr*. D. R. Noyes. Mrs. John
S. Penman, Mrs. E. C. Bodman, Mrs.
Frank Damroach.
Sanitary—E. K. Dunham, M. D., W. H.
Rockwell, jr., M. D., W. H. Whitmore, E.
S. Dana, C. H. Clement.
Roads and paths—Edward L. Rand, J.
Van Stanvoord, Alanson E. Clement,
Frank Damroach, Joseph Allen.
Trees and planting-C. F. Batchelder, R.
M. Hoe, Rev. W. Adams Brown, G. L.
Stebbins.
Executive—E. K. Dunham, E. S. Dana,
G. L. Stebbins, F. H. Macomber, Amoe
Clement.

•

Dally.

leaves Snnday at 9 a m
Sundays only.
1 Stop on signal to conductor,
c Stops to leave but not to take j.assenf***'
d Stops at Sorrento Sunday 12-85 boo»*
leave passengers from point* •■•*•*
Ticket* for all poiui> -out hand
Wctt for dale at the M. <..«•«•
a
z

ticket office. EU*wortli.

ahthroig

The.® train* connect at Banacr »
train* on Main Line, to and !.--m
Boston and St John.

Passengers

are

earnestly recjUrsCy

tickets before entering 'ht
Ellsworth to Fails and
tspecially
Ellsworth.
F. E. BOOTHBY. G. P•
GEO. F. EVANS.
Vice-Pres. and Gen’l Manager.

*,
*

t A4.

_

EASTERN

Steamship Compaq

PROSPECT HARBOR.
Peter* ia spending the summer with
his mother, Mrs. Kate Peters.

Mount Desert and

Mrs. Jesse Stevene, of Stenben, is the
guest of Mrs. E. W. Bridges.
Mias Grace Moore arrived from New
York Monday for her annual vacation.

Bloehill Di'ialo®*-

Dally Line—Sundays Included.

Mrs. Delia Noonan, of Goulds boro, has
been epending a few weeks with relatives
here.

Steamer leant Bar Harbor »«>

Sundays at I SO p m, for Seal'Harbor,
r |Sj*
Harbor. Southwest Harbor. BrookHn.w a
Saigemvllle, Isles boro (Dark
BortunRockland, connecting for

E. H. Kingston and wife, of Melrose
Highlands, Mass., are guests at W. F.
Bruce’s.

Steamer leaves Bluehlll at 3 p *•
and Sundays for South
North Ilaveu and Rockland, connection

JJjJmgtoi
bluenlU.^r^^

Mrs. David Moore, of Brooklyn, N.
Y.,
is visiting relatives here after an absence
of seven years.

ton.

wei

atJ\J.wld
^
days and Sundays for West TremoD
Steamer leaves Bass Harbor

ft
Brouk^Tmc.^^
tun

Herrick's Landing. South
mogul n, Dlrlgo and Rockland,
Boston.

Moore Brothers have bought out the
F. C. Bickford, and have started

stock of

HKTCBNIMi
week <.
Boston. Foster's wharf,
Sundays, at 5 p in, for Rockland. o» rrlTgli
Leave Rockland at 5-30 a m. or
SuB<ii
steamer from Boston, week da>
Harbor*
for Bass Harbor. Bluehlll and liar
Intermediate landings.
T...10B| H*
to

Do tbe right thing it you have Nasal
Catarrh. Oet Ely’s Cream Balm at once.
Don't touch the catarrh powders and snuffs,
tor they contain cocoaine.
Ely’s Cream Balm
releases the secretions that inflame the nasal
passages and the throat, whereas common
“remedies made with
mercury merely drive
them out and leave you no better than
you
were.
In a word, Ely’s Cream Balm is a real

Leave

First-class fare Bar Harbor
way; #S round trip.
All

■

one

..jk

freight..a«p.Uv.e.oot.l.^-re1'«*

delusion. All druggists, 50c., or
by Ely Bros., 56 Warren St eet. New

cure, not a

1

W

lr*J2jii tJ

cure

Carl

mailed
York.
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for public information as to the July 27.
j and tbe new county road.
| The committee on roads and paths reforest policy of the government.
GREENWOOD, EABTBROOK.
ports much valuable work done on the
It is too true, as the short preface to the
At the regular meeting of Greenwood
paths in the region south of Penietic
public says, that “many people do not I grange
July 13, the third and fourth de- mountain and about the Triods. More
know what national forests are. Others
grees were worked on one candidate, after work has been done on tbe re-location
may have heard much about them, but which cake and ice-cream
were served.
of tbe path from the Jordan pond house
have no idea of their true purpose and
Fifty-two members and eight visitors ; to the Pemetic and Triod Pass trails with
use”. It is the object of this publication
were present.
All the officers were in the intention of
making a smoother and
to explain just what the national forests
their places except the lady assistant safer
path.
mean, what they are for, and how to use j
steward and treasurer.
A short proThe omwn elected ere:
William AdIn the

Experiment?
Advice.

manual

them.

fRrti'ral.

You Will Make No Mistake il
You
Follow This Ellsworth

annual

NEW CENTURY, DEDHAM.
and second degrees were conferred

16.

^

—

to

DEED AND

from

in to do business st his old
sts-m
“°,t
of triends wish them success
MUe Sybil Cole wae tbe
of \.
Jesee Bragg at E. A. dunlin guest
«n.
? ,n
P
boro over Sunday.
,,0«ldi.

Bar Harbor's new Temple of Music and
Arts was dedicated Saturday with no less
!
renowned a star than Madame Emma
j
Karnes, who was the soloist at the opening
munications will be subject to approval by
concert. The handsome building was re1
without
be
will
none
but
the editor,
rejected
ceived from the hands of the builders and
! good reason.
thrown open for musical and artistic uses.
Society filled every corner of the handPATES.
some little auditorium, and not only the
Saturday, Aug. 17-Meeting of Hancock presence of Madame Kames, but also the
county Pomona with Alamoosook grange. dedication of the unique building, withHast Orland.
out a parallel at any summer resort, or
Aug. 21—Annual field day of Hancock anywhere else, for that matter, caused the
Pomona at Blue hill mineral spring.
social leaders to turn out en masse. It was
the musical event of the summer. The
SEAGIRT, SOUTH PEER ISLE.
rich voice of Madame Eamea charmed the
held
its
regular
meeting
Seagirt grange
fashionable audience no less than did the
first
w ith a
The
attendance.
6,
good
July
beauties of the handsome building.
and second degrees were conferred on two
The building is a perfect replica of an
candidates. The contest was closed. The
On three sides high
old Greek temple.
side of which B. D. Tracy was captain won
the roof, and afford a
by seventy counts. A short programme pillars support
pleasing contrast to the simple lines of
Clam stew was served.
was carried out.
the building.
It is finished in white
stucco, and the effect at a short distance
RAINBOW, NORTH BROOKSVILLE.
Thirty members were present at the laat is extremely beautiful. The roof is of red
made for the building.
meeting. Gandy and fruit will be served tiling specially
to the children who visit Rainbow-grange The ten columns are the largest ever
turned in Maine.
They are twenty-four
on July 18.
feet in height, and three feet in diameter.
The grangers will go to South BrooksThe base of the building is of concrete,
ville Wednesday, July 17. to work the
and is on the plan of a Greek temple with
third and fourth degrees.
steppe base very carefully carried out.
There it» large loggia on tbe front of the
LAKE VIEW, HAPPYTOWN.
A regular meeting was held July 9, with building, and on either aide of thie are
small attendance. No business came be- two large panels nine feet long and four
inches high, in which are
fore the meeting, and as there was no lite- feet eight
rary programme, after a sociable time placed plaster casts from the Parthenon
frieze, specially imported from Paris.
grange closed in form.
The inside is equally as attractive as
The next meeting will be held July 23.
tbe outside. The interior of the auditoMARIAVILLE.
rium is 70x32 feet, and this is lighted by
Mariaville grange held its regular meet- five windows on either side. These are
ing July 13, with forty-seven members seven feet square. The stage is on tbe
and four visitors present. Two candidates eastern aide of the building, and is about
were instructed in the third and fourth
twenty-two feet deep, while tbe prodegrees. Two paper* filed and one appli- scenium arch is thirty feet wide and twencation received. Ice-cream and cake was ty feet high.
served.
Brother Croaby, of Good Will
The walls and celling of the stage are
grange, Amherst, made interesting re- constructed of wood on the same princimarks. The literary programme was good. ple as the sounding boards of the stages
in German music hails.
The walla are
HARVEST HOME. WEST ELLSWORTH.
treated in plaster panellings, so as not to
Harvest Home grung? held its regular obstruct the sound.
If these were of
meeting July 13, with Overseer John Car- wood, there would be too much echo.
ter, in the chair. The usual business be- The ceiling is composed of forty-five large
ing disposed of, the lecturer presented a coffers, in every one of which is a large
short programme. The next meeting will cluster of lights.
be J uly 27.
Tbe building is situated in a most atThere will be a dance at Grange hall tractive site. Just east of the Kebo valley
Saturday evening, July 20.
club golf links, and on the sloping side of
a hill.
From its elevation it commands a
EAST BLUEHILL.
fine view of tbe links, and faces directly
East Bluehill grange met Saturday evensouth, commanding a splendid view of the
ing; sixty-five members and twenty visi- mountains.
tors present. The third and fourth deBEAL HARBOR.
grees were conferred on two candidates,
after which ice-cream and cake were
VILLAGE IMPROVEMENT SOCIETY.

Dear .4unf Madge:
l will tell you an experience I had last
week, and I do not think many of yon have
had such an one. 1 never did before, though
l have lived by the sea nearly all of my lift.
My neighbor allowed me to go out with him
His wife went the day
to "haul the trawl”.
before, and she thought it would please me to
go. and it did. 1 made myself useful by keeping the boat headed right with an oar, while
he took in the fish.
1 was terribly afraid I should be seasick at
first, and lose all tuy reputation as a good
sailor, but as soon as the fish began to heave
in sight I was too much interested to be sickWe got the best haul of the season, large and
small. There were two big cods. My neighbor said be thought either weighed as much
as
I did. 1 ani small, you know (oh. didn’t
you know?), and each of them was from three
to three and a half feet long.
□ He pulled up one big catfish, a black, uglvlooking fellow, but he did not keep him.
though they are said to be good to eat. and
three enormous'and fearful-looking "skates '.
one big flounder, one scallop, and lots of routtonflsh which he threw away.
Coming home we called at a very picturesque island where a woman was assisting her
husband and another in shearing the sheep.
She made some excuses in regard to her
but I told her I did not think I
dress, etc
could have much to say. so we compromised,
and I went over to her home and had breakfast with her, for 1 was awful hungry. Her
home is a lovely one. and the whole day's experience was new to me, as I had never vis-

The America*.
Kllsworth. Me.

A

all hear

«sr iWlkWil
This column is devoted to the Grange, especially to the granges of Hancock county.
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
t>e signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. A11 com-

dei»end*largely

the support *lven it in this rcs**ect Communtcatlons must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be piloted except by permission.
Communi *atlons will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
on

;

so we can

and know- how you like the

COUNTY NEWS.

Among tl)t Grangers.

left home, saying she didn't know how they
could spare me at the reunion. Am glad to
thiuk I shall be thought of that day. Hay
postoffice will be Milner. Idaho, until further
notice. If any one cares to write me, will be
pleased to hear from them. I shall try to
write once in a while for the column. With
Men.
best wishes to you all.
P. S.—Can’t think how to write, the band is
where
there's
and
music
I
don't
hear
playing
anything else.

filutual Benefit Column.

ENDEAVOR.
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By Harriet Lammie Smith.
—

*
*

Oopvright. 100?. '•>' Mary McKeon.

;

yyrmmTrTtmwmtwt^
gi-nlt sat on the step of the guildhall
himself with Ills hat.
tn,l fanned
Through the open door entne the sound
and eager.
of feminine voices, animated
The young man's eyes scanned the
landscape with something of wistful
He had noticed
ness In their depths.
or two pretty girls In the throng
Of older women who were engineering
the church supper, but apparently they
•were all too busy for conversational
lie reflected with a sense
advances,
of Injury that his ‘visit wan opening
one

tamely.
-Chester!”

It was his aunt's brisk
toIcp. ami Scott rose with alacrity. Energetic Aunt Anne liked to eee people
a
busy. In her summons he read promise of occupation and welcomed it reNor wns he
of its nature.

gardless
destined

to lie

disappointed.

"This Is my nephew. Mr. Scott," snhl
Aunt Aune. nddresslng a group of ladies. who acknowledged tbe introduction by a collective smile. “And lie'll
be delighted to do any little errnuds
for us," site added generoueiy. "Now.
Mrs. Anderson, tell him about your

apoons.”
Mr*.

Anderson

oeaiueu

graieiuny

ou

the young mnn. "I'm sure It's awfully
kind of you. Mr. Scott. You see, we're
short of spoons, nnd I want te send you
for mine. Do you know Fayette street?
Yes, it crosses Main at right angles,
and my bouse Is a yellow cottage on
the right, with woodbine over the
porch. You'll find the key under the
mat. Go straight through the hall Into
the dining room, and the apoons are
In the left hand drawer of the sideboard. It'* just lovely of you to help
us out, Mr. Scott.”
The other ladles murmured assent,
and one or two of the younger flashed
appreciative glances In hU direction.
He promised a
Scott's spirits rose.
speedy return and started on his erjand. reflecting a* he went so the refreshing confidence of a oommunlty
which left Its keys under the door
mats and permitted strangMU to have
access to Its homes.
He had no difficulty In fading the
yellow cottage, and the key was In Its
place. He made his way through the
allent hall Into the dining room, and
here he encountered his first check.
The spoons were not In the drawers
of the sideboard. In fact, they were
sot In the sideboard at all, though he
ransacked It thoroughly to make sure.
Opening the closet door, be was rewarded by the sight of a well stocked
silver chest, nud he possessed himself
of the speons, promising himself a
tangli at the expense of tbu owner of
lhe silver, whose memory was so unreliable.
,'
"Hold up your hands”’
The request came In tones whose
determination could not he mistaken,
and S< ->ti s;niu on his heed to find himself faeing n revolver.
Hack of the
revolver was a girl. She wus a rather
tall girl with very white cheeks and
absurdly long lashes. She wore a gar
den hat, U-ueath which little tendrillike curls fostismed themselves about
her forehead.
Fader other clrcuinataaces Scott would have voted her

charming.
"Hold up your hands!" said the girl

again, and Scott obeyed, reflecting that

j

It was I -iter to humor her first and
explain afterward. The g|iooos In hD
pocket seemed to weigh a ton.
He
felt hot and ridiculous.
"Your mother asked me”— he began.
The girl Interrupted him.
"I have
ao mother.
Y'our excuses will only
make a bad matter worse.”
Scott bit his lip. Absurd as the sitMtjju was, It had a serious aide,
lie
•Poke with as much dignity as was
who surnoiiig Decore a oeau®°' Blrl with Ills hands on a level
with hi* ears.
"I was requested to
:.<oiLe here by the
lady of th# bouse,"

It Insisted.

“Oh, indeed; Then perhaps you will
Ml me her name."

Scett racked his brain. Iu the distortion of that general Introduction
“r‘
Anderson's name had failed to
toprint Itself on his memory,
l I don't know her name." he ac-

Stowledged,

"but she Is a dark haired

toman, about forty-five, I should

say.

Mtk a good deal of color.” He would
Mvc gone further with his
descrlp“>P. but the young woman checked
hy a gesture not to he misunder-

stood.

I prefer to know

of your
Jttposterous fiction.” she said wither,slv “Evidently you are not as
hwd ns you think
yourself. It hapWnsthat I am the lady of this house,
am "
to heep you right here
s t"
my uncle comes."
cursed his folly.
Doubtless
were yellow cottages on every
too* and all the
netghtmrhood kept Its
W under the door
mat.
He tried to
something about n mistake, but
't°uld not listen. Keeping her eye
slle seated herself dellber2?
'•‘lease do not move,” she said,
^
s‘ia" ’,e compelled to shoot, and
the
would l» VOrt* illconv.uvat.ln #*-.«• I
no

more

in*

,Jwtt

J

■

•’!

re in

■

i>' i.

u?r

bosom rose and fell ns if sobs were
struggling to escape. Once or twice
her eyes seemed almost to waver liefore Ids own. "Stop looking at me like
that!" she suddenly commanded.
"I beg your pardon.*1 said Scott humbly ami looked at the floor. Now that
be no longer had her face to distract
him lie realized that the unaccustomed
position of bis arms was a most uncomfortable one.
A twinge of pain
contracted bis face, and he sighed.
“Does It hurt}" asked the bolder of
the revolver, with a grim pleasure in
the situation.
“It does." Scott acknowledged feel-

ingly.
“On the whole," observed the girl,
"It Is probably less painful than a
term In the penitentiary."
“I have no doubt that you are right,"
8cntt agreed politely.
Silence fell bet ween them after this.
They were still for so long that a little
mouse
crept out of the closet and
scuttled like a fleck of gray cloud
across the room.
The girl cried out
and dropped the revolver. “Allow me."
said Scott, and he picked It up and returned It to her. Then he again raised
his hands.
A becoming flush routed the girl's
pallor. "I guess you needn't do that
any longer." she said. "And perhaps
you would be more comfortable if you
sat down."
“Thank you.” Scott said gratefully
and dropped Into a chair, rubbing his
aching arms with unfeigned relief.
After a minute or two he wns shocked
to discover that the girl wus In tears.
"I don't see," she sobbed, "why any
one who can be ns courteous as you
and as considerate should ever have
taken up burglary.”
My dear girl.” cried Scott, "I’m no
more n burglar than you are.
I am a
gentleman, as you ought to begin to
realize by this time. Miss Anne Bagsby is my aunt, and I stopped off here
this morning on my way east to pay
her a few days’ visit. There is to be
a supper at the guildhall. In which she
Is Interested, and ns they were short
of spoons one of the women seut me
after hers.”
"It couldn't have been"— the girl began. and then she stopped. There was
a sound of footsteps lu the hall. A well
built, middle aged man came into the
dining room with a cheerful "Well,
Amy,” and then stopped stock still In

KITTKRY TO CARIBOU.

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.

Patents have been granted to Maine inventors as follows:
Harry E. Bacon,
Meadow view, tack-handling implement;
Woodbury K. Dana, Westbrook, pickernozzle for pneumatic cotton-picking machines.

Native Green Peas In the Market—
Kggs are Higher.
Native green peas are now in the market,
bat price is still high. There are still
man/ old potatoes in the country, but
new potatoes are
pushing them hard now,
and the price for old potatoes slumped
the
week
to
40 cents a busnel.
during

Sixteen deputy enforcement commissioners are at work throughout the State
under the Sturgis law. These deputies
have thus far made raids in four counties
—Androscoggin. Sagadahoc, Knox and
Somerset.

The native

Samuel H. Powell, for about thirty years
of the Orono high school, died
of heart disease Saturday evening. Mr. Powell resigned as principal of
the school five years ago on account of
poor health.

Cheese.
Best factory (new) per lb.16 ft
Best dairy (new).h
Dutch Imported).y
o'
Neufchatel.
Kara*.
Fresh laid, per dot.22a *5
Poultry.
Chickens...)8 9.'4
Jowl. 15 318

Bay.

witMtionai

Quur.it, Neu/t

«i<

20brrti*eaim*,

other

WORMS
IN CHILDREN

ASHVILLE.
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
At

a

cil, J.
tions

regular meeting of Morancy counC. A. M., the following resoluadopted:

O.

were

!FJier#a«, The death angel has again entered our council chamber and severed another link in the chain of our brotherhood by
removing Brother Simpson Sargent, therefore
be it
hetolved. That we offer Mrs. Annie Sargent
and family, who have long enjoyed the guiding hand and kindly presence of a loving
husband and father, our sympathy in their
affliction.
hetolved. That a copy of these resolutions
be sent to the family, also printed in The
Ellsworth American.
Hetolved, That'our charter be draped
thirty days and a copy of these resolutions
spread on our minutes.
E. E. Bragdon.
E. W. Doyle.
J. F. Jones.

6 YEARS SUFFERING
RELIEVED IN 8 HOURS

|

Best

loose, per ton. 12 a'4
Baled.\t

Straw.
Loose. Ban
if
Baled.
Vegetables.
Potatoes, pk
lf «'5 Onions, ft
C8g05
33 Bermuda onions
Ob
Potatoes,new nk
New turnips, ft
02 Burch beets.
*5>#08
Lettuce,
07^08 Bunch carrots, 08vo 10
oft Bunch turnips. u„ 408
Radishes, bunch
0.4 New cabbage, lb
Rhubarb, tb
Oft
05 String beans, qt 10*12
Cucumber-, each
2o Green peas, pk 3\n 10
Spinach, pk
Tomatoes, lb
lfta.25 Beans—per'jilt el low-eye
10 8 tv
K
Pea.
Fruit.
25 850 Lemons <1o*
Oranges, do?
25g30

8trawbe»rt*'8, bx
Blackberries, bx
Gooseberries, bx
Currants, bx
Coffee—per ft
Rio,
Mocha,
Java,

Elmer E. Libbey, of Charleston, a
farmer, was knocked down and rendered
insensible in his own barn about 2 o’clock
Thursday morning and robbed of f700.
His assailant escaped. Mr. Libbey was
attracted to his barn by a noise, and went

stepped

at its

Creamery per ».28 835
Dairy. 20 325

Frank A. Adams, city clerk of Bangor,
was found dead in his office in the city
hall Friday morning. Death is supposed
to have been due to the bursting of a
blood vessel in the brain. At 1.10 a. m.,
Mrs. Adams telephoned to city hall, asking for her husband, saying that he had
not returned home, and that she was worried about him. The watchman went to j
the office, and found Mr. Adams dead.;
Mr. Adams was about forty-three years
old. He leaves a wife and one son. He ;
was clerk of the Bangor municipal court
fourteen years.

As he

is

Hotter.

The Booth bay Ashing schooner Nathalie
B. Nickerson was run down and sunk by
the ocean steamship Romaine in a fog off
Nantucket lightship last Friday morning.
Three of the schooner's crew of eighteen
were drowned.
They were William Winchester, Digby, N. 8.; Everett Greenleaf
and Elwell Greenleaf, both of Boothbay
Harbor.

investigate.

season

hight. The Hancock county crop will be
smaller than usual, and growers say the
season will be short.
The quotations below give the range of
retail prices in Ellsworth.
Country Prod nee.

principal
suddenly

out to

strawberry

COUNTY NEWS.
^

Tea— per ft—

15

from

liieMioiiuu

Beef, ft:
Steak,
Roasts,
Corned,

Tongues,
Tripe,

▼eel:

.0

.15 0.30
.12 0.25
.06 0.10
19

.0504)9

j

Fine w'ork is being done in the cemetery,
fixing up grounds. Money is being raised
for a new fence.

j

Walter Gilman Page and wife, and Mr.
of Rochester, N. Y., who have spent |
several summers here, are at H. W. Joyce’s, j
Mr. Lynch, who has spent several vacations at the Anchorage, is here with his
niece, Miss O. Mira, and Miss Helen i

Wall,

j

Lyons.
July 13.

S.

!

Thousands of people have worms and don’t
know it, yet the symptoms are easily recognised.
Even though worms might not be present
this extraordinary remedy will effect wonderful
changes in the ruo-down system. It is a great
stomach and liver tonic and regulator.
Worms iu adults ami children can be readily
detected from the following symptoms: Indf
gestion; a variable appetite; offensive breath
and foul tongue; eyes heavy and dull; itching
of the nose; short, dry cough ; grinding of the
teeth; starting during sleep; slow fever am)
often, in children, convulsions and bed-wetting;
No mattes
looseness; hard, swelled bowels.
how pronounced or how light the symptoms.

DR. TRUE’S ELIXIR
will

restore

GOTT’S ISLAND.

the

patient

to

normal health

again.

Turner, Mr.

Dr. J. F. True, Dear Sir:—Having
U9ed your Elixir in my family for many
years, after having satisfied myself of its
Mrs. Frank Babbidge is visiting friends i
I recommended it to my
superior merits,
.2*
Buckwheat, pkg
at McKinley.
neighbors, who now very generally use
.0>
Graham,
consider
it
the very best medicine
.04
Rye meal,
Charles Clement, of Orland, is at Camp it. I
Granulated meal,ft 02R
now in use, especially for children.
season.
Clement
this
again
Oil—per gal—
Very truly yours,
Job Prince.
.65 8-70
Llnseeu,
Gapt. Edwin Joyce, of Atlantic, who
U
Kerosene,
has
New Gloucester, Mass.
working for Philip Moore, has
Dr. True, Dear Sir:—The Elixir I
returned home.
of you cured my boy, who had
purchased
John D. Rankle and wife, of Massachu- been troubled with worms
ever since he
setts, are at Hillside cottage, the guests of was a child. He had tried many other
rruTiiiuui.
Mrs.
Vina
Moore.
had
ft.
I
medicines,and
Pork,
employed physicians
15 318
Chop,
Chips.
until I found it of no use. I despaired of
July 13
1*
ib
Ham, per ft
his being restored to health till I heard of
10a
11
Sboulaer,
M’KINLEY.
*7 325
Bacon,
your Elixir, which, I am happy to say,
Salt
10ai3
Linnie
Albee
is visiting relatives in effected a speedy cure.
Miss
L*rd.
iis»«
Very truly yours, W. G. Coombs.
Machias.
■

.45#.6S
Japan,
.30# 65
Oolong,
Sugar—per lb—
Granulite l, 03g05,SJ
.0#
Coffee—A Jk B,
Tellow, C
.05>$
Powdered,
08glo
Molasses—per gal—
.35
Havana,
JO
Porto Rico,
JO
Syrup,

the stable into the barn, he was struck
over the head with a baseball bat and rendered unconscious, remaining so until 6
o’clock when he was found by the hired
woman.
The money, which he had placed
in his trousers pocket, was gone. The
baseball bat was found some distance from
the barn in the field near some tracks
leading away from the ham.

Cantaloupe,

2u Pineapple,each 1535ft
15 Watermelons, each
65
18
Groceries.
.06 9 t
Rlcc, per ft
JO g >5
.16#.25 Vinegar, 1m»
35 Cracked wheat,
.0.
.035 Oatmeal, per lb

ATLANTIC.
Vira Joyce has gone to Gott’s Island,
where she has employment for the summer.

Danville.
Dr. True, Dear Sir:—One of my boyi
bad been troubled for about six years
with cramp in the stomach, and suspect*
ing tha. it might be brought on by worms,
we gave him different medicines, but
without effect. Last January he had 4
more severe attack than usual, and hearing of the almost miraculous effects of
your Elixir, we gave him about a teaspoonful, and in about eight hours it
brought from him a living creature about
eighteen inches in length. He has had
no return of them since, and is now
very
G. W. Vickery.
hearty.

Miss Sadie Driscoll is at the Rose cot-

tage.

bej?n

19020
The work of preserving the regimental
1U0.15
Dr. True'* Elixir U «old by druggists everyMrs. Elizabeth Manchester is visiting
rolls at the state-house is now about half Lamb*
A booklet
where at 35c, 50c an 1 51.00 per bottle.
Spring lamb, 12 380
her daughter on Baker’s island.
With a dexterous movement the gir! done. These old Civil war rolls were not
entitled‘
t hild*en and Tkeit Diseases” will be
u3
each
Tongues,
sent free by siniplv addressing Dr. J. F. Trwo
had pulled the folds of her dress over rolls at all, but were folded sheets of paper
Mrs. John Knowlton and Mrs. E. M.
Freeh Fleh.
We have a special
ic. Co.. Aabnrn, Me.
treatthe revolver. "Uncle Charlie,” she fal- on which the records of the men were Cod,
06 Blueflsb, tb
14 Eaton spent a few days in Bangor last
ment for tape-worm. Scti'l i9T Ir$e book.
30
06 Mbrtmps, qt
week.
tered. "this is a friend of mine, a neph- written, on both sides. Much handling Haddock,
40
12318 Scallops,
Halibut,
W. Z. Richardson and (airily, of Welew of Miss Anne Bagsby.”
3C a 35 Boneless herring,lb 15
has caused most of them to break, and a Salmon, lb
30 lesley, Mass., are at their cottage here for
12 Mackerel, each
The middle aged man advanced cor- large number are in bad condition. The Sea trout, tb
the summer.
Fuel.
dially. "I'm very glad to meet you. rolls are pasted with a transparent force
Anon.
July 13.
cord
Coal—per ton—
Mr."— He threw a reproachful glance of architect’s tracing cloth, so that one Wood—per
7 50
Broken,
Dry hard, 5 0006 50
7 5'
3 00 0 5 00
Stove,
at the girl, blushing In the background.
Dry soft,
side is read direct, aad the other through
Humors
7 50
3tri>rrUennrntg.
Roundings per load
Egg,
Scott seized his outstretched band. the tracing cloth. In all instances the
7 5
Nat,
1000125
Pimples
6 5'
Blacksmith's
5,00
Buttings, hard
"Scott—Chester Scott. My aunt is in- tracing paper is found sufficiently transTHOSE SPLITTING HEADACHESt
Eczema
Floor, Grain and Feed.
terested in a church supper which Is parent for the purposes of reading the roll.
€0
Ulcers
Oats, bu
to take place this evening, and ns they They are bound into immense books and Floor—per bbl— 9
Sick* Xenou* or Neuralgic Headache*
5 25 6 01 Shorts—bag— 1 35 91 40
were short of spoons she sent me out
in
1
35
Mixed
fiat
a
cabinet
built
for
130a
bag,
the
feed,
kept
purpose. Corn,100ft bag
Cured bqr Simple Anodyne.
14°®! 45
to borrow some. Miss Amy has kindly
The new union station at Bangor will te Corn meal,bag 1 30a 1 35 Middlings.bag 1 4591 55
Nothing is more distressing and
consented to lend me two dozen and
Cracked corn, 1 SC a 1 85 Cotton seed meal, 1 65
formally opened July 23. Plans have
weakening than a headache. It takes
to give me her company at the supall the tuck out of anyone, and drives
been formulated for a reception and banLAW REGARDING WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
Paul Glover, aoo AT
(
per.”
the sufferer to a darkened bed-room
len
salt shal! weigh 60
to be held by the board of trade in
A bushel of Liverpool
St.,
Springfield*
"Oh, indeed! Well, I shall hope to quet
salt shall
so that work has to be neglected.
Mass., says: ‘T had a
the new building on the night of the open- pounds,70and a bushel of Turk’s Island
weigh
Are yon
large running sore on
see you
pounds.
again. Mr. Scott.
A 25 ct. bottle of Neuralgic Anodyne
face
for
I
is
of
The
new
station
and
has
of
a
bushel
standard
The
weight
potatoes
years.
ing.
complete
my
will save
many days of pain and
tried remedy afterremedy,
staying long?” asked the middle aged been
In
order an 1 flt for shipping, Is 60 pounds,
occupied for some time as a way sta- of good
but gave them up in
weakness, as it Is guaranteed to cure
npples, 44 pou nds.
man. quite unconscious of a dramatic
I used that
tion in place of the old Exchange street
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
disgust.
or relieve any form of headache or the
display of indignation behind his back.
order and lit for shipping, Is 60 pounds;
liquid X-Zalia, and in
depot which was removed to make way good
It differs
money will be refunded.
less than 3 weeks the
of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, 6«
"I may stay some time. I’m not quite
sore had entirely healed.“
for improvements, but the completion of pounds; of corn, 56
pounds; of onions 52, from other headache remedies, as It is
"And
sure,” said Scott cautiously.
Any sore can be healed
rye and
used internally and externally, thus
the baggage and express building has been pounds; of carrots, English turnips,
50 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
Indian
by this liquid X-Zalia,
we
don't
i
meal,
afraid
if
I'm
Miss
now,
Amy,
the source of the nerve pains,
reaching
is
an
of
whether it is a rash,
there
immense
49
oats,
and
of
buckwheat,
pounds;
dragging. Although
barley
start at once they’ll send out a searchhumor, eczema, ulcer,
32 pounds, or even measure as bv agreement.
strengthening the whole nervous sysamount of work yet to be done, it is exor
a
running sore ot
tem, and at the same time finding its
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Pain Tablets can do, I will mail
clean, soothing, and you
after July 23 it is expected that all trains Trial Package of them—Dr. Shoop’syou
Headache
bing nerVes.
can put it on the rawest
spoons, and you might as well have will arrive and
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depart
Neuralgic Anodyne is also invaluasore without one bit of
this, too," sh*» said defiantly. "And if
Period
etc., are due alone to blood conble in relieving and curing neuralgia |
tion. The old western station will be torn gestion.pains,
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"without any more explanations.” And by the town to recover a fee of ten cents
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Aunt Anne was watching for him on mos1; peculiar actions which has ever been
Carbuncles
Head Catarrh
Chapped Hands
"Chester Scott,
the guildhall steps.
brought before a Maine court. At the
All you do is to simplv keep the sore wet with X-Zaiia.
Get a 50c. bottle from anv druggist to-day.
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stared
helplessly. structed to collect a fee of ten cents per
companion,
barrel, in excess of one barrel, from all
"miy, *yui^ xiu.vuui.
“Miss Traynor and I are going for a the fishermen on the river within the
little walk.” said her nephew, “but town limits. Some of the fishermen paid
we’ll be back with g*x>d appetites for the fees, while others refused on the
supper. Here are some spoons which ground that, while the town has the say
as to who shall have a fishing privilege,
Miss Traynor Las kindly loaned.”
lie handed them over, and the pair the occupant must pay rent to the East
moved on. Mi’s. Anderson laughed at Machias Lumber Co., which owns all the |
more delicate handling
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land ou both sides of the river where the :
her friend** bewildered air.
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oi fine results
this ddesnot alter the fact that it consaid.
tion should invariably be
“I didn’t even know* that Chester wns trols the fisheries, and that in refusing to
acquainted with her." sighed Aunt pay the fee the fishermen have resisted the
Anne. “I was taking all the credit of fish committee in the performance of its j
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his coming to myself.”
“I
Mrs. Anderson laughed again.
she
guess It’s a settled thing all rizht.”
said, “judging from the way he lo *ked
at her and the way she blushed at him.
Well, I’m glad if Amy Traynor hns
found somebody to suit her at last.
Now perhaps some of the other girls
will have u chance.”

duties.

G/css S13ch

MAKLBOKO.
Miss Edna Tenney, of Bayside, is visiting her uncle, George Mosley.
Melvin and Homer Wilbur visited friends
in Lakewood and Clifton last week.
few

days

last

Kingman spent
Mt. Desert Ferry, with relatives.
Mrs. George Kodick has gone to Bar
Harbor to care for her daughter, Mrs.
a

Eben

week at

Old Labor Lews.
Combination* of labor are no new
thing. A significant statute was passed
during the reigu of Edward VI. (l.”>4.53) of England, when “many of the
principal citizens of London, having
sustained considerable injury from
combinations and •oijsplracles daily
concerted by journeymen and laborers,
ipplled to parliament for redress.” The
statute ordaiued that “if any artificers,
workmen or laborers do conspire, covenant or promise together that they
shall not make or do their work but at
ena certain price or rate, or shall not
terprise or take upon them to finish
that work which another hath begun,
or shall do but a certain work In a day,
or shall not work but at certain times or
hours, that every person so conspiring,
being thereof convicted by witnesses,
confession or otherwise, shall forfeit
for the flrd offense £10 or have twenty
days’ imprisonment, besides being rendered infamous and incapable of glv
lug evidence upon oath.”

Sbann, w ho is ill.
Mrs. S. H. Remick and daughter Kuth
spent last Thursday at Mt. Desert Ferry
with her uncle and aunt, Lewis Jordan
and wife. It was Mrs. Jordan’s birthday.
Mr. Jordan is very feeble.

July

Abe.

15.

finish of snowy whitethus insuring a superhne, unusually pliable
tor men s
It is the one starch chosen by careful laundresses
ness.
and every garment
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linen,
fabric, because
where faultless work is essential. Can t harm any
absolutely pure. All grocers, in full-iveight packages.
BEST FOR ALL KINDS OF STARCHING.
Foe general use boil es directed. For light starching
no boiling.
unequaled as a cold water starch, requiring
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Pure as a lily,
White as snow,
Sweet as a kiss
'Neath Mistletoe.
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BARTLETT’S ISLAND.

Wesley

Bartlett is at home is in

Massa-

chusetts.

Ray and little daughter
visiting at Bayside.

Mrs. Bertha

Georgie

are

Richardson, of Bluehiil, spent
Fourth with George Ray and family.
Miss Alice Minton closed a successful
term of school here July 3, and has returned to her home at Trenton.
Mrs. Wheeloek, who has been here since
last fall with her daughter, Mrs. Albert
Ernest

the

Burns, has
Stephens.
July 10.
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to

her
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in
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ties of friendship being
far as Japan was concerned, the present friction over
Pacific coast could
events on the
never develop into armed hostilities.
This conclusion is trne enough, for

broken, and

several good and sufficient reasons,
the chief of which is that Japan is
neither physically nor financially able
to light, and has no desire to fight.

and common sense.
the

latter

is

an inverview

accorded a representative of the New
York Herald last Thursday by Senator
Eugene Hale. Both in the matter
the sending of
of war talk and
the fleet to the Pacific, Senator Hale

Moreover, there is nothing

to

trivial affair
serious one.

striking lull
preceded it, and
a

into

a

national

county’s share of
money is |32,765.19.

Hancock
school

the

such an expedition would not weaken the
of
the
hands
Japanese
ministry and
strengthen the jingo element of Japan? No
can have any doubt on these
sane person

ings

were

quadrupled.

Two years ago Mr. Stevens went to
Auburn, N. Y., where in the operation of
the road he successfully directed a trolley
freight business. The directors of the
Lehigh Valley Transit Co. have been pur-

number

each

as

;en

one

wmaowi

of

corner

ana

iwo

aoors.

MOUTH OF THE RIVER.
Remick and wife, of Boston, are
visiting Mr. Remick’s mother, Mas. Cardelia Remick.
Jordan and bride, of Brewar,
visiting relatives and friends here on

William
1

are

\

M.

W. Moon ard wife.

Alexander, with son Ralph,
Lynn. Mass., is visiting her father,
Robert B. Carter, for the summer.
Mrs. Laura

of

Mrs. Henry Marks, with daughter Rva,
has been visiting her cousin, Mn.
Oscar Remick, has returned to her home
in East Bluehill.

;

Manter Young, w ho is in poor health,
visiting his aunt, Mrs. Clara York, for a
few days before going to Newbury Heck

|

who

is

war

would be

a

wickedness almost past

human conception.
I do not believe that either now or in the
near future the President will issue any such
order, or commit his administration to a
course which, from the moment the order is
issued, is likely to turn the people of a great
empire, who are now our friends and with
whom we are at peace, into a condition of
mind that will leave them now and hereafter
as our enemies.
While, as 1 have said. I have no fear that the
President will take such a course, I should
be still better satisfied if. in bis characteristic
way, he would give to the public some utterance which shows that he has no such thing
in contemplation.

In

striking

contrast with the frantic
efforts of the jingo press to fan into
iiame a war spirit are the hearty and
sincere greetings that for nearly a
week past have been going on between high
Japanese and United

States

officials;

for

example

the

house several years. Mr.
purchased the Johnson
known

Webster has also

place at Phillips,

the old

stage house.
Both of these purchases were made
by Mr. Webster to go with large
which he
holdings of timber land
already has at Phillips. He has not decided what he will do with the Lake house
He will put somebody in
I at present.
charge of the house who will run it as
as

heretofore,

and also

owner's timberlanri

look after

jts

new

interests about the

lake.
Arbutus

Grange, Surry.

Arbutus grange met July 12, with thirty
members and seven visitors from East
Bluehiil grange present. One candidate
was instructed in first and second degrees.
Sister Maggie Knowles died Saturday.
July 13, and was buried under the rites
of the order Sunday, from the church at
Morgan's Bay, Rev. Mr. Dunham officiat-

ing.

MRS.

j congratulated

course

well-trained

in

operation

for

teachers

of

some

these

special

CHURCH NOTES.
CONGREGATIONAL.

Rev. R. R. Mat he tre, pastor.
visiting relatives here.
Sunday July 21—Services discontinued
Carrie Mitchell, who has i>een visiting ! until ttrst Sunday in September.
relatives at West Tremont, is home.
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
of

Lynn, Mass.,

is

Ar villa Boyce, of Haverhill, Maas.,
visiting her mother, Mrs. Mary Moore.

Mrs.
is

here.

Mrs. Wilson

Bates.
Rev. John Vidburg and wife, and Mr.
Larrbomb, of Arlington, N. J., are boarding with Alvin Maddocks and wife.

Rev. V. F. Hendee, pastor.
Sunday, July 21
Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by pastor, “Life.” Sunday school at 11.45. Junior league at 2.30.
Evening service at 7.30. Subject, “Gethsemane.”
Prayer meeting and bible study Friday
evening at 7.30. Mr. Hendee will speak
on “The Parable of the Talents”.
—

Benjamin Mitchell, who ia employed at
Bar Harbor, spent Sunday with his family
McGown, of Abington,
Mass., spent Sunday with Mrs. Coleman

money has
the stipend to Hancock

portioned,
towns being

as

1

CONG’L, ELLSWORTH PALLS.
Rev. J. D. Priqmore. pastor.

UNION

ap-

county

follows:

Amherst, $285.82; Aurora, $125.04; Blue-

hill, $1,518.42; Brooklin, $771.12; Brooks
ville, $1,071.83; Bucksport, $1,646.44; Caatine, $696.69; Cranberry Isles, $288.$); Dedham, $2,274.66; Deer Isle, $2,274.66; Eaatbrook, $205.44;
Eden, $3,334.58; Ella
worth, $4,150.29;
Franklin, $1,137.32;
Goulds boro, $1,012.28;
Isle au
Haul,
Mariarille,
$184.59; Lamoine, $440.64;
$178.64; Mt. Desert, $1,502.86; Orland,
Otis,
$1,006.33;
$98.25;
Penobscot,
$893.19; Sedgwick, $750/20;
Sorrento,
Southwest
$131.00;
Harbor,
$711.58;
Stonington, $1,976.93; Sullivan, $1,003.35;
Surry, $726.46; Swan’s Island, $672.87;
Tremont,
$1,208.78; Trenton, $375.14;
Verona, $172.68; Waltham, $187.5f; Winter Harbor, $526.98; Long Island plantation, $235.21; No. 8 plantation, $26.80;
No. 21 plantation, $35.73; No. 33 plantation, $74.44; total, $32,766.19.
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^ wrrow.
Alan (or the Beautiful floral
burial of hu,baud and lather
Mat. Emma T. Blaca
*SD Mai. Mom,or
*Mr'
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Mariaville, Me., July lft, iso:,
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SPECIAL NOTICE.
not trcapaaa In Cnnlcnlocu.
demand protection to life and pul
from the county of Hancock
the
Maine, and the
**A*T c- F*‘TI Acmj,

DO

__

TAKE

ordinary

importance-"The

acen

_Maae

legal

Kill amt pastor.
Sunday, July 21
Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
at 11.45. Christian Endeavor meeting at
7. Evening service at 7.30.
Bible study and prayer service at 7.30
Friday evening.
Rev. P. A. A.

—

When a horse picks up a nail in his loot
what does the drrer do? Does he whip the
limping, lagging auimal and force him along?
Not unless he wants to ruin the horse. At the
first sign of lameness he jumps down, examines the feet and carefully removes the cause
of the lameness. W'hat is called "weak stomach" is like the lameness of the horse, only
to be cured by removing the cause of the
trouble. If you stimulate the stomach with
"whisky medicines" you keep it goiug, but
day the condition is growing worse. A
every
few doses sometimes of Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery will put the disordered
stomach and its allied organs of digestion
and nutrition in perfect condition. Ninetyeight times in every hundred "Goldeu Medical Discovery" will cure the worst ailments
originating in diseases of the stomach. It
always helps. It almost always cures. To
cure constipation use Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant
Pellets. They’re sure.
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chance of bia recovery.
Jesse Searles was shot
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of thl* order to be
liahed three weeka successively in
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court 10 ** Wd at
worth, in aaid county, on the second dsi
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thsv
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Matt Keefe and Tony Pearl, “The Yod-1
the Harpist," do an attractive musical act. A Boston girl who has won dis-

-----

BluebiU.

,&'S?IS£L S' ,2?ncotk-

ler and

no

Notices.
tiihT^TiS

To *11 person. tot*r*.te<i m
lutes hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at

tures.

The person who peddles a scandal is
bettor than the one who starts it.

ii®!m
imprint'

to

to g2.«ao or fifteen month,'
ment, in each and erere case ol
p "
Cnnicn.oeo, park from ihi, date. tre.pw
c. Fatn Arm,.

Pianophi-

through the jaw
Hie condition is not serious. Jcalouay is
ascribed as the reason for the shooting.
Since last winter Harvey Searles and his
wife bad lived apart on account of a
quarrei, but lioth remained in the village, being employed on different farms.

roe

12.000

M.ooo

“A Sight with the Poets".
"The Pianophieods" is the name given by
Jesse Laaky, originator of “The Military
Octette", “The Colonial Septette,'1 and
other vaudeville features, to his latest
conception. It enlists the services of
eight people and five pianos.
Another out of the ordinary presentation is “A Night with the Poets"—an artistic affair, and an advance along the
Hues of illustrated songs and living pic-

j

n

law,

ends" and

tinction in musical

NOTICE.

laat
of
eery ealuthle
11. If07. The penaltv beude, Mo?
THEJuly
for close time ta from

Keith’s Tlirsirr, Boston.
There will be two items on the
bill at Keith's next week of more than

;

oroiio
l/nlud staSTof Amertm" *

alluring.

most

time.

branches.
Penmanship, bookkeeping,
and business English will have special attention.

NORTH ELLSWORTH.

McGown,

on

The airship will be an attraction worth
traveling miles to see, but it will not be
the whole thing at the fair. There will be
scores of other attractions, more commonplace, to be sure, but which will furnish
no end of fun for those who attend the
fair. For one thing, there’ll be the biggest midway ever at the fair this year.
The midway is the place the crowd is always to be found, even while the races
and other things are going on elsewhere,
and half the fun of the fair ia to be found
on the midway.
The entries for the various classes of
stock and other exhibits bid fair to be
more numerous than ever before, and on
the whole the prospect for the 1907 fair is

the ball is the generous

_

a

'op'Varts'ebsb.V'

Across

it has all the facilities needed to produce

Mrs. Frank Swett, with 6on Norman, is
visiting her sister, Mrs. George Ray, at
Bartlett's Island. From there she will go
to Bar Harbor to visit her daughter, Mrs.
Lionel Stewart.

Miss Delia

s¥f«zR»Rr«‘^?rk

will show her fine contralto voice in several selections.
Cornalla snd Eddy, who do an acrobatic
and juggling comedy turn; Phil and Nettie Peters, in a nonsensical offering that
will wm many laughs; Martini and Maxmillian, burlesque magicians; Allen, Delmain and Allen, travestyists; Davis and
Fletcher to be here, but there are great
Walker, “real coon" singers and dancers;
of
Fred
Foster
and
Miss
seeing
! “Wise Mike,” Foster’s educated
hopes
dog; the
Hughes who, for years, were associated Valdinga,
ring performers; the Kaufmsn
with the early history of the school. Nueh I
brothers, burnt-cork entertainers, and
a quartette of dearly-‘loved teacher
hound the
kinetograph will complete the bill.
the
tiea
to
hundreds of
by
strongest
The Fadettes will be the leading feahearts, ought to prove the magnet that
tures of the Old Home Week bill, comwill draw the largest number ever gathmencing Monday, July
ered at “camp*’ and make P‘07 the banner
year in the history of Castiue Alumni
Another Maine Murder.
Encampment.
Harvey Searles, a farmer, aged about
thirty years, shot and killed his w ife snd
Hueksport Seminary Year Hook.
also shot his brother, Jesse Searles, aged
The East Maine seminary at Buckaport twenty-five, w hen he found the two strollhas just issued an attractive little yearing together in the woods a short distance
book, and announces a combination of from the village of North C'hestervilie,
courses that ought to be of general interWhere they lived.
Returning to the vilest to teachers and superintendents. It is
lage. Searles went to the house of a physia
normal
course
for
essentially
training
cian and directed him to the scene of the
commercial teachers. This school has a
tragedy, after which he walked up the
for
reputation
out
clerks
good
road for a short distance and then shot
turning
and stenographers, and has had the State himself
in the head. There is slight
normal

to visit his uncle.

-I

fitlp tSantrt.

August.

—

wedding trip.
Mrs. Bertha B. Ray, with little daoghter Georgia, is visiting her parents, Gapt
their

Ma^rEw sSr,,'uluif«

<

fireplace, the centre of attraction on
foggy days and chilly evenings. A good
piano adds much to the enjoyment.
Above are the sleeping apartments.
hand
hia
had
Garland
right
Benjamin
These have always been inadequate to
Hllsmachine
at
the
in
a
badly mangled
meet the demands, and many members
worth hardwood factory Friday.
have roomed at farm houses and cottages.
Charles E. Whitcomb, who has been The needs of a doraitory have been so apsuffering for some time with a diseased parent that in the summer of *06 it was
toe, was obliged to have it amputated last voted, since the association was out of
week.
debt, to sell stock, raise all of the money
Frank Haslam and a friend from Bar possible, borrow the rest, and put up a
Harbor went to Branch pond Saturday, good-sized cottage with plenty of sleeping rooms. The building committee conand succeeded in landing a seven-pound
sisted of Prof. A. F. Richardson, Castine;
salmon.
I. B. Clary, Livermore Falls; Osmond
8. 8. Jordan and wife were in MariaBar Harbor; C. P. DeLaittre,
ville a part of last week, called there by Emery,
Minn.
the death of Mr. Jordan’s brother-in-law. Minneapolis,
Mr. DeLaittre arrived early in June and
C. E. Black.
has been able to give the work his perRev. H. W. Conley preached for Rev. J. D. sonal
attention. A two-story cottage,
an
on
Sunday morning, giving
Prigmore
with twelve good-sized rooms, is well
asMr.
sermon.
Prigmore
interesting
under way. Each room has a magnificent
sisted in the service.
view of either the bay or charming landJohn Stinchfleld, wife and child, of scape. Many of the rooms are already
Millinocket, who have been visiting hare engaged, and when “camp*’ opens July 31.
for several days, guests of J. O. Whitney a full house is
expected. The large rooms
and wife, left for home on Friday last.
rent for |2 a week, the four smaller ones
Mrs. Frank H. Lowell is at home from for fl.50 each. These receipts will meet
Tarrytown, N. Y., for a stay of five waeks. necessary expenses and make a payment
She will be joined about August 1 by Mr. on the small indebtedness.
Not only are Prof. Richardson and Prof.
Lowell, who will spend his vacation hare.

L. W.

in

C»rr. Album H.

This attraction is Capt. Thomas 8. Bald*“*
win, of California, and his famous air- CAR.
A***(.
ship, the California Arrow. Of all those
who have tried aerial navigation in this
Spnkl 2?oims.
country, Capt. Baldwin has been most
niSSOLlfTION
successful. He has given exhibitions with \
it hereby given that n,. a
\TOTlCE
the California Arrow at many fairs and
J.H. Brimmer at Co. haa
thil^H.®1? °*
ditMolved
mutual conteot, John &%%**
all
over
*nd
has
by
the
!
expositions
country*
mer retiring.
^ri«*
The buaine^ w-in
been
successful.
always
by William U. Brimmer, to whonj°*Haaw*
In these days w hen aerial navigation is •Unding bill* of the firm are Davahi/i ?w*
whom ail bill, against lb,
one of the most discussed matters every
j
where, the presence of Capt. Baldwin and
fair
will
be
an
his airship at the
attraction
CAR1* OP THANKS?
=5
which should make the attendance at the
Emma T Black ami
family m.,..
their
express
appreciation ni »K ^
1907 fair the largest in the history of that
anil kindness «c.It*
„'5.'htlP
institution, and Secretary Field is to be neighbor, In their recent |r‘m
emitiion als ***

excellent

Sunday, July 21 —Morning service at
Mrs. Mary Moore, who has been visiting
10.30; sermon by pastor. Sunday school at
in Brewer, has returned to her home here.
11.45. Evening service at 7.30.
suing a policy of aggressive development ! She was accompanied by Mrs. Adeline
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
1
of the property, and decided upon Mr. Stilphen, of Massachusetts.
UNITARIAN.
world. Senators and members would have Stevens as president in order to have a
Helen King, who has been visiting her
Rev. 8. W. Sutton, pastor.
looked twice before voting these appropria- progressive executive who had undergone
mother, Mrs. Francis McGown, for the
tions had they supposed that when a great the test of
Sunday, July 21— Morning service at
experience.
force of warships should be assembled the
past two months, on account of her health, 10.30. Sermon by pastor.
Sunday school
has returned to Bar Harbor very much im- discontinued
first enterprise would be an expedition into
during July and August.
Phillips Lake House Sold.
Asiatic waters upon the other side of the
proved.
East Lamoine, July 21,.at 3.00 p. in.,
J. Fred Webster, of Bangor, has purglobe, carrying with it the imminent danger
chased the Lake house at Phillips lake of
preaching by Mr. Sutton.
of arousing the resentment of a great people
State School Money.
BAPTIST.
with whom we are at peace, a,nd with whom A. G. Hooper, who has conducted the
The Slate school
been
questions.
Congress has been generous in its appropriations. and under them we have built
what is to-day, with the ships now building,
probably the second naval force in the

Bangor,

goodly

a

J. Treworgy and family went Saturday to their cottage at Contention Cove
to spend several weeks.

State

|

spring shows
graduating from that

school,

C.

and

The Herald asks me “If I think the fleet
Bar Harbor’s unique
and
beautiful
should be seat to Manila or stations on the
temple of music was dedicated Saturday.
Paeiflc coast".
I hope and believe that the fleet will not be
Two moose, probably the same seen in
moved in the direction itdicafced.
I have
the vicinity of Surry recently, have been
seen nothing that leads me to believe either
that President Roosevelt has ordered or in- visiting some of the summer cottages
tends to order a great fleet of warships into along Eggemoggin Reach.
Japanese or contiguous waters. The scheme
had its birth with the general board of the
The second annual report of the Maine
navy, which for three or four years, in order Sea Coast
Missionary society has just been
to magnify the navy, exploited a war scare
issued. Along the coast including the iswith Germany. When the people got tired of
a
this, they tried the same performance with lands, is scattered population in many
Japan. Many, but by no means all. naval places lacking medical, educational and
officers approve of it, and probably the gen- religious privileges. To these people go
eral staff of the army.
the seacoast missionaries Rev. A. P. McThe two military branches of the govern- Donald and
Capt. H. E. White. Forty
ment live and thrive upon
war, but there
settlements without
other religany
never has been a day when it was safe to
ious
ministrations than the society's
leave to them the policies that make for peace
have
been
visited; 218 services have
or war.
The army and navy do not view war
been held;
over
1,000 pastoral calls
as a danger or calamity, but as an opportunity. I look to see President Roosevelt take made; a coast Sunday school of 350
has been organized and light stations are
a broader and wiser, and what in the end
will be the more popular, view, and while I included. Attention of the State
has
have had no late consultation with him, I
been called
to deplorable conditions,
take it that the last thing he would desire is
rightfully the State’s concern; sickness has
that any act under his administration should been
helped, good reading circulated, and
bring on a war with Japan or any other ambitious
young people helped forward to
or
should
add
the
to
of
a
such
power,
danger
successful lives.
conflict. My hope in these possibly dauger1
ous times is in him. and not in the army and
navy.
A Hancock County Boy.
The situation has enough of excitement and :
Ellsworth friends of Ray P. Stevens, son
danger to warn everybody against any course ; of S. G.
Stevens, formerly of Brooklin.
1
that may possibly increase friction.
The
will be interested to know of his rapid
people of Japan generally, and the members !
of the government of that empire, are hoc- \ advancement in railroad circles in the
estly and faithfully setting themselves to pre- ! middle states. Until recently Mr. Stevens
serve peace and to devote the energies of ! was
superintendent of the Auburn A
Japan to the building up of her peaceful in- Syracuse railroad in New York state, and
terests, but these happy influences are op- now he has been chosen president of the
posed in Japan by a war or jingo party that Lehigh
Valley Transit Co., which
at any moment, by appealing to the passions
operates 142 miles of electric road in
and resentments of the people, mav upset the
Pennsylvania.
ministry, and substitute for it a jingo or war
In the selection of Mr. Stevens, the
Whoever now shall take any
government.
has placed at the head of
steps that will weaken the peaceful purposes Lehigh company
of the Japanese government, and the ma- its affairs one of the youngest men in the
jority of the Japanese people, will be held country to bold such a position. Though
guilty before the American people. Should but thirty-one years of age, Mr. Stevens
war come of making it possible and of hashas had a varied experience since his
tening it, every incidence in the present situgraduation at the University of Maine in
ation makes against a display of our military
189a; he has held positions which amply
power in Asiatic waters.
him for the presidency of the comThere is no pretense whatever that Japan qualify
He took a
graduate course at
in any way threatens us or any of our pos- pany.
sessions. Our wise secretary of state is at Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
this moment trying to negotiate a treaty with and then entered the employ of the Bell
Japan that will settle all controversies and Telephone Co., and later went to the Gensilence all war alarms. Does anybody be- eral Electric Co. In 1900 he went to
lieve that the dispatch of a great war fleet
Everett, Wash., and reconstructed the
into Asiatic waters would help the great secEverett Railway * Electric Co. While in
retary in his efforts to preserve peace? The
the West he built an interurban line and
parrot talk that the expedition is only to I
electrified tracks for the Northern Pacific
train the fleet, and has in it no warning or
During the
menace to Japan, is not worth a moment's I from Everett to Snohomish.
consideration. Does anybody believe that period he was with this company its earn-

mal

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

fight

COUNTY GOSSIP.

in the war talk that
probably this lull is due in large measure to it. The interview follows:

Quinn and family have arrived, and
spend the season at their new cottage.

us

about.
The thanks of the country are due
Senator Hale for his brief but forcible
summary of the situation, and for his
well-deserved rebuke of the jingo
element of this country which is so
prone to magnifying a local and

expresses views that
aptly illustrate his broad and comprehensive
grasp of large affairs.
It is noticeable that since the publication of this interview, which has
been widely copied throughout the

country, there has been

so

S.

people of Hancock county arc naturally much interested in the Castine nor-

institution. Yet I doubt if many in the
county know of the unique and delightwife.
ful annual
gathering known as the
Robert Sweeney and wife have sold “Castine Alumni Camp”.
More than 1,000 graduates have joined
their home to M. Quinn, and will leave
Green Lake. They will be missed by their this association, and their voluntary and
generous contributions, with the receipts
friends and acquaintances.
our
summer
encampments, have
H. Peavey aud Ralph Peavey caught from
alumni
made possible this delightful
two square-tailed trout. Ernest Gross and
home at Sandy Point on the ahores of
wife were also successful, Mrs. Gross
Penobscot bay, just above Fort Point.
landing a four and one-half round salmon
The association owns five acres of land,
after a hard fight, as the fish was hooked
with a fine shore frontage, a large grove,
foul.
and a wooded slope containing an excelSunday's visitors were quite numerous. lent
spring which furnishes good drinkcame
in
their
Littlefield
and
Mrs.
Mr.
ing water. “Camp” ia open for three
auto. Mr. and Mrs. Cobb, of Bangor,
weeks, the date being set by the person
were guests of Charles Harlow and wife.
acting as president of the association.
and
were
wife
B. Burbank,
daughter
During that time the members gather
guests of John Webster and wife.
from near and from far to renew acquaintAmong the arrivals for the season were ances, rest and rejuvenate.
Walter Morse and wife, Mr. and Mrs.
A three-story building, 25x45, has done
Nutter, son and maid, of Bangor, Mr. and duty heretofore. Thiscontains, in the baseMrs. Greeley, children and maid, of Mas- ment, a large, airy dining-room, sufficient
sachusetts; E. March and wife, Mr. and to accomodate fifty comfortably, and a
Mrs. Hodgkins and daughter Doria, C. well-appointed kitchen and cold storage.
Hutchins and family. Dr. C. P. Thomas The second floor contains assembly ball,
and wife.
the size of building, sunny and airy, with

agreeable after-dinner speech

One of the

The

Mrs. John A. Lord, of Ellsworth, is
visiting her son, Capt. H. F. Lord and

long-existing

Senseless War Talk.
From out the mass of war talk that
has filled the newspapers for the past
week or two, it is refreshing to be
able to find here and there comments
on the situation that smack of sanity

Among

will

Attraction* at the K. M.
Fair at Bangor.
Secretary Albert 9. Field, of the Eastern
Maine State fair, has just closed a contract
for the greatest attraction in the country
to be seen at the fair at Maplewood park,

Sandy Point Wednesday, July .11

Open at

(Written for Thk ahuucaji by “A Loyal
Camper”.]

Mr.

us to thank for her material progress
of the past half-century. The Japanese people were grateful, and did
not even like the thought of these

2,304

Will

Mr. and Mrs. Libby and infant daughter
are guests at the Morse cottage.

of Japan among the western nations.
We had opened up the country to
western civilization, and Japan had

of The

Levenseller spent last

H. C. Abbott and wife, of Bangor, spent
at their cottage here.

in the presence of Admiral Evans.
Admiral Coghlan, Stewart L. Woodford and other leading Americans.
The burden of his talk was that the
United States had been the first friend

Advertising Rates—A *e reasonable and will be
made known on application.

This week’s

most

Mrs.

Sunday

He has seen all the latest
development in the European navies,
and is in this country to find out what
the United States is doing. He made

strictly In advance, $! 5*', 75 and SS cents
respectively. Singlecopie* 5 cents. All arare

Mr. and

€o lrt.

a srRK'KiroroH airship.

C A STINK ALl’MNI CAMP.

LAKE.

week at the Gorham.

the throne.

Subscription Prlc -#2

rearages
year.

GREEN

admiral,

tinguished staff comprising a number
of high naval officers and princes
more or less closely connected with

ELLSWORTH. MAINE.

cents

Japanese

Baron Yomamoto, who lunched with
the President this week, and was
entertained at a big peace banquet in
New York. Baron Yomamoto has
been on a tour of Europe with a dis-

EVERT WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

months; 50

the

of

1

Harriet Brophy, late of Castine. m
county, deceaaed. A certain instrument par.
porting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof, preaented by Henry D. Brookt
the executor therein named
Charles H. Perkins, late of
Brooksvllle. ia
said county, deceased, a certain iastransat
purporting to be tbe laat will and testament
of aaid deceased, together with petition for
thereof, preaented by Fred j. Perprobate
kins, the executor therein named.
Augusta Barnard, late cf Bucksport, in said
A certain instrument purcounty, deceaaed.
porting to be the laat will and testament of
said deceaaed. together with petition for
probate thereof, preaented by Julia W. Barnard,
one of tbe executors therein named.
William Dow. late of Tremont. in said
county, deceaaed. A certain instrument purporting to be the laat will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Geo R. Fuller, the
executor therein named.
Ebenexer M. Staples and Elizabeth Staple*,
late of Atlantic (Swan’s Island
in said
county, deceaaed. A certain instrument purporting to ce the last will aud testament of
said deceased, together with pe: ition for probate tbereof
presented by Alexander l.
Staples, the executor therein named.
Florence Powers, late of Eden, in ssid coaxty. deceased. Petition tfis: i.ewi* Richard*o»
or some other suitable p**r*on be
appointed
administrator of the rotate of said declared,
presented by Everett L. Hunlly, brotherof
said deceased.
Hattie E. Davla. late of Surry, In said county deceased. Petition that Arno W. King or
some other suitable persou oe
appointed idmini«:rator of the estate of said deceased,
oresenten by John G. Davis, husband of said
deceased.
David W. Mosely, late of Hancock, in said
Petition t at Susan A.
county, < eceased.
Mow.j or sonieothrr suitable person heappoint'd administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Susan A. Mosely,(
wuiow or said deceased.
A. K. P. Blodgett, late of Brooksvtlle. U
•aid county, deceased
Fir»t account of In
J.
otisics. administrator, tiled for settlement
Pa lip Moore, late of Souths-'’. Harbor,ia
said county, deceased. Account ofHenryC.
Moore, admInis rator filed for settlement.
Mary a. Higgins, late of Ellsworth, in said
co auty, deceased.
First and final accocxt of
Arthur L Higgins, ad 11 dnistrator, filed for
settlement.
Mary L Folsom, late of Buekspod, In isid
Third ac* out of James
county, de. eased.
L. Coombs, trustee. Hied f >r settlement.
Sarah Jane Baton. Ute of Sedgwick, in said
Fi*«t sccount of Jsmei
county, deceased.
Eaton, administrator with the will annexed,
filed for settlement
Cordelia
stover, late of Blorhill.ia wii
ed oy Forest a
co uuty, deceased.
Petit! i»
Snow, administrator, for ii -use to sel.ee:
asdsscrtoa
tain real estate of said dece.
iu said petition.
i«*w
Jasper D. Allen, late of S^drwick.De‘
«
<-d by
county, deceased. Petition
to: an *11®
A len, widow o* said deces*
Gf
am*- out of the persona! c-me of saw
ceased.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of said COBB
!-*rA true copy of the origina.
AttestT. F. MaHdxxv. Bsgwg

OF IIHIO, CUT OF Tootle.
•*
Uo»» •‘npsT?
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he is 1
senior partner of the firm of F. J. cheuev A
To ail pfrwni interested in .'.her oftaee
Co., doing business in the City of Toledo,
._j
late. hereinafter name 1
County and State aforesaid, and that said firm At a probate coart held at b- iendl. >o
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL
for the county of Hancock, uu toefl»e«
CARS for each and every case of Catarrh that
In
day of July, a. d. 1»?
Drf
cannot be cured by the use of Hall’s Catarrh
mtlE following matter having t**DF*
c®re
FRANK j. CHENEY.
aeuted for the action Ux*r.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in niv
ordered
after indicated, it is hereby
presence this 6ib day of December. A. D. i.v*. tUe thereof be given to all persons init
A. W. GLK.\*ON,
by causing a copy of this orderm to**i,,
Sfc.vL
the
lished three weeks snccessr y
|
Xntary Public.
(
worth Vtnericau. a newspaper puousn
b*
Hall s Catarrh Cure is taken internallv. and
Ellsworth, in said county, that they
acts directly on the blood and mucous
be.a »
surpear at a probate court to he
faces of the system. sieud for testimonials
in said county or. the
worth,
tb
free.
c
August, a. d. IWJ7, «’ in- 'I Ihe
* «
CHFNKY * CO.. Toledo, O.
forenoou. and be heard thereon if
«.
K
.Sold
all
by
druggists. 75c.
Take Hall s Family Pills for constipation.
Caroline H. Stanley- J»te >f
in said county, deceased
Petitionb
O. Stanley or some other
ai,
XdiC.
appointed administrator of the estst
deceased, presented by
'tirAGON-One-horse team wagon in good son and heir at law of said decease**
*•*“.^
at a bargain, or will
EDWARD E. CHASE. Judge of
/»
exchange
for a ligb:
A true copy of the original
wagon.
Address A. I.
_i|l*r,
express
Rich arpmjx, High st.. Ellsworth.
Attest: —T. K.

wiljpav

1

!

upjn

i

—-w

J*JL?

Ki i

V^^^hstU*'

»u»iabiepwj
«^

f?Z

JWwardJ.

repair,

'r(^r'B

.Hahon^R^,

UMBER—A limited quantity cf lumber—
Joist, planed spruce and pine boards,
at reasonable
M. C. Austin.
prices.
Cumculocua Park Mills, Egypt. Me.

I

etc.,

grade Jersey cows Will be sold
cheap. Inquire of Jehome Youno, East

COWS—€

Surry

pressed; ,ig per ton.
nAY—Choice
Li scott, Ellsworth, R. K.
rkio

j,

Telephone connection.
950

LorD. 4

H. W.

Water street,
property
THEconsistingCarr
of large two-story store, 90x45.
on

with all
h?£t»£2d*t0ry U “i1** Jewelling
are nine finished
The store> is fitted with tiua
refrigerator, counters, shelving, ice-boxes for fish, etc.
There U * good stable, six stalls, also an icehouse.
The property to build to-day would
-o.t over M.000.
sell at a gre.t
and on easy terms.
Gao. H. Grant.
rooms.

Wifi

L7g.“n,

Libert isnncnt*.
Halil v\m Apples and
Jersey Cream
Made this farmer a snug fortune. You harfrom your cows twice
daily:
produets
always In demand at profitable prices, if*> acres.
barrels apples in year,
wood; cuts 25 tons
i°r 25 cows;
good house and barn
spni,K water- To settle
1
10 Sl’T0O, worth $3,000. if
W’
A C 111
TCHI>ttOX' Livermore

dairy

vest

^

ilaVnc

THE

-S.

iBrtitrttwirait*.

CARRIAGE—Family

horse.
lbs: 9 years old.
Also carriage and
Intiu*re of Da. F. F. Simonton,

8~h

JSKr!!
^,»r*

iub.criber hereby K1 tr*
she b»» been duly ,plu>m«M,,*€
of the lut will »nd tesument ol rrk-spOff
ELVIRA R. BENNETT, im.
u
in the county of Hancock dec
^
u
given bonds as the law directs.
^
sons having demands sgainsttfi
P
said deceased are deaired
there
same for settlement, and all 1 ni„,tnediawl
are requested to make psyniex-t
gSgTt
AAnn
—■
June <, 1907.
.^

Wool For Sale.
niachu

The
C uniculocus Fark
13
Sheared wool-clip lor lWI
e 3For sale at 3->cts. (thirty-ii*6
>lir
is
pound. This wool
t'
fleeces are
sui
or black lading to white,
n,ies
the manufacture of the
(yegray Englisli cloth without

extra.
“Tyroiianstyle,

ar. C. Fretz Austin.
Egypt,

jl»'
—

/92L“P

?iUCed^

Falls,

Subscribe for The Aiis#^

EM-8'VORTH taxes.

for comparison:
1907.

1906

fl,288,696 fl,314,801
Resident real estate,
98,192
Non-resident real estate, 108,117
576,164
585,243
Resident personal,
34,090
25,990
Non-resident personal,
fl,997,987 $2,031,226
1*218
E2U

Polls,

The above shows an increase in resident
real estate of $26,206, a decrease in nonresident real estate of fl0,925; an increase
in resident personal estate of f9,079 and
an increase in non-resident personal estate of $1,900; net increase, $5,067. There
is an increase of four polls.
The assessment for the year, with the
ligures of last year for comparison, is as
follows:
1906
1907
State tax,

County UX,
City appropriations,

Overlayings,

$ 4,940 10
2,312 68

$ 8,058 63

37,249 00
1,097 52

2,6M 08
41,061 00
447 48

$45,599 30 $50,21120
The rate this year la .023, which is two
mills, or $2 on fl,000, higher than last year.
Total UX,

No discount is allowed this year, and interest at one-half of 1 per cent, will be
charged after Aug. 1, 1907.
Following is the hst of Ellsworth taxpayers who this year will pay over $100
into the

municipal treaaury:

Aiken, Fred B.
Bank, First National.
Bank, Hancock Co Ravings.
Bar Harbor A Cnion River

$129

50

248 40
234 60

rower lo.

nu

Black, Alexander B.
Brady, Edward E.
Brcsnahan, Patrick.
Branch Pond Lumber Co.
Burnham, Albert F.*.
Burrill, Charles C.
Mrs;Charles C.
Charles R.
Clark. Augustus W.
Davis, Henry E......
Dorr, Charles P.
Dutton, Ueorge^Ptpieirs of.
Ellsworth)Hardwood Co.
Ellsworth Foundry A Machine

228 86

Works].

106 80

Estate Co.....
Ellsworth Lumber Co.

148 35

Ells wort hlReal

Ellis, Amhrose:W.
Emery, Lucillius* A.....
Eppes, Daniel H.
Foster, Curtis R.
First Nat’l Bank Building Ass n..

Gallert, Myer.
Gerry, Robert.

22151

130 66
19090
244 62
722 61

107 53
131 34
128 93

12134
140 31
140 30
218 50

120 75
342 93
569 95

128 00
160 55
460 00
504 56
102 81

264 05
Giles, Jeremiah F...^.
369 05
Gould, Frank H.
116 15
Greely, Mrs Ann F.
Greely, Arthur W. 107 54
488 53
Greely, Everard H.
199 65
Grant. George H.
253 70
Grows, Frank T.
Hale, Eugene. 1,884 12
806 00
Hale, Mrs Mary C...
109 3S
Hall, Henry M.
Hagerthy, Mrs Phronia. 300 73
526 41
Hamlin, Hannibal E.
UM

AH

AB1IU11

V..

H*ncock|County Pub Co.
Haslam, Wellington.

138 00

Halman. Mrs Rosa B.
Higgina, Joseph M.
Higgins, Andrew J, heirs of.
Hopkins.(Albert 31.
Jordan, Dyer P, heirs of.
Jones. Harry S, belts of.

102 35

King,

Arno

Knowlton,

W;.

169

75

130 08
196 58
18183
250 70
190

78

189 76

John F.

100 75

Ring, Peters^nd Moore.
Lejok Lodge;So 90,1 O O F.

138 00

1-ord.
Franks.,.
JUlone John.
Maloney, Mrs Maria E.
Maine Centrai;R R Co.
HcGown, James A.
Moore,'Augustas E.
Moore, Edward G.
Morang, Charles L.
Morrison,'.Samuel J.
Morrison, Joy A Co.
Pareher, George A.
Parker, Walter R Clothing Co
....

138 00
118 58
133 28
131 33
l«7 90
108 10
160 44
103 06
506 24
192 63

275 15
274 40
119 50

Peters, John;A.
Peters, John A, trustee.

274

Phillips, Hosea B.
Redman, John B.

474 612

JO

126 50
220 J7

Reliable Clothing Co.
138 00
Rowe, Elmer E.
102 94
Simonton, Frank F. 101 67
164 45
Stuart, Mr* Ann.
Sherwin A Burrill Soap Co.
115 00
Sargent, Ralph L. 102 82
Treworgy, Charles J. 397 77
Whitcomb, Charles and wife. 139 73
Whitcomb, Haynes A Co. 1,817 30
Whitcomb, John F. 151 93
Whitney, John 0. 148 48
Whiting Brothers. 339 25
Witharn, Charles M. 118 70
Wiswell, Andrew P, heirs of...... 759 46
W'iswell, Emma a. 169 06
NON-RESIDENTS.

Black, George N.
Eddy, Fred A.
Jordan, Horace W. heirs of.

423 20
175 55

Tatley,

115 00

Mrs Sadie Burrill.
Ambursen Hydraulic Cons Co.

193 20
184 00

A hundred years from now the chimney
will be a thing of the past, predicts
Thomas A. Edison. He says that the
cities will be free from steam and smoke,
w'hile the waste of coal and fuel will be
stopped through the use of electricity
generated direct from the fuel without the
aid of
engine, boiler and dynamo. In
factories each machine will have its individual motor. Houses will be heated by
electricity, and most of the city noises will
cease. He
prophecies steel and concrete

sky-scrapers

Golden Wedding.
Last Friday was the golden wedding anof
Mr. and Mrs. Asa 8. Barron,
niversary
of West Ellsworth. The
day was quietly
observed at their home, many pretty presents and letters and messages of
congratulations by telephone being received.
All the married life of this couple has
Bv JOHN CEAUMONT.
been spent at their West Ellsworth home,
f
J
to which they came immediately after
Copyright,
1907,
Homer
►
by
4
Sprague.
their marriage in Surry. Mrs. Barron’s
maiden name was Pbebe T. Ridley, and
“See here.” said Chester hotly, “if anything."
her home was at Prospect Ferry in Waldo
you think I stole the ring why don’t
The reader scribbled on the pad of county.
DRIED
for a
lunch or
you say so and search me?”
Eight children w-ere born to them, of
paper before him and slipped It in the
whom
incent,” cried Hi via. “how can yon return envelope. A
seven
are
serves
tastes fine.
Made to
living—Judson G., Albert
couple of days latsay such a thing?”
R., Asa M., and Martha .1. Barron, of
er Miss Celeste read the confirmation
sell
at 25c per can; I
this
so I can
‘Tin simply putting into words what of her
Mrs.
Clara
A. Gaspar, Mrs.
suspicion and bore It In triumph Ellsworth;
Miss Celeste has been hintiug for the to her brother.
Estella M. McMaster and Miss Effie A.
sell it for 13c pei* can, two cans for
last ten minutes,*' he cried.
of
John Xonlles came ns close to swear- Barron,
Lowell, Mass. Another daugh25c.
“Celeste may have been unfortunate ing at n woman as he had ever done In ter, Mrs. Let tie M. Carter, died seventeen
in her remarks.” said John Non lies
his life, hut he checked Ills tenqier and years ago, leaving four little children who
SARDINES—all the best brands—5c to 40c
soothing!;/, “but she meant nothing of solemnly warned her of the folly of have ever found a loving home with their
that sort.”
per can.
giving heed to tne charlatans, but even grandparents.
Vincent Chester laughed. Ever since as he spoke he knew that nothing
and stuffed
in bottles.
The
Mis> Celeste Xoailes descended upon
would convince her of Vincent's InnoAs Bargained.
her brother's household at the death of cence save the
Olive
feast
in
town.
Bottled
Olives
finding of the ring.
Johnny’s dog, Tiger, was a nuisance.
his wife she had fought Vincent. He
Gradually it became noised about The animal’s pet theory must have been
from IOC Up.
was h i»oy then, but even then in love
the town that the spirits had told Miss that all things were created to be destroyed
with El via, and Miss Celeste had highKoalles that Crawford wus a thief.
at
least so his practices indicated.
COOKIES AND FANCY BISCUITS—“loads”
er I.leas of matrimony for her
Vincent had not been near the house Johnny’s parents were anxious to be rid of
very
of
in a wide
of
attractive niece.
since that night, and his apparent Tiger.
This evening the two lind been ex- break verified the
gossip. It began to
“Johnny,” said his father one day, “I’ll
a few
Cost
per
amining a ring, and somehow, none look ugly for his prospects when Miss give you five shillings if you’ll get rid of
knew how, it hud disappeared. They
GRAPE
for a summer drink—
Xoalles was moved to entertain a few that dog.”
had hunted nil over for it. but It could friends.
Johnny gasped at the amount and said
bottle.
25c per
not lx» found, and it was to be expectElvla sat apart from tlie rest trying he would think it over.
ed that Miss Celeste’s acid tongue to
APPLE
DUFFY’S
luscious at any
JUICE
The next day at dinner he announced
appear interested in the conversawould but thinly veil her suspicious tion while her
thoughts were with that he had got rid of Tiger.
15c per
30c per
thoughts.
Vincent when suddenly Miss Celeste
“Well, I certainly am delighted to hear
“If Mr. Chester’s conscience is unsat up In her chair.
it,” slid the father. “Here’s your money,
easy,” chuckled Miss Celeste, “I can
“That miserable kitten has brought you’ve earned it. How did you get rid of
understand that he takes to himself ■ bone In here!" she cried ns an
irreg- the nuisance?”
at
cost.
purely impersonal speeches.’*
ular rattle on the hardwood floor broke
“Changed him for Jimmy Martin’s two
Vincent turned to Mr. Xoailes. “Will
upon their ears. “She Is forever play- pups,” answered Johnny.
you search me. sir?” he asked.
ing with bones."
“Nonsense!” cried his host. “Celeste,
Elvla sprang toward her aunt. The
MARINE LIST.
for heaven's sake keep still. My boy.
kitten was one Vincent had given her
The “Cash Down”
no one believes that you would steal
and for that reason disliked by Miss
KlUvorth Port.
34 Main St.
one
anything—except
thing.”
Celeste.
Just as they turned to the
Ar July 11, schs Revenue, Southwest HarHe patted Elvia's shoulder meaning- heavy cabinet under which the kit- bor: Hazel
Dell. New York, coal. F S Lord
Ar July 14, schs Commerce, Surry; Mildred
ly to explain his lust sentence and ten was playing Shah bounded out
May, Bluehill
thereby added fuel to Miss Celeste’s from under the low setting cabinet in
Hancock County Ports.
profcMional CarUi.
flame.
GorLDSBORo—Ar July 11, sch Cora M, Capt
pursuit of his plaything.
Mitchell
"I don t see why he should not he
Elvia's startled cry scared him. and
searched." she fumed. "The ring was he scampered off. abandoning his toy.
ATTORNEY
here a moment ago, and now It Is
BORN.
Elvla pounced upon It.
AND
gone.”
“Do you rememlier that Shah was
COUNSELLOR
AT LAW.
ANDERSON—At Brooklin, July 7, to Mr and
"You see." said Vincent.
Mrs Adelbert L Anderson, a daughter.
"Again 1 playing in here that night?" she cried.
ask you to search me.”
“This Is what he was playing with.” BLAKE—At Brooklin, July 5, to Mr and Mrs
Offices formerly occupied by O. F. Fellous.
Charles D Blake, a daughter.
“My boy. you were not a day old She held up a Jeweled circle. “The
Emery Block,
Bccksport, Me.
CURTIS—At Surrv, July 12, to Mr and Mrs D
when I first took you In my arms."
ring dropped on the floor, and the
J Curtis, a daughter.
“I would as soon
said Mr. Noaiies.
sparkle of the diamond attracted Shah. CURTIS—At Bluehill, July 12, to Mr and Mrs
J.
Benjamin Curtis, a daughter. [Jane Elizaaccuse myself of crime as to believe
As long as he was on the rug we did
ATTORNEY
beth.]
It of you.”
not hear him.
He must have knocked FARNHAM—At West Brooksville.
July 14, to
AND
The transportation companies
“tfell. If you won’t," said Vincent it under the cabinet. Nellie never Mr and Mrs Ivan Farnham. a daughter.
COUNSELOR AT LAW.
GRAY—At
June
to
Castine,
Mr
and Mrs
18,
Look!"
She
are frequently announcing exbriskly. ‘Til have to do it myself. I sweeps under there.
Clarence Gray, a son.
guess."
caught up a light cane and poked un- GRAY—At Castine. June 22, to Mr and Mrs
cursion rates from your town
Offices, First National Bank Building,
;
James B Gray, a daughter.
Itapidly he turned out the contents der the cabinet. The dirt she swept
to Bangor; why not take adMains.
Ellsworth,
of his pockets, spreading them on the
out showed that the ring could easily I GROSS—At Orland, July 11, to Mr aud Mrs
vantage of some of these opWalter S Gross, a daughter,
have lain there since Its loss.
table. John Noaiies sprang forward as
L. L.
HAYES—At Stonington, July 14, to Mr and
portunities to call at our office
j
though to stop him. but El via laid a
“Perhaps ydh will believe the Rays
Mrs Martin Joseph Hayes, twin daughters.
I
and “talk teeth” with us? We
now." laughed, John Noailes. coming ! KANE—At Brooklin. July 1, to Mr and Mrs
DENTIST.
detaining hand upon his shoulder.
will be glad.to give your teeth
"It is better so," she whispered. "It
forv ard. “I guess I’ll call up Vincent.” | Chester B Kane, a daughter,
Ellsworth. July 13, to Mr and
a careful examination free, and
j MOORE—At
“I’ll call him,” volunteered Elvla.
la the only way to convince auntie.”
Room 8, Bank Block,
Mrs
Edward
G
a son.
Moore,
|
will advise you candidly as to
“I guess that you had lietter. daugh- ROPER—At Brooksville, July 8, to Mr aud
They stood silent until the things
;
Maine.
Ellsworth,
Mrs James Roper, a daughter.
ter.” lie laughed.
"You can promise
their treatment.
had been returned to Crawford's packanything if he will come over.”
ets; then Mr. Noaiies stepped forward.
Why not make an appointment
MARRIED.
asbrrtiannmto
Elvia's promise must have been at‘This should satisfy you. Celeste.” he
with us by mail or telephone ?
tractive. for Crawford borrowed an au- BURNS—KNOWLTON-At
said sternly. "I want to tell you that
Rockland, July 13,
tomobile to come in. and after Miss
If you ever raise the question again I
by Rev John H Quint. Miss Esther A Burns
to Edwin A Knowlton, both of Stonington.
Celeste had humbled herself to an
shall not condone your second offence."
ROBBINS—ROBBINS—At Stouingtou. July
57 Main St.,
Bangor, Me.
"Very well," said Miss Celeste, wit!', apology John Noailes Insisted that that
11, by Rev J P Simonton, Miss Laura Robbins to Charles Robbins, both of Deer Isle.
"Since i
a shrug of her shoulders.
ring be the engagement one.
TUFTS-JORDAN-At Rockland. July 13. by
seem to be so much in the way here
Rev William J Day. Miss Georgia W Tufts,
of Rockland, to Carroll N Jordan, of EllsI suppose that Mr. Crawford will per
Whether it’s a range or a furGallery Gods.
worth.
mlt roe to retire."
The gallery is blase as compared
nace—if it is a “Clarion”, it is !
She swept grandly from the room,
with the rest of the house. It knows
DIED.
sure to meet every requirement. ,
FO F?
SALE.
leaving the three to face each other ail the tricks of tine craft. It does not
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
I have to offer several moderateuncomfortably. All knew that Mis* give itself with quite the same aban- BURNS—At North Brooklin, July 11, Mrs
86
Comfort
Burns, aged
years.
Celeste was not satisfied and were don to the emotional moment, but it
priced houses at about half the cost to
Bangor. Sold by
FARNHAM—At
Bucksport, July 14, Mrs
fearful of her uext outbreak.
knows when a thing is done to its likAmanda H Farnham, aged 77 years, 5
Duild.
months, 21 days.
Each tried to appear at ease, but the ing. and it expresses opinions with unJ. P.
One house with stable on Oak streetFRAZIER—At Ellsworth, July 14. John B
pleasure of the visit was gone, and mistakable directness.
Ellsworth.
Main Street,
modern and in good repair.
Frazier, aged 69 years, 11 months, 15 days.
It was in "Tlie Queen of the White GRAY—At
presently Crawford made an excuse
Castine, July 5, Evelyn Gray, aged
One house on Birch avenue in tine
Elvia fol- Slaves,” I remember, that a scene ocfor taking his departure.
13 days.
order and modern; less than half
lowed him to the door.
curred where the villain in a climax KNOWLES—At Surry, July 13, Margaret, wife
of Frank Knowles, aged ’ll years.
cost to build a few years ago.
“Will you drop In tomorrow even- of insolence struck the unhappy brothPEAKES—At Dedham. July 8, Samuel EmerOne house on State street: one on
ing?" she asked. “We shall probably er of the heroine In the face with his
son Peakes, aged 95 years, 10 months, 22
days.
be able to tell you then where we gloves.
Central street; several on Water
I am back from Boston, and again doing busiIsland, July 7, Mrs Malissa
found the ring.”
You could hear the blow to the top RICE—At Long
ness In the Smith building, next Manning block.
street; also the ,1. A. Taylor house;
Rice, aged 67 years, 3 months, 7 days.
“I am afraid that I cannot get seat of the top gallery and the wicked SMITH—At Brookliu. July 14, Mrs Lucy J I have full lines of
also thellall estate on School street.
Smith, 'of Salem. Mass., aged 79 years, 4
around,” he said uncomfortably. “If laugh that accompanied it. The audimonths, 6 days.
TO
RENT—House with stable in
will
write?”
find
and
ence
Its
recoiled,
It,
you
breath,
caught
you
good locality, ready for immediate
“Won’t you come over?” pleaded El
above the storm of hisses that ensued
of the latest patterns. Trimmings, fit, work- occupancy.
Sbbrrtisni.enss
Yia, but Vincent shook his head. II** you heard a shrill shout from amid the
manship and style I fully guarantee.
had been shocked by the accusation, gods, “Biff him hack, George!”
s.
11
As George had been previously drug- I
and not even the belief of Elvia and
MARKS
her father could salve his wounde 1 ged with opium by Lionel it was obviIt seemed almost as ously impossible for him to take the
I
Ellsworth.
feelings yet.
Main Street.
though he were passing out of Elvia’s hint, but tlie uproar continued until
life.
Lionel, with a leer and another fiendThe most up-to-date dental
WAYNFLETE SCHOOL.
work. Crown and Bridge
Up in her room Miss Celeste was sit- ish laugh, left the stage.—Harry James
FOR GIRLS.
A
HOME
SCHOOL
ting at her writing table while her Smith In Atlantic.
Work.
Gas, Ether and
t2j State Street. Portland. Me.
of
sheet
sheet
after
covered
busy i>en
10
Number In Boat ding Department
Cocaine for Painless Exoo
note paper. Not until she had written
Day
America's First Cannery.
traction.
MBIM———WM.H-W'tW
General and College Preparatory Departments.
a dozen pages did she cease her work,
The first man to introduce canning
Certificate admits to all leading Colleges.
and then, going over to her bureau,
Into the United States was an EnglishFeed your hair; nourish it; a Tenth year begins Sept. 24. 190T.
she unlocked the upper drawer and man named Thomas Kensett. who
Miss Lowell
PRINCIPALS
MlstCrlsfleld
j
give it something to live on.
drew therefrom a paper covered book learned the business in the old counand
PALMER
with a gaudy title page. From the in
it
will
Then
falling,
$
stop
try from Peter Durant, who, in IS 10,
side of this she clipped a coupon, which obtained a patent for putting lip food
will grow long and heavy.
she attached to the letter before slipin hermetically sealed vessels of gin s.
Main Street.
Ellsworth.
Ayer’s Hair Vigor is the only
25 style* and *lzew, I 1*2 to 20 II. P 2 and 4
ping it into an envelope.
pottery or tin. In 1823 Kensett escycle, l. 2 and \ cylinders. Jump spark or make |
can
hair-food
A year before while visiting the city
;
you
tablished a factory in Maryland, where
genuine
and break. Don t forget our .< H. P. complete
for #88 oo. Send for catalogue.
sh had been tempted to visit a vaude- fruits, vegetables and oysters were
Something new in Ellsworth.
j buy. It gives new life to the
PALMER BROS.,
ville theater at which a man and .vo- plentiful and cheap, and that stat
what
save
You
hair-bulbs.
48 Portland Pier,
Portland, Me.
mau known as the X-Rays were creatincontinued to be the center of tlie
j
hair you have, and get more,
ing a sensation with some mind read- dustry for many years, but it did not j
ing accomplishments. Always inclined make much progress until the civil
And it keeps the scalp
too.
to the supernatural, she had been
war, when there was a great demand
when at the small cost of 10 c«nt«
and healthy.
clean
accomthe
for years you can have a cheap razor
interested
Rays’
by
greatly
for vegetables and fruits In the army.
and an easy shave by using
1 have a Ford Runabout Autothe
The best kind of a testimonial
back
had
and
slipped
the
tlie
war
tho
invasion
of
plishment
After
j
mobile which is available for pub“Sold for over sixty years.”
“DIAMOND EDGE RAZOR PASTE.”
next afternoon to purchase some of the
mountains by miners and the settlelic
service every afternoon.
Alaaa.
C. Ayer Co., to wall.
Sent on Receipt of 10 cents.
books which gave her the right to ask ment of the prairies by ranchmen and
adTbyJ.
Also manufacturers of
A.
E.
DANIELS,
Terms
questions by mail.
farmers kept lip the demand.—W. E.
Reasonable,
j
p sarsaparilla.
27 Dane Ave., Somerville, Mass.
Once or twice since then she had con- Curtis In Chicago Itecord-IIerald.
FRANK E. GRAY,
sulted the oracle, and now she was
UU. n.. cltiiURV PECTORAL.
writing for advice ns to the whereLmmbmmki I. -soBfwanra
Me.
Ellsworth,
A Mediterranean Delicacy.
abouts of the ring. It was well for
I
have
met people who practically
her faith that she was not present at.
lived on sea hedgehogs and bread for
EI_l_S WORTH
positive
the answering of her question.
weeks and months at a time and seemTwo young men sat before a table
ed to be none tlie worse for their peIn a cheap theatrical boarding house
culiar diet.
That it has extremely
Vi AS tf KB.”
when a messenger entered with a packN «*
VAX
SO
AMERICAN ADS
nourishing properties is a fact that canon the
is quickly absorb.
age of letters to add to the pile
All kind* of laundry work done at short notice.
Pitcairn Knowles
he
not
disputed.—A.
Gives Relief at Cnee.
fable. One of them caught the thick In Wide World
Goods called tur
delivered.
PAY BEST
Magazine.
blue envelope up.
It cleanses, soothes
H. B. ESTEY A CO.,
WEST END BRIDGE,
heals and protects
ELLSWORTH MR
“Here’s another whole book to be anTRY ONE
the diseased memAmbiguous.
swered.” he laughed as he slit open the
Caservant
whom
she
had
brane.
It
cures
I-ady (meeting
fcover. “Twelve pages," he gasped as
W.
tarrh and drives
he turned over the closely written recommended for a situation)—I am
a Cold in the
so
away
are
on
to
hear
that
getting
you
glad
pages.
Head quickly.
“She must want her money’s worth.” well in your new place. Your emplov- stores the Senses of
1
Dealer in Caskets, Collins, Robes, etc.
nice
er
Is
a
and
lady,
you cannot do Taste and Smell. Full size
“What’s the question?” laughed the
50cts., at Drugfor
much
Servant
too
her.
(Inncceut- gists or by mail; Trial Size 1 > ct*». bv maiL
WEST TREMONT; MAINE.
other. “Love or theft?”
mean to, ma’am.—Punch.
Ely Brothers, 30 Warren Street. New York. I Subscribe for Xbe American Telephone connection.
“Something about a ring,." chuckled ly)—I don’t
the

Property Owner* Assessed
More Than ttOH.
Only two weeks more remain before the
will be added to Ellsdate when interest
worth taxes not paid. The total commitment for this year’s Ui placed in the
hands of Collector Austin M. Foster is
<50.2H.20. There is a slight increase in
the total assessed valuation of Ellsworth
over last year-to be accurate, 126,250.
The following table shows the valuation
of this year, with the figures of last year
1,1st of

with bridged streets, wireless communications of all kinds, and
faster, safer and better transit from oounWy to country.

i Kitty and
j The Cabinet.

|

e
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first as he read the first para“Listen. ‘At several crises In
my life.-” he rend. "‘I have turned to
you for advice, and yah have never
failed me.
Now, In sore distress of
mind. I come to you for advice as to a
ring which I have reason to believe
was stolen.
I will acquaint you with
the facts In the'
"Cut It,” urged the other. “Just use
the old standby, ‘Your first suspicion
was correct.’
That'll do as well as

graph.

HERE’S AN IDEAL LOAD
FOR

LUNCH

YOUR

BASKET.

BEEF—elegant
nic;
daintily,

quick

pic-

bought

OLIVES—plain

—

greatest

—

them,

variety
only
pennies
JUICE—splendid
pint

tempting styles.
pound.

—

“spread”;

pint,

quart.

Buy here—at the “cash down”

store—and you get
the lowest possible
All goods fresh, and “good eating”.

the best there is
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A
j.
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HavnAC

nay neb,
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CLARION.

Houses, Farms,
Woodland,

ELDRIDGE,
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GOODS and SAMPLES

_
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My Hair /s
Extra Lonqi

HERTZ,

••

Porcelain

Inlays.

••

—

—

Ej

Gasolene

Engines

H.

GREELY,
DENTIST.

and Launches.

>

PUBLIC

Why

Complain

AUTOMOBILE

—
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CftTARR

j

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.

Ely’s Cream Balm

~L.

_____

RUMILL,
Undertaker.

flttittianntntt.

subscribers at 107
the, 227 post-offices in Hancock county.
4fl the other papers in the County combined do not reach so many. The AMERIhas

i£i American

CAN is

The Mutual Life Insurance Co.

in

only paper printed

not the

OF NEW YORK

Hancock county, and has never claimed to
be, but it it the only paper that can properly be called a County paper; all the
rest are merely local papers. The circulaThe American, barring the Bar
tion
Harbor Record’s summer list, is larger
than that of ail the other papers printed
in Hancock county.

FRANKLIN.
Dr. S. S. DeBeck is making

gain

strength

in

rapid

more

wife, of Lewiston, are
guests of home people here.
Mrs. Robert Phillips, who has been confined to her home by illness, is able to be
Charles Clark and

out.

at Bar

position

a

leaves

mer.

Abbott

Wesley

Schooner

loading

is

John W. Blaisdell, bound for

staves for

represent

to

Presiding Elder H. B. Haskell will

for

Miss Ray Dollard, of Beverly, Mass., is
visiting her uncle and aunt, Wilbur Lord
and wife.
Mrs. J. F. Staples has returned from
Ellsworth, where she has been visiting

to

her

Maine.

For Additional

C. Whitcomb, of Bangor, who
Sunday, had two very inmeetings. At the roll call
teresting
meeting in the morning twenty members

home to-

preached

m

here

Charles Knowles, who is on the yacht
Aurora, was called home last Saturday by
the death of his mother.

other pager

Mangel Young was in Bangor last weak.
Frances Reed is with Mrs. Fred Reynolds at East Lamoine.

in person and several sent
of scripture in response to their

responded

Charles.

Schooner Luln W. Eppes is loading
for Whitcomb. Haynes A Co., at
Herrick’s wharf.

LAMOINE.

Kev.S.

day, after a week’s visit with relatives.
Misses Addie Bunker and Carrie Whittaker are at home for their vacations. The
lormer is a teacher in Cambridge, the latter in Boston.

County .Vnpi,

son

staves

COUNTY NEWS.

are

their

daugh-

little

KENT, Ellsworth,

both very ill at the
William Merchant, on

children,
home of their son,
Sugar Hill.

next

Thursday evening.

Engene Banker, wife and
ter, of Kingman, will leave

Jj.

parents

SURRY.

County

locality. Apply

a

at Dock island, and other
relatives, have returned to their work—
Gerald and Charles to Boston, and Hollis
to Stockton.
Capt. Albion Murphy and Mrs. Margaret Chandler were married at Laconia,
N. H.. June 17. They will make their
home here. Capt. Murphy will lake command of the schooner David Faust. His
wife will go with him.
Thelma.
July 13.

con-

here

conference

quarterly

duct

Hancock

the company in their

FKGD

New York.

ir»

Wanted

Agents

bad

have

their

Women Insured at the Same Rates as Men.
Further information will lie supplied on request.

Monday for
Harbor during the sum-

Springer

Miss Carrie

Miss Grace

ing

names.

<x \ I V N EWS.
BLCEHILL.

Miss Minnie Chase, who has been teaching in West Brooksrilfe. is at home.
John F. Wood has recently sold bis
place on the east side of Bluebill bay to a

that blend

: fine voices

parts

*"*■

«u. N

beautifully

artistically balanced

were

song was encored, and in some
double encores were demanded

j

July

ilm

12._

in,
~

cw

„

EGYPT.

!

E- O- Burnham went to Cutler
on busi

Boston

D«M

Miss

man.

guest of Miss Lula F. West.
Daniel West and wife and Reuben
Clark
and wife, of Bar Harbor,
spent Sunday
with relatives here.

of Ellsworth.

Charles Stover and wife, of Cambridge,
Mass., are spending a month with bis
parents, R. P. Stover and wife.

Misses EfBe and Vevie Clark have
returned to Bar Harbor after
spending .
short vacation at home.

Franr Kneirei and family are now
abroad, but are expected to occupy their
cottage at ParkerPoint later ill the season.
Miss Flora Hinckley, who has been ill
for some months in the Massachusetts

general hospital,

where she

was

a

Prof. Wilson R. Butler and
family, o!
New Bedford, Mass., have arrived at
their
summer home on Butler’s point.

nurse,

arrived home July 10.

Among those at home for the Fourth
Holcie Coombs from SomesviUe
Weston Clark, Newman Savage,
Adalbert
Grover and Norris Savage from Bar
Harbor; Misses Helen West and Ruth Savage
from Ellsworth.

Dr. A. M. Thomas, of New York, has
He
been at Harborside for a few weeks.
and bis wife will sail for Europe next
week, and will return here in September.
The cottage will be open during the summer, and Master Jack will remain here.
The Nevin quartette will appear in
Bluebill town hall July 24, and Odd Fellows’ hall, Brooklin, July 2S. This quartette sang here on June 14, and met with
the roost hearty approval of all who heard
it
The Nevin ousrtette is a union of four

were

1

Companion court Sunlight held its anpicnic Wednesday, July 10. Sixteen
members attended. They went by bnekboards to Hancock Point, and after dinnual

took the steamer to Bar Harbor. All
report a pleasant trip and only regret that
more of the members could not have
gone.
July 15.
w
ner

&bbmttnnrnu

Misses Isabel and Helen Young, of Colebrook, N. II., were guests of their cousin,
Mrs. L. B. Goodwin, last week.
The yacht Aurora, Uapt. F. B. Foes,
came into the bay last Saturday night,

King, of Ellsworth, is visitaunt, Mrs. C. A. Reynolds.
Miss Bernice Dunn, whose burns are
out again Monday morning.
Gem.
Mrs. Watson Springer, of West Han- going
July 15.
healing slowly, was recently able to be
Mrs. Mary Ella Gray and her daughter
is the guest of Mrs. Leslie Springer.
cock,
■wheeled in her chair for a visit of a few
MARIA VILLE.
have moved from the Hattie Hackett
Miss Frances Lord, of Holden, has been Lizzie
days with her aunt. Mrs. C. T. Bunker.
Miss Avery, of Old Town, is visiting her
bouse to rooms in Harry Woods' house.
her cousin, Mrs. Fred Hodgkins.
visiting
at
horse
took
Charles Dwelley’s
fright
sister, Mrs. Ogden.
Mrs. George Severance and daughter
C. A. Reynolds and family, of Caman automobile Sunday on his way home
Clarence Brewer has gone to Bar HarLillian, of Orrington, are visiting Mrs. E.
are at their summer home
Mass.,
bridge,
threw
trom church, and turning suddenly,
W. Cousins and other friends in this vilbor for employment.
here.
out the three occupants and wildly dashed
of Ellsworth
lage.
Charles
Whitcomb,
jr.,
and
son
severe
Charles
Hodgkins
Joseph
shaking
Capt.
up street. Aside from a
The funeral of Mrs. Frank Knowles was
Falls, was in town Sunday.
hare arrived home from a trip to Grand
up, no harm was done.
held at the Morgan’s Bay church last SunMoses and Harvey Jordan, of Old Town, Menan.
Bennie Homer, yonngest son of Dr. H.
day afternoon. Rev. W. H. Dunham
were in town Sunday with an automobile.
Luther Reynolds and son, of Springfield,
H. Homer, is critically ill. The father has
officiating. The grange, of which the debeen an invalid for some time, to the reCiytie Newman and her sister, Mrs. Nira accompanied by two friends, are visiting ceased was a
member, attended in a body.
Creek. Mr.
gret of all, and the young man has been Tripp, are visiting friends at Otter
Reynolds's mother, Mrs. Charles
One part of the service at the Methodist
mnch depended upon about the farm. It
Mrs. C. E. Dunham, who was taken to Whitaker.
church last Sunday was a solo by Miss
is hoped his illness may take a favorable the insane asylum at Bangor for treatHarold Hodgkins, of Waterville, is visof Orrington. Her
Lillian Severance,
tarn.
ment a few weeks ago, has so far improved iting at the home of his grandmother,
mother and E. W. Cousins also sang in
B.
that it is intended to bring her home this Mrs. Lydia Hodgkins.
July 15.
the evening, Miss Lillian presiding at the
week.
Mrs. William Lyman and daughter, of
RYE FIELD.
organ.
Funeral services of Charles E. Black, Watertown, Mass., are visiting Mrs. LyHazel Tracy went to Seal Harbor July 11.
8.
July 15.
were
man's mother, Mrs. Addie Reynolds.
Hazel Swan went to Northeast Harbor who was killed by lightning Tuesday,
held Thursday. Mr. Black will be greatly
WEST EDEN.
last week.
Sunday, July 7, was observed as Stainmissed in town. He was a good neighbor,
Miss Marion Hodgkins, of Ellsworth, is
less flag Sunday by an appropriate and inMiss Vera Bunker has gone to Hancock
The
a kind husband and a loving father.
teresting sermon by the pswtor, Rev. spending the week with her sister, Miss
lor the summer.
large number present at the funeral, from Thomas McDonald.
Lillian Hodgkins.
Miss Carrie Whitaker is spending a few tnis town and neighboring towns, showed
Miss Octavia C. Hamor spent s few days
Rev. Thomas McDonald has tendered
weeks at her old home.
in what high esteem he was held. Hearthis resignation as pastor of the Baptist last week with her grandmother, Mrs.
Edgar Gray is adding a new kitchen and felt sympathy is extended to the bereaved
church. During his stay of two and a Eliza Hamor, m Ellsworth.
bath-room to his house.
family.
half years Mr. McDonald has proved a
Abdon Emery has rented the rooms over
8.
i
July 15.
Fred Swan is rebuilding his house and
generous-hearted neighbor and citizen as the store of A. N. Rich, vacated by C. M.
in
windows.
large
putting
well as a good pastor, and he baa made Rich, and moved his
DEDHAM.
family in.
verses

I

recently.
Lucy Billings is visiting
Rob W. Hinckley has gone or. an auto- I brother, Henry Billings.
who
and
Hollis
Reed,
Charles
Gerald,
Miss Jennie Greene, of
mobile trip with his cousin, Clarence L>ay,
Olamon, Uth.
vacation of two weeks visiting

In gains for policy holders the company has broken all records.
In economy of management the company to-day stands pre-eminent.
In benefits to policy holders the compauy is unexcelled.
In the 94 years of its existence the Mutual Life has paid to it* policy-holders
and other beueiiciaries and still holds in trust for them more than 100 million
dollars in excess of all that it has received from them.

of late.

Xew York.

Mrs. Charles A. Rideout and children,
Gertrude and Richard, of Allaton, Mass.,
are spending the summer with Mrs. Rideout’s aunt. Mrs. George W. Lunt.

...

other pages

see

eir*,

staves for

is the oldest company in the United states and the largest and strongest in
the world.
A few iioints which may be of interest to the present policy holders and
others who may be thinking of taking insurance during the year 1907.
The company had Dec. 81, 1900:
$495,084,019.58.
Total Assets
t ,517,2,>7,1 HO.OO.
1 nsurance In fort'©,
Reserve for dividends on existing policies
b4,.,29.o20.i0.
as dividend periods are completed,
4,030,000.00.
Reserve for dividends payable In 1007,
Reserve for possible depreciation of securities
10,060,100.47.
and other coutlngeucies
64,628,630.17
Slaking a total surplus of

COUNTY NEWS.
Bor Additional County

sailed
Thurday
The schooner
morning.
Capt. Charles P. Lunt, schooner J. M.
Harlow, spent Wednesday night here with
his family on his way to Macbias to load

Saco.

her

__

_

Miss Katy Bunker has returned from
to Montreal and Augusta.

a

Miss

Frances

Bangor,

Bragdon

has

visiting

French is taking a much-needed
He has gone to Southwest Harbor
visit his daughter, Mrs. Genie Newman.

Millard
rest.

to

July

toj. Fred Webster, who another

season

Peaks, who has for some time
Julia Gray,

Samuel

been cared for at the home of
died

July

He leaves

The funeral

chusetts.

Woodworth has gone to East brook
for Ruel Butler.

noon was

July

Miss Verna Lawrie is employed at Bar
Dallas Tracy at Northeast

ninety-five years.
Peaks, of MassaWednesday after-

8 at the age of
a son, Simeon

largely attended.
B.

15.

WALTHAM.

Harbor and
Harbor.

Miss Laura

Jones,

of

Orange, Mass.,

is

with her sister, Mrs. Milton Haslem.

Seventeen members of Companion court

Sunlight

enjoyed their annual buckMrs. Lettie Willey, after a brief visit
board ride last Wednesday to Hancock here, has returned to Worcester, Mass.
Point. From there they went to Bar HarJosephine Stanley,'who has been visitbor by boat. The day was perfect and
ing friends in Machias the past week, has
nothing happened to mar the day’s enjoy- j returned home.

|

ment.

July

Ralph Jordan,

T.

15.
WEST

Walter Butler is engineer at the Scam-

|

Eugene Butler was at Bar Harbor last
week on business.
Reuben

Haying

will

commence

Grass is looking rather poorly. The
crop will be smaller than last year. Help

22.

will be

people
July

scarce
are

1

all

this summer,

as

the young

away.
Ch’e'er.

15.

were

NORTH SULLIVAN.

Robertson,

Bluehill,

of

is

visiting

friends in town.
Daniel

Donovan,

of

Harrington,

is

the

guest of Arthur Hall.
Miss

Lucy Billings

is

spending

her

vaca-

tion with her sister, Mrs. Arno Wooster.
Mrs. Billings, with little grandson, is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Arno Wooster.
Miss Genevieve Butler aud Helen Mor-'
timer visited friends in Hancock Sunday.
Alonzo Tripp,
been much of
year, is

an

a

war veteran, who has
invalid for more than a

thirty

EASTBROOK.
L. Clow, of Machias, spent Sunday in town w’ith his daughter, Mrs.
Charles Ash.
Elmer

Sidney Jordan, of Jamaica Plain, Mass.,
is expected to-day, to spend his vacation
with his wife, who is already at her
father’s, A. WT. Googins’.
Hiram Merchant and wife, of Hancock
who have been in town a few days visiting

Hotel Firs

Miss Mamie Eaton is employed at Mrs.
Fred Sylvester s for the summer.
Mrs.
from

a

Charles Beck returned

Kathryn Wilson,

are

laid.

1

home

Mrs. Lelia

relatives here.

thiVtCk

/;■■

‘MtvCxuteofc

*

Omfe.

Clicquot Club Ginger Ale
(PRONOUNCED CLICK-O.*)
wholesome Summer Drink. Made of Pure Import-’
Ginger and Water from our famous spring at Miliis, Mass. Ask your
dealer for it If he does not have it we will tell you where you can get it

The finest purest,

CLICQUOT

most

CLUB

CO.M1LLIS,

MASS.

of

iting Mrs.

Ladd,

Sarah A.

of

McKinley,

is vis-

Reed and other rela-

tives.

Miss Inez Lawson is at Bernard with her
sister, Mrs. Ernest Murphy, who has been
ver5* ill with the grip, but is better.
Wilder Robbins, jr., is boarding with
Mrs. W. H. Lunt, and Raymond is at
Southwest Harbor while their mother is
in

Bangor.

Edwin Lopaus and wife visited Mr. Lopaus's sister, Mrs. Otis Ingalls, Wednesday. Mr. Lopaus is mate of schooner J.
M. Harlow, and has just arrived from

£ tjtrtisimcntt.

Hodgdon,

Sewall

of

Canton, O., made a
nephew, Cush-

man

Alley, whom he had not

seen

for

large amount of nourish*

easily digested form.

the

It makes bone, blood and muscle without
putting any tax on the digestion.
ALL DRUGGISTS: 50c. AND $1.00.

!»ound
t

Plutarch.

15.

Mrs. Wilson Eaton is employed at LaFrank Burkhart went to Kittery Thurs-

day to join his ship.
Roy McFarland is

at home

July

•

S.

15.

Miss Frances Lord, of Holden, has been
visiting relatives here.

AIKEIN,

on

is the

Edward GUpatrick and son Jerome, of
New Haven, have arrived! for the summer.
Y,
July 15.

wood lining9

desired.

Agent.

Gelatine

Wednesday.

Mias Inez Ford, of Marlboro,
touest of Miss Ennice Coggins.

as

or

Swampscott
Sparkling

Miss Gertrude Bragdon Jreturned from
Houlton

Coal

USS

from Sulli-

Ruel McFarland has rented the Hunnemoved |h is family there.

to

esults.

NOYES & XUTTEK MFG. CO., Bangor, Me.

employed.

well farm and has

dampers are
produce wonderfm

furnished

PARTRIDGE COVE.
moine corner.

arrangement

of the flues and

summer.

July

ami the

stoves

Mrs. Josie Kline, accompanied by mar
three nieces, Mrs. Bertie i« Dow and her
daughter Mildred, Mrs. {Mildred Cowan
and ber daughter Josephine, and Miss
Eleanor Kingman, of Lawrence. Mass.,
arrived at Ledgerock cottage Thursday for

NORTH LAMOINE.

powerful nourish*

The construction of these

fifty

years.

Arthur Eaton, who has been been in Bar
Harbor several weeks is at home.

Scott's Emulsion is
ment—highly concentrated.

BAKE THE BEST.

short visit last week to his

van, where he has been

a

■KINEO RANGES

OAK POINT.

Mrs. M. L. Dix is keeping house for Mrs.
Willard while she is in Bangor.
Mrs. Emma

B,

ment in

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

1

Saturday

Convalescents need

..

Miss Bernice

Saturday.
Tripp entertained the V. 1.
society Thursday afternoon. Miss Mar1). \V. Winchester.
garet Koch was present, and gave the
Mrs. Heman Treworgv spent two days
ladies a talk on physical culture and exher
week
in
Ellsworth
with
last
daughter, pression.
J.
Mrs. Walter
Clark, jr.
M.
July 15.
Miss Olivine Faniss. of Worcester,
SOUTHWE8T HARBOR.
Mass., is spending the summer with her
Ezra Lurvey spent last week in Boston
sister, Mrs. John Brown.
Mrs. EIlaB. Cole, of Ellsworth, and her on business.
Miss Luella Brown, of Rockland, has
daughter. Miss Mary B. Cole, of Cam; bridge, Mass., are at their cottage for the
been visiting friends here.
summer.
Everett Tinker is employed in the ManMrs. Clarence A. Moore, of Port Town- chester laundry at Northeast Harbor.
send, Wash., arrived Wednesday to spend
Stephen Harman, who is working in
the summer with her parents, Joseph C.
Millinocket, is spending a few days with
Gray and wife.
his family here.
Percy S. Sinclair, with his wife and son
Mrs. Walter Lurvey and her two sons,
Harold, of Auburn, who have spent three Arthur and Martin, of Boston, are visitweeks with their parents, Capt. R. A. Sining relatives here.
clair and wife, returned home Monday.
Mrs. May Night, of Providence, R. I.,
Master Harold entertained the children
and her sister, Miss Lament, of Belmont,
on the evening of the Fourth with tireMass., are spending the summer at Mrs.
works on the lawn. Later the older peoM. C. Truudy’s.
were
served
with
ice-cream
and
cake
ple
Raymond Robbins, of West Tremont, is
by his grandmother.
with bis uncle, John Tinker, while his
J uly 15.
C.
mother is in Bangor to meet her brother,
WEST THE MONT.
Capt. Eugene Tinker.
J ulv 15.
Spec.
Ralph Norwood, of Brewer, is visiting
^
Miss Ruth Card, of Holyoke, Mass., is
the summer with her auut, Mrs.

spending

Washington.
D. C., is the guest of Mrs. Fred Sylvester.
In the summer colony are: John C.
Olmsted and family, of Brookline, Mass.,
at Felsted; Mr. Sawyer, MUa Sawyer and
Mr. Bostwick, at the Binnocle; Mrs. Jane
C. Hitz and William Hitz at their cottage;
Prof, and Mrs. South worth and four sons,
at their cottage at Salmon Point; Dr. and
Mrs. John Harrison, of Kenyon college.
Gambier, O., who are visiting at Salmon
Point; Mrs. C. Loring Brace and family,
at Mill Island cottage; Mr. Bowen and
family at the Banks cottage; Miss Mary
O’Toole, at the Shamrock.

July 9.

In moisture and
dust proof packages.

Mrs. Eva S. Chat to, of Ellsworth, was
Mrs. Cora Higgins, of Ellsworth, who
calling on friends last week.
has been visiting her mother-in-law, Mrs.
Mrs. Lucy Carter, of East Orland, vis- !
Nettie Higgins the past week, returned
ited friends and relatives here last week, i

two weeks’ visit in Portland.

failing.

William Donnell, formerly of Franklin,
now' of Wisconsin, accompanied by his
daughter, Miss Elsie, are the guests of
Charles Watson and wife. It has been
many years since Mr. Donnell has been in
Maine.
M.
July 15.

arrivals at

this week.

Miss

Miss

Aroos-

SUNSET.
There

July

here about

in

county several weeks, is visiting his
parents, B. F. Jordan and wife.
Arthur Colby and wife, who have been
visiting Mr. Colby’s brother Asa the past
week, have gone to Massachusetts.
H.
July 15.

Clark and wife, of Bar Harbor,

visited relatives in town last week.

been

took

FRANKLIN.

mon mill.

who baa

So nutritions, so easily digested, that they have become
the staple wheat food.

here

public.

Lizzie Burrill and Miss Penniman,
Brockton. Mass., are spending a few
weeks with W. \V. Black and family.

Miss Edna Clark is visiting relatives at
West Franklin.

hay

House

Miss

NORTH FRANKLIN.

Carl

sold the

of

Miss Lena Collar returned from Water*
Yille Saturday.

to

Lake

has

will open it to the

Spec.

15.

Hooper

A. G.

Uneeda Biscuit

bor, is

sills

week.

friends.

in

H.

July IS.

G. D. Goodwin, of Brewer, spent the
past week with bis father, G. P. Goodwin
Mrs. William Williamson, of Bangor,
visited her mother, Mrs. Julia Gray, last

returned

where she has been

success

To sharpen a poor appetite
that doesn’t care for meals—
eat

Graves, of Northeast Harspending the summer with her
| grandparents, C. W. Kittredge ard wife.
EAST SURRY.
Work has begun on the church. George
Mrs. Susan Mosley, of Marlboro, visited Mayo has charge of the carpenter work.
j The cellar is about
completed, and the
her sister Saturday and Sunday.

Mrs.

Mrs. Roland Bunker, of Somerville,
Mass., has been visiting her sister, Mrs.
Swan.
from

many friends who wish him
whatever field he may labor.

Miss Dora Folsom, of Olamon, visited
E. A. Thompson last week.

trip

To take the sharp edge off
an appetite that won’t wait
for meals—

A GRANULATED OELATINE

Makes 2 qts.

Jelly

Costs JO Cents.

NEWS.

COUNTY

Konol Omni V News.

t

m*

olhrr gag*

CASTING.
of Rockland,
p
y Walker ann wife,
of W. A. Walker on Sunday.
gooaW
ftK
and wife, of Boston, are
Harry Hooke
homestead lor a short
j(r Hooke's old
visit*

good
played
The Klark-Urban
Emerson haii three nights last
houses at
week.
F. Devereu* left Saturday
J!i„ Pauline
visit of several weeks with friends in
to

Co.

jdi,

different places.

who has been
arrived home last
teaching in Monmouth,
Jliss Emma Coombs,
for the summer.

Payson will attend the mectthe State dental convention at
Rockland Wedneaday and Thursday of
this week.
who have been
Fred Bond and wife,
in the Maine woods,
,pending aAe*w*««k»
Halted Mrs. Bond's mother, Mrs. I. 8.
W. S.

pr.

ijjw of

Shepherd,

few

a

daya

last week.

Master-Rigger Henry Gardner, accompsnied by his helper, George Howard, returned from Winterport Thursday, after

finishing work on a achooner there.
The tug Walter Roea came down on Frithe schooner Mary A.
day, and towed out
McCann, which baa been discharging coal
She went to
here for the Caatine Coal Co.
Bangor to load.
boam

nave

mm

urrn

jbi

rcvutemi

accident to the aloop Ruth
Cumnock. The tug Lottie and May and a
number of boats have been almost constantly at the scene of the accident with
from the

drags, trawls,etc.
A ball
bet"een

game
a

played

was

nine from

here

Saturday

Belfast and the home

team, resulting in a victory
team alter a hard-longht battle
innings. Score 8—7. Batteries:

lor the

home

of

ten

Belfast,
Johnson; Castine, N.

McDonald and
Hooper, Ueorge McKinnon.
The I ni ted States civil service commission w ill hold a special Brat grade coatoms
examination at Castine August 14, for the
purpose of filling a vacancy in the position
of deputy collector and inspector at the
sub-port ot BrookUn, at a salary of t- a
must

be not

leas than

day. Applicants
twenty-one nor more than fifty-five yeara
of age, of suitable physical condition,

mentally qualified, aa required by the
rules and regulation* ot the civil service

and

United States. The necessary application form, together with a pamphlet
containing specimen examination questions and the requirements of the service,
can be obtained from John F. Rea, local
secretary, at tne Castine custom house, or
Edward E. Stebbina, p. o. box 1S8, Boston.
Applications should be Bled with the latof the

ter

on or

July

before

August

#.

Q.

15.
_

NORTH CASTINE.
John P. Leach, of Camden, is in town.

Conner,

Samuel

o(

Auburn, is

a

1

and Mias Moore, of New
York, are spending a few weeks at J. B. Babson’a.
Steamer Monhegan came into the inner
wharf at the sardine
factory Sunday, and
took on board 4,000 cases of sardines.
A. D. Bentley and
family and Mrs. and
Miss Powell, of Washington, D.
C., have
arrived at Mest End for the summer.

County Sou*

•«#

Smith, of this

I Clarions Are Serviceable. I

SEDGWICK.

I

this

house

Andrew

NORTH SEDGWICK.

summer.

Nicholas Enright and family, of Roxbury, Mass., are occupying the Arvilla
Freethey house for the summer.

G. E.

Martin,

to

Boston, was the guest
of J. A. Closson Thursday.
Miss Eulilia Carter, of Boston, is visitHon. Henry W. Sargent, of Sargentville,
ing her sister, Mrs. Rena Page.
was here Saturday,
and purchased the
Albert Friend and wife are receiving
stock of lumber of John F. Giles.
congratulations on the birth of a boy,
Mark L. Dodge has been appointed
born Monday.
deputy collector of customs for Brooklin,
Mrs. Annie L. Allen and daughter
ana entered upon his duties July 1.
Mrs. Comfort Burns, probably the oldest Esther spent Wednesday and Thursday in
resident of this town, suffered a shock Brooklin, visiting Mrs. Allen’s mother,
and died suddenly Thursday afternoon. Mrs. G. A. Grindle.
The funeral took place Sunday.
Miss Abbie L. Klwell, who has spent the
Schooner Woodbury M. Snow, Capt. Le- winter in Portland, arrived home Monroy Flye, loaded with iron ore from day, to spend the summer with her
Pembroke, is lying in the harbor, waiting mother at the Cedars.
favorable opportunity to sail for Elixabethport, N. J.
Mr. and Mrs. Norcross, with their five
The summer people are now coming in children, Mrs. Garret and Miss Garret, of
earnest. There are about twenty-five at Massachusetts, are spending a few weeks
Grovehurst and several at Cottage Farm. with Mrs. Hattie Allen at Pond View
Many of the cottages have been taken by farm.
them, and many more tourists are expected soon.
At San Franisco, Cal., J une 10, Miss
SUB.
July 15.
Minnie Louise Thurston became the wife
BLUEH1LL FALLS.
Walter Teagle is spending a few days
with his parents at Parker Point.
Nevin is spending his vacation at
Airly Beacon with his mother.
Mrs. P. Friend and son Wilbur went to
Sargentville July 3, returning home
Paul

July

the

W. C. Norcroaa and family, of Wellesley
Hills, Mass., are at 'Pond View farm for
summer.

of

of Cleaves Cole.

their

home at

went

They will make
Maricopa, Cal. Mr. Cole

North Brooklin to California. Miss
Thurston is the daughter of David Thurston, of this place. They have the best
wishes of their friends here.
Rae.
July 15.
from

WEST BROOKSVILLE.

8.

Mrs. H. H. Garrett and Miss Christina
Garrett, of Boston, Mass., are here for the

Walter Conner, ol Salisbury beach lifesaving station, ia visiting relatives here.

Mrs. Hallie
Paul

H. Howfes is ill.

Tapley,

after

a

three weeks’

vaca-

tion with his parents, has returned to bis
business in Boston.

J. Couch and wife have moved

Hardwick, Vt.

tendent of

He is to be

of

quarry.
Warren Colby and wife are visiting at
Henry E. Smith’s. Mrs. Colby will return
to Portland next week.
Rev. Richard Smith, a former pastor
here, but now of Washington, D. C., is
visiting Rev. J. P. Simonton.

parents, E. R. Domansky and wife.
t-lsie and Jean Wardwell have returned
to

Bangor, alter spending

is

from Bath in the schooner Metinic. He
will now take command of the new vessel
Wawenock.

WHY PAY RENT

weT

1{randmo‘B««'i

J“ly

15._L.
BROOKJLIN.

**• **• Carter, of
Stonington,
Ust week.
H. 8. Kane made
last week.

gor

a

was

in town

days

H.

Tibbetts,

and son, of Westvisiting friends in town.
Miss Martha
Hooper, of Melrose, Mass.,
»»
visiting her sister, Mrs. C. H. Johnston.
Mrs. M. E. Taylor, Mr. Blake, wife and
child, of Boston, are visiting at H. M.

brook,

wife

is

in

July

*here he
•u miner.

Miss Agnes McFarland is at home from
where she has been

Mrs. Louise

Hinckley, with son, of
visiting her mother, Mrs.
Horace Batcheler.

Stonington, is

Mrs. Carrie
Wakefield, with her son, of
Somerville, Mass., is visiting her mother,

Mrs. Addie Marks.
Mr. Jones, wife and
son, of Everett,
*lass., are visiting Mrs. Jones* mother,
Mrs. Nellie
Stanley.
Miss Nellie Looke and Bert
Shuman, of
ddis°n, who have been visiting at H. S.
Eflne g, have returned home.
®Mrs. W. W. Dodge and family, of Wash*
1
g.on, D. C., are occupying their cottage
at "
End for the summer.
n I hu c I
tvig, cf law

rente,Mass.,

Annis and Fred Eaton went away
join yachts at Marblehead,

to

Mass.
Capt. A. F. Holden went to Bar Harbor
Thursday morning to take charge of a

yacht.
Miss Roxie Eaton, of Little Deer Isle, is
a few weeks with Mrs. Myrtle

spending

Robbins.

Of ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

Capt. James Robbins, of yacht Vashti,
spending a few days at home, called here
by the illness of his wife.
Miss Grace Hatch, of Somerville, Mass.,
visited her grandfather, Capt. William P.
Lowe, a few' days this week.
Benjamin Lamont and w'ife, Clarence
Lamont, wife and little daughter, of Malden, Mass., are occupying A. R. Campis

has gone to Winter Harbor,
will be employed during the

Cawrenee, Maas.,
leaching.

Rex.

15.

Frank

Friday

Vi FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ESTABLISH BUUU BAHAlHIi IJUMliTlUMS
The establishing of Sound, Safe Banking Connections is the
keystone in the building of good credit. This bank invites
abyour account and solicits your banking business, assuring
solute safety for all funds, liberal treatment, and facilities that
enable it to give prompt attention to your banking requirements

bell’s house for

CO.
EASTERN TRUST & BANKING
MAINE.
BANGOR,

CAPITAL, $175,000. SL'RPLL'S (earned1, $380,000.

the

summer.

Mrs. Henry Adams, son Samuel, and
Jnbn Allen, of Dorchester, Mass., arc
Bpentiing a few* months at Mrs. Adams’
cottage which is being rebuilt.
lumber for the cottage to be erected
shore lot for Joseph Lord, of Melrose,
Mass., arrived Wednesday and work will
begin at once. The foundation is nearly
The

3 1-2 per cent. Interest Paid on Savings Accounts.
2 1-2 per rent. Interest Paid on Check Accounts.

on a

completed.

|

j

particulars Inquire of
Henry H. Higgins. Sec’y,
First Nat l Bank Bldg.
A. W. King, President.

Hcgal jtfotioa*

Arrivals at Oakhurst farm this week are:
Charles Harw ood and w ife, of East Templeton, Mass.; Misses Edith and Helen
O’Connor, or Dorchester, Mass.; Mrs.
Neilson and daughter Agnes, of East Mil-

j

tnd stones; thence northwesterly by said
-oad niue rods to a stake and stones; thence
lorth three degrees east seven tee
rods and
lineteen links to a stake and stones; thence
lorth eighty degrees west nine rods to the
:ounty road; thence northeasterly by said
■oad to the widow Hannah Watson’s land;
whence south forty-five degrees east by compass thirty four rods to a stake and stones;
hence south twenty-five degrees west to the
irst mentioned bound be the same more or
ess. Being the same premises described as
:onveyed to said Samuel B. Freethy by Walter
Herrick by his deed dated December 1, a, d.
.865. and recorded in the registry of deeds for
laid Hancock
county, in volume 108, page 85.
rhat the owners or said real estate cannot
lispose of their separate interests without
088.

Wherefore your petitioner prays that F. W.
--ole, of said Brooklin, or some other suitable
person, be authorized to sell said real estate
it public or private sale, and distribute the
proceeds after paying expenses, among said
heirs according to their respective rights
therein.
Lizzie J. Colb.
Dated June 4,1907.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss—At a probate court held at
BJuehill, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the second day of July, in the year of onr
Lord one thousand nine hundred and seven.
On the foregoing petition ordered: That
notice thereof be given to all persons interested. by causing a copy of said petition and
this order thereon to be published three
weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at Ellsworth, in
said county, the first publication to be thirty
days at least prior to August 6. a. n. 1907,
that
at
a
they
may
appear
probate
court to be held at Ellswortb, iu and for
said county, on said sixth day of August,
a. d. 1907, at ten o’clock iu the forenoon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer
of the petitioner should not be granted.
EDWARD E. CHASE. Jud.e of Probate.
A true copy of the original petition and
order of court thereon.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.

To the Honorable Board of Commissioners of
Hancock County,
Gentlemen:
undersigned Selectmen of the town of
Bluehill, in said County, respectfully
petition said Commissioners to discontinue
a portion of the County road running from |
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Bluehill village to Surry lines as follows:
AlITHEREAS Isaac M. Grant by bis morta point on the South lineof
Beginning
ff
the new road laid out by thaCommissioners
gage deed dated June 21. 18«0, and rein 1906, and built by the town of Bluehill and corded July 15, 1890, in Dook /44. page 267. of
the registry of deed* lor Hancock
33 rods from the face of the South abutment
county,
of the bridge at Me Hards stream on said
Maine, couveyed iu mortgage to Deborah D.
County roads and running in a Southwesterly True, Elizabeth True and Adelaide True the
fo
direction over the "Sand hill" so called to a
lowing described real estate, viz:
Two certain lots or parcels of land situated
poiut on said road parallel with the North
end of the house ot Delbert L. Eroerton. The in said Ellsworth, and bounded and described
as
follows, to wit:
new road around the hill having made this
Westerly by the River
road leading from Ellsworth village to Oak
part unnecessary.
Point,
Trenton, and known as Water street;
1907.
6,
Bluehill, July
Frank P. Greene,
southerly by the Jarvis lot; easterly by Franklin street, and northerly by the Jones and
A. T. Stevens,
Parcher lot.
E. J. Hinckley,
Also another certain .ot or parcel of land
Selectmen of Bluehill.
situated on the east side of Water street in
STATE OF MAINE.
Ellsworth, described as follows:
CommencHancock ss.:—Court of County Commis
ing on said Water street, on the north line of
sioners, April Term. A. D. 1907.
the store lot of the said John True; then
Upon the foregoing petition the Commis- easterly on said line live rods, more or less, to
sioners being satisfied that the petitioners
lot now occupied by Charles Grincle; then
are
responsible, that an inquiry into the northerly following said Grindle’s lot twentymerits is expedient, and that the petitioners
two feet more or less; then westerly miming
ought to be heard touching the niAtter set
[our inches south of the south side of the
forth in their petition; order that the County I buildings built by Charles Davis to Water
Commissioners
meet
on
the
premises
street; then southerly on Water street about
on Tuesday,
the 24th day
of
Septera- ! twenty ieet to the place of beginning. Being
her. A.
D.
P.
1907, at 3 o’clock
ill and the same premises this day conveyed
M.,
and thence proceed to view the route mento me by the said Deoorah D. True, Elizabeth
tioned in said petition, immediately after 1 ind Adelaide True.
which view, a hearing of the parties and witAnd whereas, thereafterwards, on the tenth
nesses will be had at some convenient place
iay of June, 1907. said Deborah D. True.
in the vicinity, and such other measures
Elizabeth True and Adelaide True assigned
taken in the premises as the Commissioners
md transferred said mortgage deed and debt
shall judge proper. And it is further
thereby secured to me the undersigned,
Ordered—That notice of the time, place and
L'harles W. Grindal, which assignment is reof
the
Commissioners’ meeting aforecorded in the registry of deeds for Hancock
purpose
said be given to all persons and corporations
county, Maine, iu book 441, page 228, and
interested by serving an attested copy of the
whereas the conditions of said mortgage are
and
this
order
thereon, upon the
broken and remain broken and
petition
unperformed,
Clerk of the Town of Bluehill, a like copy
now, therefore, I, the undersignea, assignee
:>f said mortgage, do hereby claim a foreupon Frank P. Greene, one of the petitioners. and by posting up attested copies as
closure of said mortgage for breach of the
aforesaid in three putriic places in said town
conditions thereof and give this notice of my
thirty daysfor at least before the time intention to foreclose said mortgage for
said
and
view,
by pub- breach of the conditions thereof.
appointedthe
lishing
Dated this 29th day of June, a. d. 1907.
petition and order thereon,
three weeks successively in the Ellsworth
Cuakles W. Grindal.
American, a newspaper published at Ellsworth, in the County of Hancock, the first !
NOTICE
OF
FORECLOSURE.
publication to be thirty days at least before
THERE AS. Lorin S. Jordan, of Ellsthe time of said view, that all persons and
▼ ▼
worth, Hancock county. State of
corporations interested may attend and be
heard if they think fit.
Maine, hv his mortgage deed, dated the tenth
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
lay of October, a. d. 1905, and recorded in the
Hancock registry of deeds, in vol. 422. page 558,
A true copy of the petition and order thereon
conveyed to Ella Garland, of said Ellsworth,
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
certain parcel of real estate situated in said
Ellsworth, and described as follows:
NOTICK OF FORKCLOSURE.
Bounded on the east by the county road
■VI7"HEREAS, Lyndon H. Phillips, of Ells1
leading to Mariavilie; on the north by land
Tv
worth, Hancock county. Maine, by his formerly owned bv Rebecca J. Moore, now ocmortgage deed, dated the 26th day of Ausust
cupied oy Fred Moore; on the west by land
1905, and recorded in the Hancock registry of
vt Robert Gerry and on the south by land of
deeds, book 425, page 235. conveyed to me, the
Fred Moore, and containing twenty-five acres,
a
certain parcel of real estate
undersigned,
more or less, together
with all buildings
situate in said Ellsworth, and bounded as fol
;hereon: and whereas, said Elia Garland aslows:
Beginning on School street at thn signed said mortgaged to L. F. Giles, of said
northeast corner of lot now or formerly owned
Ellsworth, by assignment dated December 13,
by the widow Franks; thence westerly to land L907, and recorded in said registry, in book
now or formerly of J. H. Partridge; thence
135, page 439: and whereas the condition of
said
northerly by
Partridge’s line four rods: ?aid mortgage has been broken, now therethence easterly four rods to School street:
fore, by reason of the breach of the condition
thence southerly by School street to place ot
hereof 1 claim a foreclosure of said mortbeginning, and containing sixteen square ?age.
L. F. Giles.
rods, more or less; and whereas the condition I Ellsworth, July 5, 1907,
of said mortgage has been broken, now there- !
reason
of
the
fore, by
breach of the condition j
subscribers hereby give notice thai
thereof I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage. I
she has been duly appointed adminisEllsworth, Maine. July 9,1907.
tratrix of the estate of
Josephine L. Phillips,
ALEXANDER B. BAIN, late of MOUNT
By her attorney, Lyuwood F. Giles.
DESERT,
subscriber hereby gives notice that ! □ the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All perhe has been duly appointed adminis- j jiven bonds as the law directs.
ious having
demands against the estate of
trator of the estate of
EBEN B. GARDNER, late of BUCKSPORT. t taid deceased are desired to present the
for settlement,
and all
indebted
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and | tame
are requested to make payment imAll per- | thereto
iyven bonds as the law directs.
Hannah B. Bain.
sons having demands against the estate of ; mediately.
Northeast Harbor, June 28,1907.
a& id deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
subscriber hereby gives notice that
to
make
requested
payment immediately.
she has been duly appointed executrix
Walter H. Gardner.
>f the last will and testament of
Bucksport, July 10, 1907.
ELVIRA R. BENNETT, late of BUCKSPORT,
subscriber hereby gives notice that * in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
he has been duly appointed adminiatra- j given bonds as the law directs.
All pertor of the estate of
sons having demands against the estate of
WALDO D. COWTING, late of DEDHAM.
! said deceased are desired to present the
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and j same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
given bonds as the law directs. All per- are requested to make payment immediately.
sons
having demands against the estate
Verona, June 28,1907. Addia A. Bassett.
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted ;
thereto are requested to make payment imErnest w. Bebrill.
mediately.
Dedham, July 10, 1907.
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Nihil.

REACH.

INTEREST ON CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT THE SAME AS NOW.

For

PEEK ISLE.

ditional.

Savings Department.

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.

reported.

He was arraigned before Judge Spofford
July 5, found guilty and find foO and costs
and given thirty days in jail; in default of
payment of fine, to serve thirty days ad-

subject

can borrow on your
a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
Mid interest together
payments
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, aud in about ten years you
will

Charles H. Morrill, of Newport, grand
Russell G. Dyer, of Portland,
grand secretary of the Maine Odd Fellows, were in town Wednesday evening
for the purpose of instituting a Rebekah
lodge. The Miriam Rebekah lodge of
Rockland conferred the degree on fortyfive charter members. ThU new lodge
is called Rockbound. Quite a
number
from other lodges were present, and an

Antonio Ricci was arrested by Deputy
Sheriff Joseph Eaton for the sale of liquor.

are

Pease’s,
Mahlon Hill

■

over

A NEW SERIES
Shares, 81 each; monthly pay
ments, 81 per share.

open.

master, and

enjoyable time
July 13.

if

shares, give

jail.

in

earn

when you

Antonio Ricci was arrested for the sale
of liquor, and given a hearing before Judge
Spofford July 9. Ricci was found guilty,
fined $50 and costs and sentenced to thirty

3 1-2 %

business trip to Ban-

Pred Stewart has
purchased W. H. Tibbetts’ house at Center Harbor.
"

on

balances of $500 and
to check, and

now

Schooner J. R. Bodwell is loading stone
at the John L. Goss quarry for New York.
Joseph Buckminster will make the trip
with Capt. Demmons.

ren.

2 1-2 %

time with
Mr*. Fred F. Wardsome

is what your money will
invested in shares of the

Schooner J. Frank Seavey, Capt. Kelley,
stone-laden, sailed for New’ York Saturday from Ryan & Parker’s quarry.
Oapt. Andrew Anderson arrived Friday

Mrs. Ira W. Tapley and daughters, Mildred and Carrie, of Brooklyn, N. Y., have
opened their cottage at the Ferry for the

After July I, 1907,
this bank will pay

Banking.

superin-

a

Schools in town will begin September 9.
Capt. Friend started to-day for Bluebill
A large number of summer people are
Malden,
family,
of his load. He w ill finish load- summer.
arriving by every boat.
Mass., are occupying the Dunbar cottage. for part
at
Island.
service
will
be
held
next
Communion
ing
Long
Miss Lizzie Burns has been called home
Archie and Estelle Perry were guests at
has returned Sunday, July 21, in the West Brooksville to Atlantic
Mrs. Abbie Robinson
Byron Herjick's, South Penobscot, last
by the illness of her mother.
church.
Prof.
of
Clark,
borne after spending a week with her Congregational
week.
Mrs. Prudence Smith, of Stonington,
will
the
Bangor theological seminary,
mother at Millbrook farm.
was in town a few days last week visiting
Lawrence and Ellery Perkins, ol Sandy
Cri’MBh.
speak.
July 8.
relatives.
Point, are at Mrs. Mary Perkins’ lor two
The many friends in West Brooksville
weeks.
Miss Lois Eaton's
juvenile dancing
Piles get quick and certain relief from Dr. of Mrs.
Smith were pained to learn
Lucy
Mrs. Mary L. Leach came Saturday from Bhoop's Magic Ointment. Its action is posi- of her death at the home of her school will close Friday, after a most suctive and certain. Itching, painful, protrudcessful term.
its
Massachusetts, where she has been several ing or blind piles disappear like magic by
daughter, Mrs. Redman, in Brookuse.
Large nickel-capped glass jars 50, cents.
months.
The ladies’ aid society is meeting Tueslin, Sunday afternoon, July 14. She was
Bold by G. A. Parchek.
One ol the “nervous" farmers here had.
day afternoon and evenings, making
nen potatoes and
preparation for their August fair.
StontticminM
green peas for dinner
Mrs. Lucretia Spofford, who spent the
Sunday.
winter and spring with her daughter in
Boardman Weat, accompanied by Mr.
Cambridge, Mass., arrived home this week.
Miller, of Boston, arrived last week in his
Hiram Libby and wife, who have been
automobile.
visiting their daughter, Mrs. E. W. HasDwight and Robert Domansky are
kell, have returned to their home in Warspending their vacation with their
Herman and

Me.|

J. P. Eldridge, Ellsworth, Me.

summer.

Mr.

flfc&frtffttmeftis.

j

othor pnpea

I

Miss Jennie Perkins, of Boston, is visher mother, Mrs. Flora Perkins.
Miss Cioldie Dunbar returned Sunday
from a business trip to Brockton, Mass.

iting

nilditionnl

W. M. Tapley, wife and son Maurice, of j
Rockland, passed Sunday with Mr. Tapley’s parents. They were accotnpani d
Miss Birsha Howard is visiting Mrs. E.
home Sunday evening by their two
sons,
P. Clapp.
Walter and George, who had spent two
An immense amount of work
Parker Hinckley haB employment with weeks here with their
grandparents.
can be done on a CLARION
Mrs. C. H. Johnston and Miss Ruth E. A. Byard.
July 15.
Tomson.
without taxing its capacity;
Mrs. Julia Sanborn is the guest of Mrs.
came home
Tuesday, from Melrose, Mass.,
NORTH BROOKSVILLE.
M. E. Byard.
Where they have spent the past year.
yet, the most delicate cookery
is always at your command with
Children’s day will be observed in the
Charles H. Flye and wife, of
Dorchester, i Miss Emma Gill, of Bangor, is visiting grange July 18.
a CLARION.
Mass., Oscar and Gleason Flye, of Bton- Miss Grace Ware at the Point.
A. A. Goodell has greatly improved his
ington, visited at B. O. Dollard’s last ! Yetts Cain and sons came from Burnt
This is because the fire and
mill by a coat of paint.
week.
island Sunday, returning to-day.
oven are always under absolute
Mrs. Lucy Smith, of Salem, died at
Harry J. G. Young has gone to Bluehill
control and there need be no
Homer Mullaney and wife, of New York,
to visit his aunt, Mrs. Emma
the home of her daughter, Mrs. Colon arrived at Traveler’s Home
Doyle.
delays in changing from one line
Wednesday.
Redman, Sunday, July 14, after a short illI. J. Cousins has purchased the horse
Of work to another.
Miss Blanche Smith is spending a few
ness.
known as Derby, of the C. H. Perkins
days with Mrs. Withee at E. A. Byard’s.
Thousands of succesful
heirs.
Mrs. Clarence Rillings, of Boston, is visMrs. Freethey has rented her cottage to
CLARIONS afford the proof.
Mrs. Erastus Gray, of Brockton, and !
iting her brother. Lee H. Powers. Mrs. a party from Connecticut for a few weeks.
two daughters, are at Mrs. Albion BlodBillings was formerly Miss Delle Powers,
See the Clanon '*ent or write “**
F. E. Bacon, of Boston, came Friday for
THE IMPERIAL CLARION.
I
of this place. She was
gett’s for the season.
accompanied by a few days with his
Miss
Estabushed
daughter,
Amy.
her aunt, Mrs. Sara Nye.
School
closed
WOOD
&
BISHOP
June
CO.,
after
a
He returns to-day.
successful
28,
Bangor,
Cards have been received announcing
term taught by Mrs. Lida G. Greene.
Mrs. William Mosely and little son, of
the marriage of Mias Mina Hooper to
Those not absent a day were Joseph
SOLD
BY
came to their summer home
Charles W. Friend, both of Melrose, Mass., Needham,
Fidelia Dow, Charlie, Maole and
here Tuesday. Miss Lake accompanied Besee,
formerly of Brooklin. Their Brooklin them.
Agnes Dodge, Edna Grindle, Iva Snow,
friends extend best wishes.
Idella Snow, Horace Snow, Cecil Segar,
John B.
\nderson and Miss Della Nelson
Cue Femme.
July 15.
Perkins, Hattie Saunders, Harry
Corcoran, of Boston, are spending a week end Loring Young. Whole number of ton, Mass.; Lewis Frye, of Warren, N.
ILcgal Xoti'ccs.
with Mr. Anderson’s parents, P. A. AnderNORTH BROOKLIN.
pupils forty-four; average attendance, H. At Mill Grove cottage: Mrs. C. L.
STATE
OF MAINE.
son and wife.
Morse, Chester Morse, Mrs. Minnie JobMrs. A dr a Leighton is ill.
thirty-seven.
To the Honorable, the Judge of the Probate
Miss Nina Foss and Mr. Alger, of
Miss Edith Stedman, who, with her
ling,
8.
Court
in
and
for
July
C.
the county of Hancock:
Alvin Young, night watchman on the
Athol, Mass. At Wellington cottage:
represents Lizzie J. Cole,
has passed several summers
steamer J. T. Morse, was home over Sun- mother,
here,
of Brooklin. in said county, that ahe
STONINGTON.
Frank Howes and wife, Arthur Howes, RESPECTFULLY
came from Hancock Point
ind
Roland
A.
for
Flye. Martha Nutfer, Fran*
Saturday
day.
C. W. Mason, of Ellsworth, is visiting George Ingalls, all of Gardner, Mass.; and j .-elia Stewart, Henry C. Allen, John D. Allen,
a two weeks’ stay.
Brenn, Fred V. Allen, Prentiss A. Allen,
Alton Barns, of Rockland, was here
Mrs. Leon Simonds and children, of Hoi- | EllaG.
Edward P. Aieu. ueorge /\. DeWitt, Stella J.
Mrs. M. E. Byard came home from his son, Dr. Harry C. Mason.
to
attend the fuueral of his
Sunday
Mass.
Allen, Lvdi-v F. All* u, Arthur F. Allen, Emma
den,
Miss
Haverhill last week. She was accomLydia Mills, of Portland, is spendmother.
1 Allen, William A. Fieetby, Lh lira E. Jarvis,
L.
July 11.
Lizzie F. Jarvis. Vesta A. Moody, Fannie C.
panied by her daughter-in-law and her ing her vacation with friends here.
Davis. Mary A Harbour, Nina0*. Ridley, Lilian
Henry Grindle, carpenter and builder, is niece. Miss Martha Herrick.
The young ladies quartette is camping
Get a free sample of Dr. Shoop’s “Health 1 VI. Doritv. Eldusta Frye and Forest L. Karl,
building an addition to “Do Drop in” for
Coffee” at our store. If real coffee disturbs
re the heirs living in different states of Samael
oat for a week at the Redman farm.
C.
A.
took
a
of
Capt.
the
Conary
H. Freethy, ia’e of Brooklin, in said
party
W. A. Hale.
your Stomach, your Heart or Kidneys, then
county of
business men of the place on a fishing
Hancock, deceased, who left real estate in
Dr. Noyes, of Charleston, has bought a try this clever Coffee imitation. Dr. Shoop
has closely matched Old Java and Mocha
Mrs. Arvilla Freethey, of Dorchester,
laid couuty of Hancock, described as follows:
trip Wednesday. They had a fine day, and house, and will move here about Aug. 1.
Coffee in flavor and taste, yet it has nor a sinA certain lot or parcel of land, with the
Mass., is occupying the George Butler returned with a “full fare” of haddock
gle grain of real Coffee in it. Dr. Shoop’s
ruildings thereon situate in said Brooklin,
Mrs. Emily Babbidge has arrived from Health
Coffee Imitation is made from pure
>eing a part of Jot No. 26, First Division, on
place this summer.
and cod.
he plan of said t«wn of Brooklin, and
the south to spend the summer at her old toasted grains or cereals, with Malt. Nuts. etc.
Mr. Sawyer and family, of Hyde Park,
Made in a minute. No tedious wait. You
>ounded as follows:
H.
July 15.
home.
will surely like it. Sold by G. A. Parcher.
Beginning on the north side of the town
Mass., are occupying the Herbert H. Hale
-oad near Samuel Lufkin’s barn at a stake

guest at

Joseph Perkins’.
Capt. Charles Devereux, ol New York,
is visiting relatives here.
Miss Josephine Dunbar is teaching in
an orphan asylum in
Bangor.
Capt. Kruben Devereux, ol the Maria L.
Davis, is at home for a few weeks.

the mother of Domingo G.
COUNTY NEWS. | place.
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[Original.]
Having been commissioned by a publishing house to wri e a life of one of
England’s great political leaders. I
Lond»)n and took apartments
where I would be nearest the r. ferenc
libraries I should need to co suit. One
fay while I was on the street the city
It
was suddenly enveloped in a fog.

Went to

dense that I could not see my
hand held eighteen inches from my
face. I could hear the shouts of the
drivers in the street, who at onge began to creep along and even at this
I
pace came into frequent collision.
heard footfalls about me. and now an l
again some one. doubtless more used
to fogs and not to l»e stopped by them,
brushed against me.
Suddenly 1 felt
a light touch on the arm. and a hand
was

so

ilid down it and grasped mine.
“Show* you the way, sir?”
I caught at the offer eagerly. fo~
there was confidence in the man’s tone
••Get me out of this.” ! said, “and i
will pay you well.” Then I gave him
my street and number.
He moved off at a pace that astonish
How he dared proceed at what
clear day I would have considered
an ordinary „'ait I could not imagine.
Now and again above the confusion of
noises I heard a tapping as of some
one hitting the pavement with a stick.
Strange to say. we jostled no one. and
no one jostled us. but I could feel my
guide pull or push me to one side or
the other in order to avoid collision.
“Are you a stranger in London, sir?"
be asked.
ed

me.

on

a

ics,

nil

aiuciH.au.

American? Then I am conducting a fellow countryman?”
"Indeed! How came yon to tie a foe
Conductor in London ?"
“I came here to find a better literary
Held than ours in America.”
“And got stranded?”
“Yes."
“I am a literary man myself and am
here now doing literary work, but !
have an order.”
"You're fortunate. I bad no orders
)I had some success at first, but my
•wife sickened and died, and iny daughter became a confirmed Invalid. This
reduced me to working on potboilers.
Stud at last”—
“Even they would not boil the pot?"
I “They did till my daughter failed me
as an amanuensis”—
At this moment whether the man's
mind was taken from his present work
hy his misfortunes or through carelessness. we were nearly knocked down by
some one proceeding more rapidly th;
After this we ceased our
Was safe.
conversation. As to our location. I hail
no knowledge of it whatever, but my
guide told me be knew exactly where
we were. lu aliout an hour from our
starting he led me up to a door, which
he opened, and we stood in the hall of
• tenement house.
“This is not my lodging house.” I
•aid shandy, fearful that I had been
tricked.
“Forgive me,” said the man. who 1
could now see was intellectual looking,
but very shabby; “I live here. 1 have
^brought you to my home to show you
(What can happen to an American who
/trusts himself on the literary sea of
London.” He opened a door and took
me into a room, or, rather, two rooms
communicating. In one of them on a
conch lay a girl with the flaring eyes
and hectic cheek of a consumptive.
“I would offer you some refreshments," said the man. “but there is not
• crust of bread here.
We have neither fuel nor lights, and my poor
daughter, far from having the delicacies she needs, has not even ordinary
food.”
I am taking no credit to myself in
■aylng that I relieved their distress. It
would be a flinty heart that could refuse a fellow countryman in a strange
land. While I was listening to a more
detailed story of their lives a ray of
■uniigbt came streaming in at the window, and, taking a memorandum of
their location, I left them.
One day the father appeared at my
apartments to tell me that bis daughter had but a short time to live and dealred to thank me In person for what
I had done for them. I promised to be
there the same afternoon. I expected
• melancholy scene and preferred to
get through my day's work before entering upon what would interfere with
that condition of mind necessary to
mental effort.
During the arternoon I went to their
■rooms.
They were alone together, the
father being the sole minister to his
daughter’s comfort. The remains of
•some delicacies I had sent a few days
before were on a table. The invalid
was resting in a steamer chair, and T
approached her with a sad heart.
I can never forget the look of gratitude that accompanied the girl's words.
Only an exile who had been succored
by one from her native land could have
felt as she felt. When I took my departure I asked her father, who spoke
only by a pressure of the hand, to let
me know more of his daughter’s condition.
The next day I received word from
I went Imhim that she was dead.
mediately to the old man to cheer hi*
by the announcement that I had made
arrangements for his return to America. On leaving him I laid some bank
notes on the table and called his attention to them. He went to the table
and felt over it till he touched them.
He was stone blind.
When I finished toy labors, which
1 did soon after his daughter's death,
1 took him with me to America. There
I secured some literary work for him
to do.
SILVIA LEWIS BALDWIN.
"An

d

•**

Valuable Because Absorbent—A Cla>
Fipe Makes a Good One.
Physicians are o.*ten asked whether
there really is any virtue in what arc
called Gladstones. One of them declares that these stoues are of value,
hut that they would be of more value
if their limitations were understood.
“There is no particular variety of
stone or substance which may lie designated exclusively as the mudstone.**
he says. “I have seen many of them,
so called, and no two were of exactly
the same composition, geologically considered.
“Madstones act on the same principle
that a blotting paper does when absorbing ink. and then* is uothing that
makes a better one than baked pipeclay. A new elaj- pijie. procurable for

nee

|

BUCKSPOKT.

Thad Hanley Johnson, of Bangor, and
Miss Gladys Abbott, daughter of Capt.
and Mrs. Melvin Abbot, were married at
the home of the bride here by Rev. Frederic Brown Wednesday afternoon, in the
presence of the immediate family and relatives. Miss
Abbott is very popular
among her Urge circle of friends, who
wish her much happiness. Mr. Johnson
is traveling representative of the Sawyer
Boot A Shoe Co., of Bangor.

cent at nearly any store where tobacco is sold, cannot be excelled by
any mad stone, no matter how great
Its reputation.
I Amanda H., widow of B. F. Farnham.
“The action can be clearly demon- died
Sunday afternoon, aged seventy|
a
common
red
1
strated by placing
dry
seven
years and four
months, after
with
the
of
a
brick in contact
margin
several months' illness.
She is survived
and
what
of
water
noticing
puddle
by two daughters-Mrs. N. N. Brown, of
capillary attraction will accomplish. Los Angeles, Cal., and Mrs. J. F. Haley,
neto
be
efficient
the
Therefore
only
of Portland, and one son
Frank W.
cessity is for the stoue to be porous Farnham. of Yonkers, N. Y.; one brothadhesive
and
absorbhave
and
strong
er— I>r. K. B. Patterson, of Eastport, and
ent
Nothing mysterious one sister—Miss Julia E. Patterson, of
qualities.
about it.
San Francisco, Cal.
Mrs. Farnham was
“I have seen several that appear to a member of the Elm street
Congregabe concretions, either vesical, renal or tional
church, and when in good health
were
found
in
and
the
bladder, was a constant attendant.
biliary,
Her kind
kidney or liver of some aulmal—those heart prompted her to respond to every
taken from the deer supposed to be the call of distress.
best.
“When a person is bitten by a reptile
8UI IH 0KUU&9\1LLIS.
or dog supposed to be mad and the
Fred Cline, of Lynn, Mass., vu in town
the
wound
the
stone
to
applied
porous
blotting paper action begins, and the I last week.
Simeon Carter »nd wife, of North Sedgblood, saliva *from the mouth of the
animal and whatever poison these wick, are in town.
fluids contain will naturally by capilThere was a band concert last Saturday
lary attraction be absorbed by nud night at Buck's Harbor.
into the substance applied, no matter
Capt. Herbert L. Black, who has been in
what name you may give it
a hospital at New York, is at home, slowly
“The saying that if a stone sticks
improving in health.
the wound is poisonous and If it does
Mrs. George L. Reed, Mrs. Inez Gray
not take hold there is no venom present is untrue.
If the stone is clean znd Mrs. Ralph Bent, ot Naskezg, were in
and dry it will adhere when moisture town Monday to attend fhe funeral of
is within reach till it becomes saturat- Mrs. Samuel D. Coombs.

j

—

I

Levi Franks bad two pieces of oats sown
“For Instance, a new red brick will last spring. He now has two of the pretabsorb one pint of water. After the tiest pieces of barley in town. The correvenom has been taken Into the circu- spondent knows they were oats, as be
lation the madstone Is worthless, but sowed them hi xseif.
aa the victim Is usually filled with
Lucy W., wife of Samuel D. Coombs,
whisky or alcohol at the same time the died Saturday, July 8, after a painful illatone la being uaed the spirits may ness of over thrte
years. She was the oldcounteract the effect of the poison.
est daughter of Luther and Louisa Bates,
"1 know of a stone which bas a wide born
Aug. 13, 1835. She leaves an aged
reputation and makes a good living for husband, to whom she has been united a
the family owning It. They never let few months short of
fifty years, and a ton
It go out of tbeir sight, and when the and a
daughter, who have always resided
victim cannot be taken to the stone at home. Rev. A. B. Carter officiated at
one member of the family can be hired
the funeral. The burial was at the Sylto take the stone to the victim.
In ad- vester Condon
cemetery.
dition to traveling expenses, they
C.
July 15.
for the application and til
charge
extra for each hour that the stone
TRENTON.
sticks.
Miss Lulu Pettingill is in Ellsworth vis“This stone is busy a large part of iting friends and relatives.
the time. Not long since the stone held
Reuben Higgins (L'ucle Reuben), of
to a man's leg for over 100 hoars, yet
Ellsworth, was in tow n recently calling
the man died.
His life could have
on old friends.
been saved if dependence had not been
John Donlin, wife and little son Clar- i
placed entirely in the stone.”—Medical
ence, of Frankfort, visited Mrs. Donlin’s
Brief.
parents, Mr. Pirie and wife, last week.
May.
A “Touching” Story.
July 8.
The young lady who had sat for a
Mr. Stafford and a party of friends were
erayon
portrait was not altogether at his farm last
Tuesday.
pleased with the result "It looks like
Daniel Hamilton and wife have moved
tue, of course,” she said. Inspecting it
doubtfully, “and yet I think there are to Ellsworth for the summer.
_

things about it that ought to be
Byron S. Carpenter moved the household furnishings of W. M. Hopkins to Bar
changed.”
She suggested that the eyes should Harbor Saturday.
have rather more of an upward look,
Misses Barbara L. and Blanche A. Hopthat the right hand should be a little kins and their
youngeet brother Allen w ill
less prominent, that the hair should
go to Bar Harbor for the remainder for
some

be made

more

wavy and that certain

changes ought to be made in tbe drapery.

“That would require a great deal of
retouching.” said the artist, “and I
should have to charge you about $10
additional.”
“Oh, dear”’ she exclaimed with a
“I shall have to give it np.
pout.
Papa won't stand my Tetouching’ him
to that extent.”

the

summer.

Mra. Thompson Leland was the guest of I
Mrs. Jane Gordon Wednesday and Thursday. Mrs. Gordon will go to Bar Harbor
to-morrow for the summer.
May.
July 12.
_

8ARGENTVILLE.
Mrs. Cora L. Harding is visiting relatives at Deer Isle.

Henry L. Grindell is employed
A Csss In Point.
Of Sergeant Arabia, who bad not a
clear method of speech, it is related
that he said to one criminal. “Prisoner
at the bar. If ever there was a clearer
case than this of a man robbing his
At
master, this case is that case.”
another time be said. "Prisoner at the
bar, you have been found guilty on
several indictments, and It Is In m;
power to subject you to transportation
for a period very considerably beyond
the term of your natural life, but the
court in its mercy will not go so far
as it lawfully might go. and the sentence Is that you be transported R»r
two periods of seven years each.”—
London Globe.

Real Distress of Mind.
Dora—I'm In such distress of mind,
and I want your advice. 1 am loved
by three men, and I don’t know which
to accept.
Clara—Which one has the
most money?
Dora—If I knew that,
do you suppose I’d waste precious time
running around for advice?

Something More Recent.
“What was the cause of this rumpus?” asked the judge.
“Well, you see. Judge,” replied the
policeman, “this man here and that
woman there are married”—
"Yes, yes, I know. But what other
cause?”—Cleveland Press.

steamer

on

the

J. T. Morse.

William T, Sampson, of Melrose, Mass.,
has been visiting friends here.
Mias Susie Grindal, of Farmington, ia
a few days at Shore Acres.
Miss Harriett Booth, of South Boston,
is the guest of Mrs. E. O. Thwaite’s.

spending

Misses Florence aDd Belle Frizzell, of
South Boston, are at Mrs. Frank Billings
for the summer.
Prof. Herbert R. Roberta and wife are
spending the summer with Mrs. Roberts’
parents at Forest Bank.
July 15.
Sim.
NORTH ORLAND.
Norris Ginn is ill.
Miss Linnette
the summer.
Mrs. Sarah
guest ol Mrs.
Mrs. Jessie
Beatrice Gott

Hussey is

at

home for

Wood, ct Chicago, is the
W. P. Dodge.
Billings is able to sit up.

is working for her.
Henry W hite, of Beverly, Mass., visited
his mother,
Mrs. Caroline White, last

with
stone

other page*

Mrs. Jennie Beazley Mclnnis, youngest
daughter of William Beazley and wife,
:
died Thursday evening after a long illness,
j Her death is deeply mourned by a Large
j circle of friends. She is survived by her
husband-James L. MaJnnis, father and
mother, brother-Edward L. Beazley. of
Bucksport, and sister—Mrs. Ella Beazley
Bridges, of Lowell, Mass.

a

!

I

|

n- A Pleasant
P'l>t’
The proceeds amounted to
$53.43
Mrs. Murk Inland, of
Ellsworth „
and Mrs. Sarah
Jackson, of

nJJitionnl

Count

p

.Vw»,

»m other
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PENOBSCOT.

-

E. Varnum and daughter Nina were
in Bluebill Sunday, calling on relatives.
Mrs. Ned Coombs, of Cast In*, has been
guest of Mrs. Seymour Ward well for

SOUTH BLI EHILL.

An.

___

SOITH

the

~

Bom..!,**

*..

A.

15._i-

PENOBSCOT.

days.
E^P. Perk ,n. spent a few day. U,t ,Mk
at Orono.
Capt. H. E. Perkins has had an engine
Thomas GHndle Is
placed in his boat, and will now do his
attending th. „„„
u™"
mer school at the U. of M.
| own towing.
O. W. Dunbar has gone to
W. B. Clement has recently purchased a
portt,nd
Edward Preble, wife and little child, of j pair of fine driving horses of James Pick- where he is working as a clerk.
Brockton, Mass., are visiting Mr. Preble's ering, of Orland.
i **«•«* Perkins of Melrose. Mss, h,
mother, Mrs. Arch Henderson.
| Miss Esther Emerson, of Buck sport, is been visiting bisaunl, Bertha Perkini.
Mrs. Frank Day, of Brockton. Mass., visiting her grandmother, Mrs. Phebe
Horace Perkins and
wife, of Watervill,
and Guy Day, of Boston, are visiting Mr. t Varnum, for a few days.
formerly of this town, are spending ,
Day’s mother. Mrs. Charles Ferrin.
Miss Carrie Seller* has returned to her days here.
Mrs. Comfort Burns, an aged lady, for- home in Ellsworth, after spending two
Schooner Clara and Mabel,
Cspt Esrls
merly of this place-, died at the home of weeks here with relatives.
Sellers, is unloading freight at the
„.,m.
1
in
Warren
North
Brook
tier son
at
July
Schooner Caroline Krechier, Capt. Devbo«t wharf.
12. She leaves one daughter. Mrs. Her- ereaux, arrived Saturday with a cargo of
Mrs. Grace Condon, Mrs. Gussie
bert Higgins, and four sons—Warren, of lumber for W. B. C. Clement.
finndJe,
and R. A. Rhind were
baptised Sundayy h.
North Brookliti:
Philip and Alton, of
°T
Mrs. Roy Lee Wardwell and son Gerald, Rev. Mr. Gavin.
of
Swan's
Island.
! Rockland, and William,
of Augusta, are visiting her parents, B. H.
Miss
Lilia
who
was
Binder,
of
their
They have the sympathy
many Cushman and
operated
wife, for a few weeks,
on tor appendicitis a abort
friends here.
time ago is
Edwin Hutchinson, of Milford, N. H., gaining rapidly.
July 15.
_D. has returned to his home after spending a
July 15.
(,
__
EAST BLI EHILL.
J week with his uncle, Henry C. Perkins.
I
LEACH’S POINT.
1
Lester Grindle went to Redstone, N. H.,
Several from here attended the KlarkMrs. Riplay is visiting in
Urban performance at Castine last week.
Saturday.
Bucksport.
I
Llewellyn B. Ames spsnt Saturday and
report a good company and a good en| Mrs. Mary Ashworth went to Thoroaa- All
lertainment
each
with
relatives.
Sunday
evening.
ton last week.
i
Mist Maude Brewster is
Mrs. Helen Bridges, of Portland, is at
Miss Vena Binder, of Council Bluffs,
spending sevIowa, is visiting relatives here.
j her old home on Pension bill for a short eral weeks at Opt. Brewster a.
Her granddaughter, Miss Alice, of
stay.
The
Mrs. M. D. Cook left Saturday for a
strawberry season has begun.
Bucksport, has been with her the past Walter Brewster bad -KM quarts the second
! visit with friends in Waterville.
week.
|
day’s picking.
Schooner Lizzie
and
Annie arrived
Bob Soper, of Hartford, Conn
| The entertainment which eras to have
Thursday with lumber for M. H. Long.
spent
been given last Friday evening by Penob- several
days with his brother. Charles
Mrs. George Hussey, of Everett, Mass., scot
grange, was postponed on account of Soper, last week.
is visiting her parents, M. H. Long and
the severe storm. It will be given some
Mrs. Flora Sparrow, who has been visitwife.
| time this week.
her son Id Dorchester. Mass., has reing
R.
July 15.
Si* ba.
July 15.
turned home. She brought
her
little
NORTH BLl'EHILL.
granddaughter Florence with hw to spend
WINTER HARBOR.
Miss Elinor Sibley was kicked by a colt
recently and badly hurt.
Miss Fannie Emerton, who has been visiting friends at West rremont, has returned home.

a

few

j

Eliza Palmer baa gone to Hweet’t Point

for the

summer.

8. Hinckley has
Black island, where he
ployed a few weeks.
Fred

Dr. and

Mrs. Small

the

Bangor

in

were

returned

has

from

been

em-

Dunbar and mother have returned
from a dew days’ visit with friends in
Brooksvitle.
H. S.

Mrs. Gideon Mayo

was

Bat Harbor

at

waa

in town

a

M

_

WEST BROOKUN.

Thursday.
Dr. F. L. Wood
last week.

summer.

July 16.

Monday.

Min Lula Carter, who is employed in
came home Saturday.

lew days

Boston,

Fred Cole, of North Brooklin, ate
painted the echoolboase here.
Fred Page and wife, of North Sedgwick,
Dr. Ellen Stover Wetlaufer, of CbeyMrs. George Rolfe, ol Gouldsboro, ia v Sailed Allen darter and wife
Saturday end
eune, Dakota, is visiting her sister, Mrs.
visiting relatives In town.
Sunday.
J. P. Grindle.
Clark Blance, of Prospect Harbor, ia
Mias (trace Bridges, who haa been visitD.
July 16.
working lor the Winter Harbor Co.
ing her parents on Tinker's island, has arBLl'EHILL.
Fred V. Joy, Jr., who has been at the rived home.
Miss Alice Msyo is accompanist for the Jamestown exposition, returned Saturday.
Edwin Parker and wife, of Biuehili,
“Concert of Nations”. A rehearsal of the
Mrs. L. E. Foss and daughter Vivian, ol were here Tneaday, July », to attend the
children’s chorus will be held next Friday
Rockland, ale visiting relatives in town. funeral of Mr*. Ella Q. Carter.
at 3 p. m. The general rehearsal will be
J nly 16.
B.
John Matheeon, who haa been at Banon Friday evening.
gor (or surgical treatment, returned
SWAN’S ISLAND.
Thursday.
Mrs. M. A. Barbour spent last week in
Dream Fishing.
H. E. Frazier and wife, who were called
1 do not go to fish for fish;
Newport with friends.
Mr. I’pliam, ol Arlington, Masa.,
rived Tuesday.

ar-

_

I go to catch the day
When up the dawn he comes to swish
The river mists away.
I do not go because I know
The fish are sure to bite;
I go to cmtch the songs that flow.
The dream's that greet my sight.
I do not go to fish for fish;
1 go to fish for news.
Along the shore a mile or more
To visit Mrs. Muse.
I often find her daughters nine
Upon the beach at play.
And then the pleasure all is mine
To bear the things they say.
1 do not go to fish for fish;
I go to be like one
Who Joys to sit awhile and smile
Just lonely with the sun.
Just with the chatter of the breeze
Upon the rippling tide,
Just with the friendship of the trees
And of the birds beside.
I do not go to fish for fish;
1 have no time for that.
1 go to stray away a day
Beneath my wide-brimmed hat.
I go to drift, or slow or swift.
However wills my boat.
Where something comes to cleanse and lift
The dust that's in my throat.
I do not go to fish for fish;
I hardly care at all
If any fish come at my wish,
Good luck or ill befall.
I go to fish with memory bait
Upon the singing stream.
And generally it is my fate.
Instead of fish, to dream—
To dream and drift and swing and float.
To loaf the lonely hours
Along the shore where glides my boat.
Where bloom the fragrant flowers;
To lunch and smoke and dream again
The day’s long golden span;
To paddle home at night and feel—
Just like another man.

Cross-Examination t'p-to-Date.
Grandfather
of His Country—Weil,
well! my son, what does this mean?
“I don’t remember.”
“What have you got in your hand there,
George? Answer me this instant.”
“I don’t remember.”
“George, did you or did you not chop
down that cherry tree?”
“I cannot tell.”
“What’s that?
You can’t, eh? Well,

to Ellsworth to attend the funeral of Mrs.
J. C. Frazier, returned Tuesday.

Thomas McDonald,
for a few days.

secutory delusion.”
“What’s that got to do with the cherry
tree?”
DEER ISLE.
“The cherry tree was a constant menace
to my happiness. I thought that the tree
The Deer Isle Mines Co. has been
organ
ized for the purpose of conducting a min- would grow up and produce branches that
ing business, with (250,000 capital stock, of might be producive of great physical diswhich nothing is paid in. President, El- comfort to me. Bo I decided to do away
mer P. Spofford; treasurer, L. A.
Spofford. with it.”
“Do you know what I’ve decided to do,
B.

George?”
GOILDSBORO.
Setting Him Right.
“No, father, but I hope you won’t have
Alexander J. Taylor, formerly of this
“Er—really,” began Mr. Chesty, “you
a
brain storm, father.
Think of my
have the advantage of me, sir.
My place, and Miss Elizabeth E. McKittrich,
youth, father.”
of Butte, Mont., were married at
memory, perhaps, is at fault, but”—
Butte,
“Do you know' what you deserve, son?”
“So," Interrupted Pepprey, “It Isn’t June 26. They will live at Helena, Mont.,
“I don’t remember, but I hope you won’t
your memory, but your manners.”— where the groom is employed.
take any drastic action. It won’t do the
Philadelphia Press.
tree any good, and it will spoil a good
WEST GOI LDSBORO.
story.”
Wisdom alone is a science of other
Charles Follett and wife, Miss Louise
sciences and of itself.—Plato.
Tracy and Miss Mabel Shaw spent Sunday
Music should be written on note paper.

of

Boston, is

in

town

Mra. A. C. Leighton and Mra. W illiam
Dr. Edgar Hawks is spending s lew
Collins, who have been visiting relatives
days with relatives in Winthrop.
at Milbridge, returned to Mark island
Basil Stinson ia in Penobscot with his
Saturday.
Mrs. Howard Lowell, .for a few
El wood Hill, of Bar Harbor, has a crew aunt,
weeks.
at work repairing the wail of the swimA part of the Eastern yacht ;elub s fleet
ming pool which was recently demolished
was in the harbor last
Wednesday on
during a thunder storm.
its annual cruise to Bar Harbor.
E.
July 15.
Special.
July 15.
SEAL COVE.

GOULDSBORO.

W.J. Harper ia very ill with tonsilitis.
Miss Grace Murphy recently visited
relatives at Southwest Harbor.

Henry Burrill haa gone
the schooner

Kelley.

as

steward

Schooner Cora M., Capt. Mitchell, is at

Hutchings

loading

wharf

with

staves.

Miss Mabel Shaw, of Nashua, N. H.,

of

has

been

Mary Augusta, Oapt. Tom Quptitl.

visiting

her aunt,

Mrs. A. E.

Mrs. Susie Jordan, of Northeast Har-

Miss Helen Sawyer and brother Paul, of
Southwest Harbor, are visiting their
grandmother, Mra. C. H. Sawyer.

bor, with her two children, is visiting her
brother, Forrest Perry.
Mrs. Cynthia Kolle, who has been spendWilliam
in
is
command
Oapt.
Murphy
a week with her mother, Mrs. Laof the schooner John Oadwalader. Capt. ing
vinia Sargent, at Winter Harbor, returned
David Murphy has taken command of
home yesterday.
the schooner Minnie Slosaon.
Jpb
July IS.
Mias Louise Robbias arrived home Sat-

_

BLUEHILL FALLS.
urday from Bangor and Stockton Springs,
where she haa been visiting her father,
Vernon Hooper had hi* knee cot quite
William Robbins, who ia mate of the badly a few day* ago.
schooner Lottie Beard.
Cecil timy and wife, of Bar island, spent
A sociable waa held at the hall Saturday
Saturday night and Sunday with relative*
for
the
of
benefit
James Kelley, here.
evening
who haa been ill for some months. From
the sale of refreshments and contributions
from friends about ifX was realized. Mr.
Kelley’s friends hope for his recovery.
July 15.
N.

C. B. Daria and son Ben, of Stomngton,
Sunday to taka the sloop Lucy May,
bought of B. A. Cray.

came

Yacht Wayfarer, Capt. Btingard, of Bo sin the offing from Bar Harbor. Tne
owner i* Charles L. Harding.
CBCSIBP.
July 16.

ton is

BASS HARBOR.
J. Dwigbt Curtis, of Brunswick, is visiting friends here.

__

OCEANVILLE.

Lewis Benson, of Somerville, Mass., was
in town last week.
Miss C. S. Leffingwell, of Montclair, N.
at her summer home here.

J., is

Mr*. Edith Eaton and little
iting at Mrs. Eva Ureenlaw’a.

|
it

Mrs. Fairfax and the Misses Reese, of
Hagerstown, Md., are at Qray Rocks.
Quite a number from here attended the
play at Southwest Harbor Saturday evening.
Mrs. Lucy Richardson and Mrs. Mary
Holmes visited their sister, Mrs. Vesta
McRae, Wednesday.
a

15.

_X.

Y. Z.

Miee Cameron and Miaa Siowey, of New
Mrs.
are apending the summer at
H. M. Hatch’s.

York,

Miaa Minnie

|

HULL’S COVE.
Mrs. Susan Nowell is in Hermon for
few days.

a

vis-

here.

Jackson and wife.

July

aon are

Miss Macdaniel, of Q«rden City, N V.,
spending the summer in her cotUg®

spending a few
Hatch, returned
Saturday.
we’ll soon see!”
Mrs. Kirk Bumford and daughters, of
July 13.
“Hold on, father, I hadn’t finished the
arrived Thursday for a
sentence. I cannot tell a lie, father, I did Cambridge, Mass.,
of several weeks.
it with my little hatchet, but I was tem- stay
Mrs. Mabel Condon and little daughter
insane
at
the
time.”
porarily
Harriet, of Stockton Springs, are spend“You were, eh?”
“Yes,” sir. I was suffering from a per- ing a few weeks with her parents, T. W.

week.

J uly 12.

F

Mrs. Charles H. Wood and son Phillip,
of Bar Harbor, and Mrs. Fletcher Wood
and Master Henry, of Steuben, are at
their home for the summer.
July

evening'^''

! Ja,y

COUNTY NEWS.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Young at GrindPoint.

Harding,
weeks

who

has

to her home in

been

Freda

with Mrs

Newport
A

RightForHelp
a

H ead ach

e

Sherman, Me., Aug. 13.
Mrs. Ella Archer, of Amherst, is .visitT have used the ‘L. F.’ Bitters with
ing her parents, W. P. McGown and wife. mccess for
years. They are the only
1
Mr. and Mrs. Scenes, of Boston, are
Sting I can find to help me when
spending the summer with Mrs. Frances lave an attack of headache.”
Brewer.

Raymond Hanscom and wife attended
the funeral of Charles E. Black at Mariaville Friday.

When sickness comes a dose of “L- FtoJ. Pearpont Edwards and w ife arrived ^wood’s Bitters will work wonders
act
Saturday, and opened their summer cot- ward making a recovery. They

tage, Eastcote.
fuickly and beneficially on the whole
The Busy Bee sewing circle held a sale ;ystem, purifying blood, strengthening
of fancy w ork, aprons, home-made
35c. at drugcandy, tomach, cleansing bowels.
cake and

ice-cream at the

schoolhouse

fists.

A

A

